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The pu,..~ose of this report is to describe an experimental investigation 
concerned with the behavior 'of a few structural metals under a range of stress 
conditions applied in times that correspond to the responses which might be ex-
cited in ship structures by underwater explosion or air blast loading, or 'in 
building structures by earthquake shock or the explosion of a large scale veapono 
The engineering aspects of material behavior are emphasizedo 
The tests included uniaxial stress applied in either tension orcompres .. 
sion, and flexural stress proq.uc.ed by third-point loading of small beams of 
rectangular sectiono The rise times of the loadings were varied from a few 
milliseconds to s,everal minutes 0 An attempt is made to correlate the results 
obtained in the uniaxial stress tests with those obtained in flexureo 
The appli,cabi.li ty of the results of this investigation to the general 
problem. of determini.ng the behavior of structures under transi.ent dynamic loadings 
producing extensive inelastic deformations is discussed brieflyo 
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10 GENERAL INTRODUCTION 
101 Introduction 
The purpose of the investigation which was conducted at the University 
of Illinois under Contract Nonr-1834(Ol) 'Was to determine the time ~ensitive 
stress-deformation characteristics of the more commonly used structural metals, 
and the engineering significance of this information in the solution of problems 
concerned with the behavior ofinetal structures under transient dynamic loads 
producing extensive inelastic deformationso 
The 'Work which was done on the project can be divided arbitrarily into 
three related parts: (1). The testing of structural metals under uniaxial stress 
conditions which are produced sloyly or rapidly, (2) the correlation of these 
behaviors with the ones obtained under conditions of slowly or rapidly applied 
flexural stress J . (3) the development of the special testing apparatus required 
for the experimental yorko These phases also form the major divisions of this 
report 0 
In the first part of the report is discussed the basic apparatus devel-
oped at the University of Illinois for use in the application of slow to rapid 
loads to uniaxially .. stressed coupons 7 small beams, or model frames 0 . Sjpce 
special fixtures and instrumentation were necessary for each type of test, only 
the basic apparatus will be discussed in this sectiono The details of the fix-
tures and instrumentation will be described in the other sections of the report 
which pertain to the actual testing programs; these are'Sections 2 and :3 which 
describe respectively the uniaxial stress studies and the flexural stress studies I> 
2 
The investigations conducted at the University 'of Illinois as a part of 
Contract Nonr .... 1834(Ol) were concerned with. the engineering aspects of the behavior 
'of the materials and structural elements under conditions of slow and rapid stress-
ing 0 The metallurgical and fundamental physical nature of the deformation process 
w1as: beyond the scope of this projecto .However, an attempt was made to classify 
the materials which w.ere tested by evaluating and recording the metallurgicalna-
tures and the chemicalcompositious involvedo 
.1 .. 2 Scope 
In the. investigation described in this report small specimens 'of 
several sizes, shapes, and materials "Were tested at room temperature under stress 
conditions which for some steels included .uniaxial tension, uniaxial compression, 
and flexure.. These lfstressings Tf were applied 'With a specially' constructed machine 
that permitted independent control of the urise" time of the loading, the maximum. 
load, duration of the load, and the time of load decayo (This machine was de-
signed not only for this investigation, but for general use as a pulse loadiilg 
unit capable of 'applyinga controlled load of 20,000 lb maximum to small struc-
tural elements in times as short as 00005 secondso) 
In most of the tests, the loads were held at constant levels after 
application until' the yielding process had been completed 0 The main variables of 
the experimental investigations were~ 
'Uniaxial Tension 
10 Rise time .. of load (00005 second minimum. to approximately 100 
se.conds .' ) 
20 Maximum stress level 
30 The type of steel (semi-killed, rimmed, low-alloy) 
Uniaxial Compression-Tension 
40 Manner of loading (tensionJ compression,)1 and reverse loadings) 
'Some secondary variables of the uniaxial tests wereg 
Flexure 
ao Manner of treatment (as-rolled, annealed before machining, 
annealed after machi~ing.) 
bo SurfaCe finish (as*machined, polished, notche~) 
50 Level. of maximuttJ. load 
3 
Usingoscillograpb.s and associated instrumentation having adequate 
response characteristics, records with respect to time were taken of the nominal 
specimen resisting stress, surface strains, and average elongation over the 
1J<J gage?~ length of the specimeno From these records the relations between stress, 
strain, and time were determined for the various testso 
The results of the uniaxial. tension and compression tests are presented 
and discussed in terms of {l) the time delay to the initiation ofa significant 
amount of yielding,? (2) the rate of general. yielding where applicable, and (3) 
the general nature of the stress=strain-time behavior of the various metals 
testedo 
In the slow En d rapi.d flexural tests of small beamsDf rectangular 
section under third-point loading~'f enough information -was obtained that the time 
dependent stress""strain behavior in the pure flexural region of the beam could 
be determined 0 An attempt is made to correlate this behavior -wi th the informa-
tion obtained from uniaxial tests of the same material." 
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20 RAPID LOADING AND STRAINING EQUIPMENT 
20l Intr'O.duction 
The equipment used .for producing the loads a.nd the deformations 
required during the course of the project consisted of two t;ypes; those in 'W,hi ch 
nominal deformation was the quantity most nearly independent of the specimen be.;, 
havior (standard hydraulic and screw-type universal testing ma,chines and a 
specially constructed hydraulic actuator), and the slow and rapid pneumatic 
loading unit with which nominal loads that are nearly independent of specimen 
response could be producedo The pneumatic unit is hereafter called the puls,e 
loading uni to 
The Baldwin universal hydraulic testing machine which was used as the 
load standard in all dynamometer calibrations 7 was also used for many of the 
slow tests run at rates conforming to ASTM specification A 370"'56To However, in 
the later stages of the project, for ·convenience in use of the oscillographic 
equipment with which all slow and rapid tests were recorded, a hydraulic actuator 
system affording nominal straining control at slow rates of deformation was de-
visedo This could be quickly connected in series with the pulse loading unit so 
that no change of either instrumentation connections or specimen fixtures was 
necessary in changing from slow straining tests to rapid loading testso 
202 Description of the Loading Apparatus 
For the initial purposes of the investigation, a device that would 
produce a rapid loading pulse, that is, a pulse that is nearly independent of 
specimen response, was very desirable not only because such a device would permit 
producing the desired loading without the need of accurate knowledge of the speci-
men ~ s response characteristics 7 but also becaus,e nearly identical loading pulses 
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could be applie.d easily to structural components, coupons) or frames having 
varying response characteristicsc Other requirements were that the minimum rise 
and decay times of the loading pulse should not exceed approximately ten milli-
seconds, that both the magnitude and duration of the loading should beindepend-
entlycontrollable, and that the maximum loading stroke should be at least four 
inches with an associated drop in load. of not more than 50 per cent 0 
The 2O-kip pulse load,ing device shown in Figs 0 1, 2, and 3 was 
developed to satisfy these requirementso This unit is a piston device in which 
the load output is the result of differential pressureo Compressed nitrogen or 
helium is used as the pre'Slsure sourceo The rapid application and release of the 
load can be achieved through the use of solenoid triggered slide valves to obtain 
the timed pressure release from the two chambers of the deviceo 
203 Control of Loading 
The use of this device permits the application of a loading pulse that 
may begin from a static level ranging from 20 kips tension to 20 kips compression, 
undergo a rapid change of plus or minus 20 kips maximum (with the restriction 
that the prepulse load plus the dynamic change in load can not exceed the limits 
of plus or minus 20 kips), and then return rapidly to zero loado The duration of 
the peak load may be varied from a few milliseconds to many hourso The rise and 
\ decay times of the loading pulses are controllable by adQ~ting the size of the 
pressure release orificeso The minimum time for either rise or decay of the load 
is approximately six mi~lisecondso Using the adjustable orifices, it is possible 
to increase the time for rise or decay of the load to approximately half a second, 
and, of course, loadings at relatively slow rates can be achieved by the slow 
build-up of pressures in the chambers of the unit using the manual pressure supply 
system 0 A few possible loading pulses are shown in Figo 40 
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20 4 Past Usage in Testing 
In the investigation described in this report the 2O-kip pulse loading 
unit was used for the rapid uniaxial tension and compression tests, and also for 
the experiments involving rectangular beams under third-point loading 0 In addi-
tion to these investigations for which the testing arrangements are shown in Figso 
7 and 31, the loading unit was used also in a series of tests of gmall model 
frames under both slow and rapid loadings 0 The arrangement for these experiments 
is shown in Figo 50 
Since the successful development of the 20 kip loading unit, machines 
of larger capacity based upon its design have been constructed at the University 
of Illinoiso One of these machines is shown in Fig. 6D .This machine has a 
capaci ty of plus or minus 60 kips and a minimum loading time of approximately 15 
milliseconds under ordinary usageo 
2.5 Description of the Slow Straining Unit 
As was mentioned in the introduction to this section, a hydraulic 
actuator which can be connected in series with the 2O-kip pulse loading unit was 
provided so that straining tests at slow rates could be performed conveniently 
w:i.thout changing the instrumentation or the manner of specimen connectiono A 
schematic diagram of this unit and the associated pressure control system is shown 
in Figo 80 The entire testing arrangement is shown in Figo 70 
2.6 Summary 
A general purpose loading unit has been developed which permits control 
of the load pulse as follows~ 
(a) The magnitude of the tensile or compressive load pulse can be 
varied from approximately 2000 to 20,000 pounds, corresponding to 
main chamber pressures of 100 to 1000 psio (100 psi is the lower 
'limit of consistent operationo) 
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(b) The time interval between the initiation of the load and the start 
of 'load release can be varied from a 0 .. 007 second minimum to long 
hand-timed intervals" 
( c) The ris,e time of the load can be varied :from a 0" 005 second minimum 
to 105 seconds usihg the slide valves and variable orifices) ot 
frOIiJ. a 5 s,econd minimum to long times using the pressure regulators 
and/or needle valves to control pressureo 
(a) The decay time of the load is independently variableo The range 
possible is the same as that of the riSe time since the two slide 
valve assemblies are identical 0 
For use in conjunction vith this apparatus, an attachment for the 
control of slow straining rates has been providedo Therefore, in one location, 
apparatus is available with which slow tests may be run underei ther 'loading or 
straining control, and also 'With which rapid loading pulses can be applied. 
8 
30 UNIAXIAL STRESS TESTS 
301 Introduction 
During the past few decades much effort has been devoted to determining 
the behavior and the nature of the materials with which man builds. The more 
commonly used the material, the more extensive have been the investigations I> Con-
sequently, a great deal of information is available c'oncerning the most commonly 
used structural metal, steelo However, the fact that steel is an alloy of iron 
and therefore can have greatly different properties has made the determination of 
* its behavior in all its various forms a never ending tasklO , 15, 28, 40 0 As fast 
as new,instrumentation capable of more accurate measurement or better time resolu-
tion has been developed investigators have attempted to extend their knowledge of 
materials I> The development of the wire resistance strain gage and the common 
availability of oscillographic equipment useable in the microsecond range has led 
to the comparatively recent work of Davies, and Clark and Wood, et al., and has 
therefore resulted in the acquisition of new knowledge pertaining to the time 
sensitive behavior of metals I> 
While it is probable that no other materials have been the subject of as 
many investigations as str'uctural steel and aluminum, little information is availa-
ble about the stress-deformation characteristics of these metals in the range of 
strain rates corresponding to those that might be created in the members of typical 
structures by large dynamic forces.)' that is, strain rates increasing from ttstatic" 
to about 1 ina/ino per second I> Furthermore, as regards iron alloys, the deforma-
tion characteristics are greatly .affected by extremely small concentrations of the 
alloying elements and also by the form of their presence (as solutes or precipitates). 
* Numbers refer to entries in the bibliographyo The bibliography includes 
references for background information in addition to those references noted 
in the text 0 
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In addition' to these d.if'ficulties~ no satisfactory theory based on chemical composi ... 
tion has been .developed with which quantitative predictions of the time sensitive 
behavior of these metals can be made, although qualitatively many characteristics 
. 6 16 17 29' 41 
can be ex:pla~ned' , ~ , 0 Therefore, the time dependent stress-deformation 
characteristics o.f specific metals usually must be. determined by experimental means .. 
The uniaxial stress tests described in this r-eport were perfonned to 
o.btain specific stress-strain .. time information for a few of the more commonly used 
structural materials .. 
. 302 Description of Uniaxial Testing Series 
;0201 Types of Specimens 
The materials which were investigated included the following: rlmmed 
steel fr'om one inch bar stock in the as-r'olled and anne~ed condition, semi-killed 
steel from one inch plate stock in the as-rolled condition, fully-killed steel, 
ASTM.A-7 steel obtained from a ~ section, two low-alloy steels, a chrome-nickel 
steel, a steel meeting ASTM specification A-242, and USSTI steelo In addition 
60 6l-T6 aluminum was testedo .A summary of the materials tested is given in Table 
1 and a description of the system used for specimen designation is presented in 
Table 20 
In the preliminary series, composed of specimens hav ing an area of 00100 
sq ino, the rimmed steel bar stock (RB) and the semi-killed steel plate stock (SP) 
were tested as-rblled (A), annealed after machining (B), and annealed before 
machining (C) 0 In addition, s.ome of' the specimens of' the preliminary series were 
tested polished smooth (S) and some with a small circumferential notch (N) 0 
Following these tests it was decided to test these two steels as-rolled 
since metallurgical investigations revealed that the microstructures were quiDe 
uni form 0 These were the series called 2 :M.RBA, 2 SRBA,? .2 SSPAL, and 2SSP~!~. 
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The bar st'ock specimens were Jl of course , aligned axially wi th respect to 
the direction of rolling 'of the baro The plate stock specimens were oriented with 
their longitudinal axes either parallel to the direction of 'mill rolling (L) or 
with their axes transverse to. the direction of mill ~olling (T)o 
The tests of the NS j NL, .and NN series were not instrumented as completely 
as the others, in that only resi.sting stress-time and SR ... 4 gage strain-time informa-
tion was recordedo 
The dimensions of the various specimen types are given in Figso 9, II, 12, 
and 130 The form of the specimens varied from areas of 00100 sq ina to 00200 sq in. 
and in form from the gently curving profile illustrated in Fig. 9 to the p~ofile 
shown in Figo 13b which was developed for use in either tension or compressiono 
Table 2 also provides a key to the profile used for the various series of tests 0 
30202. Manufacture of Specimens 
The specimens which were tested in the as=rolled condition were mach:i,ned 
from band sawed blanks using a maximum depth of cut on each pass of no more than 
0002 in~y whichJ under the oil coolant used, raised the specimen temperature to no 
more than 150 degrees Fa TtLe final cut to about 00002 ino oversize for the speci-
men to be polished, was about 00005 i.no iIi. deptho Following this cut, the specimens 
were polished by hand Leld em.ery cloth to the final dimensions and to a finish that 
varied fro~ about II mic:t-'Oinches romoso to some 20 microinches romoso, with an 
average finish of about 15 microinches r oille S 0 as indicated by a type ~AC, serial 
511 (Profilometer) mar.:.ufactured 'by the Physicists Research Company, of Ann Arbor, 
Michigan a 
The as=machined specimens were cut to the final dimension using a final 
pass of about 00005 ino The surface roughness of these specimens varied from about 
100 to 200 microinches romos o with an average of about l50 microinches romoso 
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As "Was mentioned in Section 30201, a fe"W of the preliminary series 
spe,cimens "Were notched .eircumferentially (IN) 0 These "Were tTV" notches about 0.01 
ino wide and 0001 ino deepD 
Following the pretest measurements of surface roughness and diameter, the 
SR-4 gages, if used, were a;pplied to the gage section of the specimens" During 
this process the specimens were heated to about 180 degrees F for a period of some 
four hours 0 This may have aged the material somewhat with respect to the residual 
stresses resulting from the machiningo 
The procedure listed above, which is that followed in the. preparation of 
the as-rolled specimens, was followed in preparing the fannealed before machining" 
specimens beginning, of course, with the annealed specimen blankso 
In the case of the tV annealed after machining1! specimens, the heat treat-
ment, performed in an electric furnace by heating a tube containing the machined 
specimens sealed in an atmosphere of helium, was followed by the removal, by 
polishing, of the final 00002 in .. left by the machining process .. 
The NL, NN, and NHY specimens "Were prepared elsewhere and sent to the 
University for testingo 
30203 Metallurgical Properties and Chemical Compositions 
In commenting upon the results of the metallurgical investigation per-
formed by the Metallurgical Department of the University of Illinois on most of the 
steels used for the specimens described in this report, the authors refer the reader 
to the summary gi venin Table 3, and the metallographs of Figo 14 .. 
These studies did show that the steels were very uniform in their so-
called as-rolled condition and that consequently for this reason the annealing and 
spherodizing were not necessary to obtain consistent res.ultso 
12 
The almost complete decarburization of steel NS J and the broadly 
decarburized bands of steel NR should be notedo It is possible that this decarburi-
zation greatly affected the yield behavior of the materials as compared with that 
of the other steelso 
The chemical compositions of the steels as determined in a check analysis 
by the Ro W 0 Runt Company of Chicago, are given in Table 40 Inadvertently the 
oxygen content of the steels was not requested~ this is regrettable since this 
would p~obably be one of the more important differences between the rimmed and the 
semi-killed steelso 
)03 Description of Testing Procedures 
30)01 Instrumentation 
To record the data from the preliminary series of tests J the four channel 
cathode ray oscil,lograph shown in Figo l5 was usedo This equipment 'Was virtually 
flat in response from some five cps to thirty' kcso The lower limit was imposed by 
the instability of the DoCo preamplifiers which caused significant drift in the 
traces over times as short as 001 or 002 secondso For this reason, the equipment 
was not satisfactory for the recording of tests involving durations of several 
seconds 0 
On the basis of the records obtained ~th the eRG equipment, it was seen 
that the Hathaway magnetic oscillographic equipment available in the'laboratory 
would have response characteristics adequate for the faith:ful recording of the 
resisting stresses and strains developed in the rapid load tests ~th the advantage 
of 'excellent long time stability that would p.ermi t use of the instrumentation for 
the recording of slow tests as wello Therefore, the magnetic oscillographic equip-
ment, shown in Figo 167 was ueed for the main series of tests o This equipment 
includes a Hathaway Type s=l4c m~~etic oscillograph} in which were used Type OC2, 
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Group 2-3 recording galvanometerso The Type MRC-18 Hathaway carrier strain ampli-
fier system was modified using an external carrier oscillator and power supply 
. . 
which had characteristics superior to those of the original equipment 0 The usable 
upper frequency limit is about 450 cps, while the lower limit, as mentioned above, 
is DoC 0 A blbck.. Cliagra.m rofthe Hathaway equipment is shown in Figo 340 
The phenomena recorded versus time for the preliminary testing series 
were the following~ (1) the output of an SR-4 gage dynamometer recording the 
stress developed on the end of the specimen opposite that to which the load was 
applied; and (2) the output of two .sR .. 4 strain gages attached diametrically oppo-
site each other on a gage section of a specimeno On the 2RB, 2SP, NR, NHY, NL, 
and NN series the output from an extensometer connected across the gage length was 
recorded alsoo The dynamomet-er-specimen-extensometer arrangement used for 'most of 
these tests is shown in Figo 100 In all other testing series, measurements in-
cluded the output of the dynamometer as before ~ but strains were obtained from a 
dU~l range spring tJ~e extensometer connected across the spec imen 0 
meter had tva independent SR .... 4 bridges, the outputs of ·whi.ch were recorded vi th 
different sensitivities so that the entire range of strains could be resolved 
adequately 0 
The various dynamometer~instrumentation systems were calibrated n statically" 
versus the load measuring system in a 120 J OOO-Ib Baldwin universal hydraulic testing 
machine 0 In checking the accuracy of the dynamometer-oscillograph load measuring 
system; measurements from slow straining test oscillograms were compared with the 
load dial readings taken on t..b.e Baldwin machine at corresponding times 0 Usually 
the loads were ~thin about 100 Ib out of 10,000 Ib with an occasional maximum error 
never greater than 300 Ibo That iS J the usual error was about ± 1 per cent (and 
usually lower) w.i:th a maximum. error never observed to be greater than ± 3 per cento 
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In the tests in which SR-4 gages were attached to the gage section of 
the specimen.!7 bending could be determined 0 The percentages of bending ranged as 
high as 15 per cent in some few cases but generally "Were less than 5 per cent 0 
The alignment procedure possible with the development of the uniaxial tension-
compression fixtures "Was such that the percentages of bending "Were usually less 
than 5 per cent 0 
The extensometers that 'Were used at various times throughout these inves-
tigations 'Were all of the flat spring type shown in Figso 10 and 130 This type of 
extensometer 'met requirements for range~ sensitivitYJ dynamic characteristics, and 
simpliei ty 0 In these '?~tra.nsducers 'l~ ~ flexural strains in the flat springs "Were 
measured with SR=4 gages connected as four arm bridges 'With all arms active, so 
that a strain magnification of four was obtained along with temperature compensation. 
The extensometer last used had tva complete bridges of SR-4 gages on them so that 
two different sens:J:.tivities COUld, be used to resolve the total range of specimen 
extensio!lo Therefore y in these later tests SR=4 gages were not used on the 
speciml~ns 0 
Just prior to each testy cali'bration traces were recorded on the oscillo-
gram. by shunting the respective bridges with precision resistors whose equivalence 
in terms of the quantities being measured had been determined earliero Usually the 
complete dynamometer and ext;:;;rrsometer=instrumentation channels were calibrated 
direct.ly before and after every series of tests and.? in some cases, in the middle 
of a long testing serieso 
It is belieyed that the total errors associated with measurement of 
nominal load are no more than t 3 per cent.? and that the total errors measured with 
the determination of extension 'betveen the points of attachment of the extenso-
meters are no more than t 5 per cento 
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A major problem associated "With interpretation of the results of the 
tests in which extension was measured across a reduced gage length is the determina-
tionof the effective gage length of the specimens throughout the entire range of 
-deformation 0 The study which was made of this problem is reported .in Sect.ion 3.3.6. 
From the summa.ryof the testing, presented in Tables 5 , it can be seen 
that sloW' tests, with two exceptions, were performed in the Baldwin universal 
testing machine, or the pulse .... loading machine with or 'Without the slow straining 
attachment 0 The equivalent elastic strain rates used for these tests were 'Wi thin 
those alloWable underASTM specification 37o",,56ro ·Since a rather complete summary 
* of the conditions under -which these tests were run is given in Table 5, very'lit ... 
tIe discussion is necessary in the tex~ 0 
It is toee noted that slow tests of the REA specimens which were tested 
in the Baldwin machine produced yielding at lower stresses than those ~ch were 
tested in the pulse loading machine 0 However, no such difference in yield strength 
was obtained for specimens of the SPA serieso The differences between these series 
of tests were the following: (l) the static specimens which were tested in the 
BaldYin machine were lfprickedu on the gage area by the extensometer points (which 
might affect yielding behavior) j (2) slightly different loading rat-es were used in 
* In Table 5 ~ the constantsC, C1 and C are used within a test series to differentiate between the conditions under whic:fr each test was runo For the rapid 
tests, C = O'uy = O'lyO 
In Table 5 and in the stress parameters used in this report: 
~yy_ = upper yield stress 
i:ruy *. = upper yield stress in a slow straining test 
o'ly = lower yield s:tress 
O'lY* = lower yield stress in a slow straining test 
omax = O'm = ultimate strength of a material 
the two machines; and (3) the smoothness of application of loading between the two 
machines may have differedo 
In Figs 0 l7a and 1'Tb are shown photographic reproductions (about half 
size) of the type of oscillograms which were produced during the slow tests in the 
Baldwin machine as compared with the pulse loadingmachineg 
30 303 Machine Vibration Tests 
To determine·whether any significant difference existed in the smoothness 
of the loadings produced by the three testing machines used (the Baldwin machine, 
the pulse ·loading machine,:l and a Riehle screw type testing machine), an attempt was 
made to measure the vibrations induced in the test specimens by operation of these 
testing machines. Within the sensitivity of the recording instrumentation no vibra .... 
tions were evident in the loading produced by either the Baldwin machine or the 
pulse-loading machine. However J vibrations having an amplitude of some ;Oar 40 
microinches per inch of strain were apparent in the tests performed in the Riehle 
screw type machine. 
303.4 Residual Microstrain Determinatio~ 
Many metals, but not including mild steel, do not exhibit a perfectly 
linear relationship between applied stress and resulting strain or vice versa, 
even for relatively low values. Of course, the degree to which this holds true is 
somewhat dependent upon the sensitivity of measurement possible with the method 
used for observing stress and straino While mild steel does have a nearly linear 
and almost perfectly elastic stress-strain relationship for relatively low levels, 
a departure from linear·i ty and from elastic action does become evident at stress 
levels above something on the order of one-half of the nominal yield strength of 
the steel. 
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Some investigators35J 37 have suggested that a critical amount of inelas-
tic irmicrostrainVV may be necessary before a general yielding condition is initiatedo 
(In this report the term microstrain will be applied to all inelastic straining 
preceding the development of the general yielding conditiono) It follows, then, 
that a difference in the character of the microstraining which precedes general 
yielding would be related to the nature of the dynamic yielding behavior 0 However, 
as a matter of interest J a few cycled loadings were applied to a few specimens of 
the SRBA, MRBA, and SSPA series in the Baldwin hydraulic testing machine, the pulse-
loading machine, &~d the Rier~e screw t)pe testing machineo The straining cycles, 
which had a vvperiodYi of about 2 minutes (during which about one minute was required 
for the straining and one minute for making the residual strain measurements), were 
of successively increasing magnitude culminating in the yielding of the specimen 0 
Preceding End following each cycle of straining, the SR..,4· gages attached 
to the gage section of the specimen were 1V read'il using a Baldwin Type L strain 
indicator 0 From these readings the residual strain resulting from each strain 
cycle was determined 0 The resuJ.. ts which are presented in Fig,o .18 indicate that in 
these tests general yielding wac preceded by inelastic 'YmicrostrainsH OD. the order 
10-6 0 j' of 20 x ~ lno lno 
30305 Rapid Uniaxial Tests 
A descripti,on of the tests and the results a!"e presented in Table 5 0 A 
study of these tEiblGS wi1l reveal that it:. most of the rapid tests loads were 
applied rapiclly to a constant 1e"","e1,9 and were held at these levels throughout the 
duration of the test until yielding had nearly stopped, usually some four or five 
seconds after its comm.encemento Fbllowing this the loads were released rapidly 
to zero 0 In most of' the test series, identical ,specimens were tested at either 
the nominal ?l'static li rates or with rise times of loadings on the order of 00006 
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seconds 0 The tests were run at stress levels ranging between the static upper 
yield stress and the maximtim strength of the specimen material so\ that a range of 
* delay times and of rates of general yielding could be obtainedo 
In the 2RB and 2SP series of tests, three rise times of 'loadings were 
used~ 00005 seconds, 0010 seconds, and 0050 seconds 0 
For the NR, FS,. Q, K, T, and L series, the loads were applied to a few 
specimens in tension and to the others in compressiono Only in the case of the NR 
series were the stresses reversed after the specimen had been initially yielded 
under a stress of the opposite senseo 
As has been mentioned .earlier, the phenomena recorded versus time for all 
series included nominal resistance and a measure of strain obtained with either'SR-4 
gages alone, SR-4 gages in combination with an extensometer, or a .dual range 
extensometero 
Photographic reproductions, about one-half size, of oscillograms illus-
trating the loadings mentioned above and also typical results are shown in Figso l7c 
to l7f 0 
Before each of these tests, as well as before each slow loading rate test, 
a small load (corresponding to a stress of no more than 10,000 psi) was applied as 
an aid in aligning the specimen with respect to the loading axiso If the SR-4 
gages on the specimens so instrumented indicated a bending strain greater than about 
5 per cent of the axial strain, the specimen was readjusted until the bending 'was 
less than that value 0 On the specimens not having SR-4 gages the small pretest 
load was applied and released to Hsettle UV the specimen in its seat, a procedure 
* In Table 5, the magnitudes of the rapid loads are listed under either OUy or O'lyo 
These expressions for stress are equivalent in rapid testso 
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which had produced satisfactory alignment of most specimens instrumented with SR-4 
gages 0 
39306 Effective Gage Length 
As was mentioned earlier~ a problem associated with use of the informa-
tion obtained from the uniaxial stress investigation is that of relating extension 
determined from an extensometer attached across the shoulders of the reduced gage 
length of a specimen to the actual effective strain in the specimen 0 For small 
strains of an elastic specimen the effective gage length can be computed and is 
a constant times the actual gage length of the extensometero However, when yield .. 
ingoccurs in ,the specimen, the effective gage length will change with the magnitud~ 
of that yieldingo This has been indicated by a series of experiments designed to 
provide information concerning this mattero In Figso 19 are shown the results of 
this investigation 0 Figso 19aand 19b indicate that prior to the beginning of 
yielding, the effective gage length of a shouldered specimen of mild steel was 
approximately equal to the computed n elastic n value a As the specimen yielded, the 
effective gage length dropped rapiclly to its lowest value which coincided with 
general yieldingo As the specimen strain hardened,? the value of the effective gage 
length increasedo For specimens made of a material that exhibited no upper-lower 
yield point phenomena,? the variation, in effective gage length was less extreme and 
no increase of effective gage length with strain hardening was indicatedo This is 
illustrated in Figso 19c and 19do 
In the RB and SP series specimens the effective gage length after yield-
ing had occurred was assumed to be constant 0 The value used was obtained by direct 
calibration during slow straining rate tests of the 11staticn specimens 0 For the 
PS, Q, K, T, and L materials J the effective gage length used was that determined 
from pilot tests of the same materialo All strains as reported in this report are 
corrected for the effect of yielding 'upon the effective gage length 0 
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3.4 Results of Uniaxial Tests 
?4.1General Time Sensitive Behaviors of the M~terials Tested 
It is comparatively -well known that metals having a body centered cubic 
lattice structure usually yield in a discontinuous manner under slow rates of 
strainingG It has been shown that the same materials when subjected to rapid load-
ingoT straining yield in a manner indicating relatively large time sensitivity. 
steel in the commonly used form is one of these materials, and therefore its 
yielding behavior differ'S considerably from that of a material such as aluminum 
606l-T6. 
It is a characteristic 'of mild and low ... alloy steels that, under a slow 
relatively constant rate of nominal uniaxial straining at room temperatures, their 
resistance goes through four rather arbitrary stages: (1) the elastic range t'ermin ... 
at,ing in (2) micI'ostraining followed by the development of the condi tionof (~) 
general yielding (in which the level of resistance is a function mainly of the rate 
of straining) which in turn is followed by the advent of (4) strain hardening and 
subsequent fracture. The four stages of the nominal resistance-deformation 
characteristics of these metals are quite evident in the slow straining rate tests, 
but, of course, are no less present in tests run under other conditions, such as 
slow constant rate of increase in nominal stress" Of the four stages mentioned, 
the middle two, microstraining and general yielding, are quite time sensitive; the 
elastic range is almost insensitive to time; and the range beyond the commencement 
of strain hardening is only slightly time sensitive. 
The time sensitivity associated with what in this report is called the 
microstraining phenomena has been termed the "delayed yieldTV effect. This is per-
haps best revealed under tests involving rapid stressing to a constant stress.level 
such as were performed in this investigation using the 20-kip pulse loading machine. 
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In the materials studies presented in this report the time delay in yielding~s 
defined arbitrarily as the interval between the time at which the stress first 
reached a value corresponding to the lowest upper yield stress obtained in a slow 
test, and the time at which yielding had become general enough that the apparent 
modulus (nominal stress /~ominal strain) had dropped to about 2/3 Eo Delay time so 
defined has engineering significance in that it is related at one end to a stress 
level high enough to result in yielding under slow loading or deforming conditions, 
and at the other end to a parameter involving both stress and strain which has an 
arbitrary value indicative of an amount of yielding sufficient to mark the begin-
ning 'of general yieldingo 
The rate of general yielding effect (usually termed somewhat ambiguously 
the strain rate effect) is most evident perhaps in tests performed at var~ous con-
stant rates of nominal strain~ but it will also be apparent7 of course, in tests in 
which nominal stress rather than nominal strain is the factor most nearlyinde-
pendent of specimen behavior 0 Such is the case in the 'lVrapid loading to constant 
stress levelHtestso After general yielding has begun (following the delay in 
yielding if present) the specimen will deform at a rate which is dependent upon the 
stress level being maintained by the pneumatic loading unito .Since the several 
tests are run at different constant stress levels~ both delayed yield and rate of 
general yielding information carr be obtained from a Single test series. 
For most mild steels the transi ti.on between the general yielding c·ondi ... 
tion (flat yield region in the constant rate of strairrlng test) and the region of 
strain hardening is somewhat more gradual than that -between the other stages 0 (Of 
course, the Hgradualness!~ is largely dependent upon the time resolution possible 
with the recording techniques U8,-~do) The tests run at tl::e University of Illinois 
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on mild and low=alloy steels indicate that for 'a particular steel the transition 
begins at about the same total strain regardless of the rates involved ° 
Ina r~pid test to a constant stress level the straining finally ceases 
at a total strain which usually agrees well with that corresponding to the strain 
obtained at the same nominal stress under slow loading or deforming conditionso 
For metals such as high-alloy steel, structural aluminum, .etco, yielding 
under slow rates of straining is not a .discontinuous process, and the behavior 
under rapid loading is not as time sensi ti ve as is the case for mild steelo This 
is indicated in the results for the NHY, USS T-l,9 and 606l ... T6 materials 0 
3 0 402 Results of Tension and Compression Tests 
In Figo 20 is presented in three dimensions the relation between stress, 
strain, and time as obtained from uniaxial tests of mild steel involving slow and 
rapid loading to constant stress levelso In this relationship the so-called 
delayed yield and rate of general yielding behavior are quite evident 0 Stress-
strain and strain-time relationships representative of the materials tested are 
shown in Fig 0 210 These contain the same information as is shown for one material 
in Fig 0 20", The information whic!:! is presented in these figures is abstracted in 
the form of delayed yielding and rate of general yielding information where these 
phenomena were present, and in the form of various times required for yielding to 
progress to specified values of the nominal secant modulus (nominal stress/nominal 
strain) where delayed yielding and rate of general yielding behaviors 'Were not 
pronouncedo In Tables 5 are presented these values for all of the tests 'Which were 
performedo 
The delayed yielding and rate of general yielding behavior is presented 
respectively in Figso 22, 23, 2h, 25,9 and 260 In the first of the figures of each 
set the values are presented versus the nominal stress, and in the second and 
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third, versus a stress parameter involvingy in the case of delayed yielding the 
static upper yield stress~ and~ in the case of rate of general yielding, the lower 
yield stress obtained under a rate of straining corresponding to approximately 
10-3 ino lino Isec 0 These basic values were obtained under slow straining of the 
spec~en materials in conformance with ASTM Specification A370-56T, and therefore 
can serve as a basis for extrapolation of these results to other materials which 
are similar but which have values of upper and lower yield stress different from 
these obtained in this investigation 0 
There was little noticeable difference in the behavior of the materials 
which were tested under both initial tension and initial compression, that is, 
.ASTM A-242 steel, USB T-l steel, a fully-killed mild steel, and 6061-T6 aluminum. 
If the reader wishes to make further comparisons~ he may obtain from Table 1 the 
information concerning the type of test and from both Table 5 and Figso 22 through 
26 the results which were obtainedo 
30403 Results of Preliminary Reversed ·Stress Tests 
As can be seen from Table 51.~ a few tests were performed with a reversal 
of 'loading subsequent to initial testingo The material from which these specimens 
were made was the semi-killed plate stock used for the 2SSPA series, and the BF 
series flexure tests .described in 8.ection 4 of this reporto The dimensions of the 
preliminary stress reversal specimens J the specimen profile~ and the manner of 
attachment to the testing apparatus are sho'WIl in Fig 0 120 There were several dis .... 
advantages in the 'use of this type of specimenJ namelYJ the attachment of the 
extensometer to depressions punched into the surface of the specimen, the non-
uniform diameter of the specimenJ a..1'ld the relative difficuJ.. ty of attaining axial1 ty 
of the loado However J the results are nelJerthele~,s interesting~ as can be seen 
from Figs 0 28 tl1..rough 30 <> 
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In Figo 27 the relatibn between the upper yield stress parameter and the 
secant modulus (nominal stress/nominal strain) for the slow loading tests is shovm .. 
These curves indicate that yielding was rather gradual in these specimens and ):)egan. 
at a stress which was considerably lower than that which yas arbitrarily used as 
the upper yield stress of the materialo In Figo 28 is shown the effect of reversal 
of loading following slow yieldingo This is the so-called Bauschinger'effect; the 
fact that af'ter having been yielded in one direction, subsequent reversal without 
aging will produce almost immediate inelastic behavior at relatively low strain 
with no evidence of an upper-lover yield behavioro 
The results which were obtained in the four rapid stress reversal tests 
are shown in Figo 29 in the form of strain .... time relationshipso In these tests a 
reversal of loading was applied within a minute or so of release of loading follov ... 
ing yielding in the direction in which the loading was initially applied rapidly. 
Therefore, these were not rapid in the sense that the entire stress-time relation-
ship including reversal was imposed within a very short period of time. However,. 
the change of stress from the initial zero level to the constant stress levels 
indicated in the figures was rapido . Again a behavior which could be called the 
Bauschinger effect in rapid loading is evident in that no delay in yielding 'Was 
apparent upon reversal of loading in a direction opposite to that used in initial 
yielding 0 
Because of the non-lUliform diameter 'ofthe specimen profile used in these 
preliminary reversed loading tests and the con.sequent difficulty in relatingexten-
someter deformation to unit strainp no attempt was made to interpret the results of 
the rapid reversed loading experiments in the form of rate of general yielding 
information 0 
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In another series of stress reversal tests, an initial slow loading to a 
level below that which vtould cause general yielding was followed by a rap~d reversal 
of loading to a level sufficient to cause yieldingo . As can be seen from Figso 30, 
a delay in yielding was obtained in all of these tests, and this delay agreed well 
with the delay times obtained in the loadings of virgin material in the previously 
mentioned rapid testso 
305 Summary of Results for Uniaxial Stress Tests 
30501 Summary of Results 
The results of the slow and rapid uniaxial stress tests which were per-
formed on many materials in initial tension and initial compression, and on one 
material in complete stress reversal, have been presented in the form of tabulated 
results in Table 5 and in the various figures mentioned previouslyo In general 
terms the results can be summarized as follows 0 
(1) The metals tested which exhibited a pronounced upper-lower yield 
point behavior under conditions of slow straining, and had stress-strain relation-
ships with discontinuities in slope, also exhibited the time sensitive behaviors 
termed delayed yielding and rate of general yielding (defined earlier in this 
report) 0 
(2) In the only tests in which the rise times of rapid loadings were 
varied (from 00006 sec to 005 sec), the comparisons of delay time as defined by a 
stress parameter involving the upper yield point indicated no particular sensi-
tivity to the rise time of loading within the limits indicated aboveo This result 
can probably be attributed to the manner in which the elapsed time to general yield-
ing was arbitrarily defined (the interval between the time at which the stress 
first reached the nominal static upper yield stress level and that at which general 
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yielding 'occurred as indicated by a value of stress/strain equal to 20 x 106 
psi) 0 
(3) Within the range of rapidity of loadings applied, that is, rise 
times greater than 00006 seconds,9 the value of YoungYs modulus was constant 0 The 
so-called strain hardening region also was relatively insensitive to time effects. 
The major time sensitivity was associated 'With initial yielding and subse·quent 
general yielding, the so-called delayed yielding and rate of general yielding 
behaviors mentioned previouslyo For the high strength alloys of steel, and for 
6061-T6 aluminum for which static stress-strain relationships having no discontin-
uity of slope were obtained, no delayed yielding or rate of general yielding 
behavior vas evident 0 
(4) The results of the very few preliminary experiments in slow and 
rapid reversal of loading indicate that the so-called Bauschinger effect which is 
commonly observed in slow reversal of stress, is also present in cases involving 
rapid stress reversal with a consequent absence of delayed yield behavior 'commonly 
found in virgin materialo Because of the type of specimen used in these ·prelim ... 
inary studies, no conclusions could be reached regarding the rate of general 
yielding behavioro 
30502 General Significance of Results 
As can be seen from the results described above, the increased resistance 
which results from the time sensitive behaviors of mild steel arbitrarily termed 
the delayed yielding and rate of general. yielding phenomena can approach values 
50 percent greater than the nominal yield values even for the relatively slow 
rates of straining which may be created in frame type civil engineering structures., 
in which the actual deformation of the major structural elements results from trans-
fer of air blast or earthquake shock loading through the supports or outer shell. 
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In the case of many ship structures in which blast loading is applied directly, 
sllch as hull plating subjected to underwater explosion, the actual rates of strain-
ing can be many times greater than 1 ino/ino/seco In these cases it is to be 
expected that resistances at least as great as the nominal static ultimate strength 
may be obtained without yielding or may be supported by the rate ·of deformation. 
Therefore J estimates of the response of these structural elements based upon nominal 
resistances derived from static yield values with no increase for the time sensitive 
effects will be very greatly in error 0 (The er:r-or, however, will be on the safe side 
unless brittle fracture or fatigue is aconsiderationo) 
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.4·D SLOW AND RAPID FLEXURE TESTS 
4.1 'Introduction 
Structural components undergoing flexure such as beams, plates, and 
columns, are major elements of aJ.most any structures Therefore, it is logical, 
as an intermediate step betwe.en the uniaxial stress investigation and application 
of these results to the behavior 'of large full-size structures, that flexural 
stres·s studies be made of the same materials which were tested under uniaxial 
stress conditionse Such an investigation is described in this section of the 
report 0 
In all, three sets of specimens were testedD These included a prelimi-
nary series, BF, made from the semi-killed plate stock designated SPA and.PS, a 
series, BK, made from fully-killed st~~l K, and a less completely instrumented 
series, BL, made from 6061-T6 aluminum Lo 
Each of the series was composed of four specimens, one of whi.ch 'Was 
subjected to a slow loading, while the other three were tested under rapid loading 
to a constant level 0 
Since the materials from which the flexure specimens were composed was 
also tested under conditia'lis of 'uniaxial stress, a correlation of the two stress 
conditions was attempted a 
The purpose of this section of the report is to describe these flexure 
tests, the conditions under which they were run, the results and their engineering 
significance 0 
4.2 Description of the Flexure Testing Series 
4,,2,,1 Description of Flexure'Specimens 
The flexure specimens in all cases were small beams of rectangular 
section approximately 24 ina long 0 The depth of the section was very close to 
2 in. J while the thickriess or width varied from approximately 2/3 ino to approxi ... 
mately 7/8 ino The specimens were band-sawed from the parent plate, then machined 
in a shaper to v.ery near the final dimensions. Following this, the outer surfaces 
of the specimen were draw-filed and hand polished to the final dimensionso All of 
the materials were tested in the as-rolled condition, and the only treatment of any 
sort that they received other then normal h~~dling was that during the application 
of 'SR-4 gages they may have been subjected to prolonged heat of no more than 180 
degrees F. 
4.2.2 Material Properties Under Uniaxial Stress 
As was mentioned in the introduction of this section, uniaxial stress 
tests were made of the materials from which the flexure specimens were composed. 
The stress-strain relationships, typical of those which were obtained for these 
materials 'are shown in Figs. 36a, 36d, and 36go In addition to these results, the 
delayed yield behavior and the rate of general yielding behavior of the two mild 
steels are shown in Figs. 36b, 36c, 36e; and 36f. 
4.3 Description of the Testing Procedures 
4.301 Flexure Testing Arrangement 
Both the slow and rapid loading tests were performed in the apparatus 
shown in Fig. 32. This is an attachment designed specifically to adapt the 2O-kip 
pulse loading unit for these flexure tests. The loads are applied to the underside 
of the beam. at the third-points,ll thereby deforming the beam upward as is shown in 
the figure. The only feature of the testing arrangement that may not be clear from 
the photographs is the end reaction system. The major bearings in the arrangement 
are roller bearing assemblies which are attached to the machine frame by means of 
pins fixed ona 20-in. spano The reaction of the beam ends is transmitted to the 
outer race of the roller-bearing assembly through plates which are clamped to the 
top and bottom of the beams by the bolts which are apparent in the figure •. This 
end-reaction arrangement permits both translation and rotation at each end of the 
beam with the span length remaining fixed at 20 in 0 In other "Words, a change in 
length of the center line of the beam occurs during a test as the beam ends rotate 
and the beam deforms upward" 
The loads which were applied to the specimen were measured by means of 
the two dynamometers visible in Figo 320 The crossbar which can be seen in the 
photographs was provided to prevent flexure in the dynamometers 0 
4~302 Flexure Test Instrumentation 
In these experiments measurements were made of the loads applied at the 
third-points of the beam., the acceleration of these lOading points (except in the 
case of the aluminum specimens), the deflections at the third-points and at the 
center of the pure flexure region, and the strains on the outer fibers of the beam 
in the region of pure flexure 0 The relative locations of the loading 'points and 
the regions of strain measurement are shown in Figo 340 
All phenomena were recorp.ed on Hathaway magnetic oscillographso·f the 
type mentioned in Section ·303010 The SR-4 gages used to measure the outer fiber 
strains on the specimen7 and as the tran.sducing elements in the dynamometers,were 
connected into four-arm bridge circuits as shown in Fig" 340 The accelerations 
were measured by means of an.AMS..,20A Hathaway acceler'ometero It was fastened to 
the side of the loading beam as is evident in Fig" 320 The deflections were 
measured by means of the slide wire gages shown in the over-all view of the testing 
arrangement. The circuitry of the deflection measuring system is shown in Figo 35. 
Since two independent oscillographs were used for each test an inter-
locking timing system was necessary to permit correlation of the recordso ,A timing 
signal of 500 cps was recorded by one galvanometer in .each oscillograph and the 
interlock was pr'ovided by a switch driven mechanicallyo 
40303 Description of Flexure Tests 
As was mentioned in the introductory remarks} there were three series 
of flexure testso The first of these was more or less preliminary in nature and, 
because of evident discrepancies, the results are somewhat questionable 0 This 
preliminary series, which has been designated BF, was composed of four tests. The 
first of these was run at a slow loading rate in the 2O-kip pulse loading machineo 
In the other three, the loadings were applied in approximately 8 milliseconds after 
which a constant level was maintained until yielding had virtually ceased. Then 
the loading was releasedo 
The second series designated BK, was tested using slightly different 
instrumentation 0 In an attempt to determine whether or not the distribution of 
strain throughout the depth of the beam section was linear, SR-4 gages were 
attached to the sides of the specimen at four ·depths through each half-depth of 
the beamo These gages may be clearly seen in Figo 33. In addition, the curvatures 
in the region of pure flexure were determined for large deformations by means of 
spring steel curvature gages using SR-4 gages as the transducing elements. These 
were attached to the nominal center line of the beam on each side as is shown in 
Fig. 33. A different sensitivity was used in each of the two recording channels 
attached to the spring-steel curvature gages, so that the entire range of curvature 
was adequately defined. Deflections were measured only at the loading po'ints in 
this particular series of tests. Again, as in the preliminary testing series, BF, 
the first test was performed at a slow rate. However, in this BK series the strain 
was controlled by means of a hydraulic jack attached to the lower end of the 2O-kip 
pulse loading unit piston rodo This strain control resulted in a reasonably 
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constant· rate of deformation tl:l..roughout the duration of the test 0 The other three 
specimens of the BK series were tested with a load rapidly applied toa constant 
level 0 Three different levels of loads were used so that a range of possible 
dela;red yield behavior and rate of general yielding behavior~ould be determined 0 
Because of faulty film advance during the test of BK4, the records for this speci-
men were losto 
The last series of flexure specimens was composed of 606l-T6 aluminum.. 
The instrumentation of this particular testing series included measurement of the 
loads at the third-points, the deflections at the loading points, the strain of 
the top and bottom fibers in the region of pure flexure, and the curvature in this 
same regiono As with the other testing series, one test was performed slowly and 
the other three rapidly 0 
404 Results of Flexure Tests 
4 0 401 Experimental Results of Flexure Tests 
The data recorded in the three series of flexure tests are presented in 
Figs o· 37 j 33, and 39 0 . TI!e values of M and a for the flexural specimens are 
e e 
given in Figso36a, 36d, and 36go Rate of curvature-time relationships for the 
rapid tests are a~so included since this information was obtained for use in 
computing the reSisting moments for the sectionso 
It was planned to determine the resistance of a given beam by subtracting 
the inertia force as obtained from acceleration measurements at the loading point 
(and an assumed effective mass of the 'beam specimen system) from the applied loado 
However, the acceleration traces were not distinguishable in the region of initial 
loading 0 Therefore J the resistances were assumed to be the same as the applied 
loadQ The maximum error resulting from this approximation is estimated to be less 
than 2 per cent 0 Of course, for large deflections of the beam, a correction was 
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applied in determining resisting moment from the loads measured at the third-points 
of the beam 0 
The previously mentioned correction of resisting moment due to large 
deflections was made with the use of the loading point deflection gage information .. 
The moment arm between the reaction and the loading point was increased by the 
factor secant (tan-l ~6067); the reaction was taken as the dynamometer reading, 
a vertical force, increased by the same factor since the crossbar between the 
dynamometers produced a hori~.ontal component of force acting at the loading points;.' 
and the moment arm was decreased by the factor tangent 1:/60 6rt since the loads were 
applied half the beam depth, or more, from the longitudinal centerline of the 
specimen 0 ,Actually, a more correct value for this latter factor was 1.8 times 
tangent 6/6067" to account for the thickness of the loading blocks and the roller 
diameterQ This larger correction would have decreased the indicated measured 
values of resisting moment ratio beyond a/a =;0 an additional 4 to 6 per 'cent' 
e 
wi th respect to what is now shown in Figs 0 4oa, 41a, and 4'2ao 
Of primary interest to those concerned with the engineering behavior 'of 
materials subjected to flexure are the results presented in Figso 40, 41, and 420 
These are the relations between resisting moment and curvature obtained for the 
specimens testedoAt any curvature the resistance obtained for the steel specimens 
tested rapidly vas considerably larger than that obtained for the companion speci-
mens tested slowly. This indicates that there is a time sensitivity associated 
with the behavior of mild steel in f~exureo 
In an earlier part of this report, Section 4.3. 3, it was mentioned that 
the results of the BF Series were somewhat questionable since discrepancies were 
evident in the magnitudes of the measured reSisting momentso These measured ~alues 
were too high in the three regions which can be used for 'Checking the data in both ' 
slow and rapid'tests; iDeo, the elastic region (alae ~ 1) where MIMe = alae' the 
general yield region (1 .$ alae$.. 10) where MIMe approaches 1" 5, and the ul timate 
region (ala · ~. 80 :for Series BF and BK) where M/M = 105 cr* Icr*l = 2,,9 in these 
e e my.
casesQ .Re-examination of the original data indicated that the load values assigned 
to the calibration shunt resistor used with both of the dynamometer channels did 
not correspond to the load equivalences of the dynamometers at dynamometer strains 
equal to the apparent strain output of the shunt repistor" This check indicated 
that,the load equivalence of 'the shunt resistor was 88 to 91 percent of the shunt 
value used originally in reducing the data" The original data were therefore 
reduced by a :factor of 0,,910 The adjusted data, shown in Figso '37a and 37e, were 
used for all subsequent computations pertaining to this test series" Since this 
change cannot be substantiated, except by noting the reasonable agreement in the 
three regions of curvature as detailed above, the BF Series results must be consi-
dered questionableo 
The measured resistances of the rapidly loaded BK specimens, Fig. 41a, 
indicate that for the particular rise times of load (4 to 10 milliseconds) possible 
with the machine-specimen system used, an upper limit of resistance was obtained, 
at least until the work hardening range of curvatures was entered" Specimen BK-3 
was subjected to a potential load some 30 per cent greater than was BK~2, yet only 
at a curvature ratio of about 40 could specimen BK- '3 provide sufficient resistance' 
to oppose the 'acting forceo 
Mild steel beams were definitely time sensitive; but, the results of the 
rapid flexure tests of the BL series indicated that there was little, if any, time 
sensitive behavior of the aluminum members subjected to flexure 0 The resisting 
moment -curvature relationship for specimen BL-4 is the only indication of an 
increase in resistance with the rapidity of deformation of an aluminum beam" 
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However, this result is questionable since the measured resistance did not agree 
as well with theory as could be expected in the elastic region, an indication of 
possible inaccuracies in measuremento Since aluminum coupons stressed uniaxially 
did not exhibit a time dependent behaviorJ the lack of such behavior in aluminum 
flexural specimens was expectedo 
404 0 2 Correlation Study 
An attempt was made to correlate the behavior of these small mild steel 
beams under flexure with the known uniaxial stress properties of the materials from 
which the beams were madeo In the correlation associated'with the preliminary series 
BF, it was necessary to assume that the distribution of strain was linear throughout 
the depth of the beam. section and that the material behaved the same in both ten-
sion and compressiono For the next series, BK, it had been determined that these 
assump'tions were valido Therefore, proceeding from the measured strains of the 
beams, the resistances in the region of pure flexure were computed using the 
measured values of the instantaneous strains and the known delayed yielding and 
rate of general yielding behaviors of the materials from which the beams were made. 
~he procedure used for analyzing the rapidly loaded specimens is described in the 
Appendixo) In the case of the slowly deformed speCimens, BF-l, BK-l, and BL-l, the 
material stress=strain curves as determined from slow straining coupon tests were 
used together with the measured strains of the beamso 
The results of the correlation studies are shown in Figso 40, 41, and 42 •. 
The measured resistance of BF ... 1 generally exceeded the computed resistance, but, 
the opposite was true for specimen BK=lo The failure of measured resistance to be 
as great as computed resistance has been noted by other investigators of the 
inelastic behavior of memberso The discrepancy has been blamed in part on the 
severe stress concentrations associated with the application of concentrated loads 
to the specimens 0 The measured resistance curves for specimens BK ... 1 and BL-l 
eXhibit a rising characteristic at large curvatures "Which probably resulted from 
an inadequate correction for large deflections .. 
Figures 40 and 41 show the correlation, correct to within 0 to '15 
per c'ent J for the rapidly load,ed specimens when their resistanc.e is computed usigg 
the delay time.F' strail:4 rate procedure 0 It may be noted that the use of strain 
rate information alone was insufficient to predict the maximum resistance of the 
specimen before major yielding began, but that this deficiency was satisfied by 
the inclusion of delay time considerationso Since no uniaxial time dependent 
properties of these materials deformed into the range of strain hardening were 
determined, the correlation was continued with respect to curvature using 'only the 
available rate of general yielding data until the rate of curvature approached 
zeroo At this limit, the existing resisting stress is theoretically cr~y and the 
resisting moment is 105 Me 0 Actually, the beams had a much greater moment resist-
ing capacity than these computations indicate, because the geometry of the specimen 
permitted strain hardening without local bucklingo 
The computations of the flexural resistance of the rapidly loaded beams 
described in this report agreed within an average of about 10 per cent with the 
measured resistanceo However, the method of analysis presupposes the availability 
of the deformation-time function for the beamo In a practical problem the resist-
ance and deformation functions, which are interrelated, are initially set 
arbitrarily before proceeding with the solution.. Three common assumptions for beam 
resistance, as a function of displacement are shown in Figo 430 These are the 
following: (1) a resistance derived from a stress block (acting at any cross-
section of the member) which is the elasto-plastic stress-str'ain curve for the beam 
material; (2) an elasto-plastic resistance function with an initial elastic slope 
continued to the plastic moment ratio of M/M = 105; (3) an elasto-plastic 
e 
resistance function with the initial elastic slope continlled to a plastic moment 
ratio of something greater than 105 to account for the d~~amic,effects~ 
If the measured resistance of the rapidly loaded mild steel beams is 
interpreted in t:erms of the arbitrary resistance functions described above, the 
third method would most adequately predict the observed behavior if the fully 
plastic resistance is increased by 60 per cent for BF-2 and 40 per cent forBF-3 
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(probably high due to the questionably high dynamometer data), and 40 per cent for 
BK-2 and BK ... 3o 
4 .. 5 Summary of Results of Flexure Tests 
405 .. 1 SUmmary of Results 
The major purpos,e of the flexure tests was to determine whether or not 
the resistance of material in flexure could be correlated with the stress-strain-
time information obtained in slow and rapid uniaxial stress tests. Therefore, 
the results of the flexure tests are interpreted in such a manner that this compar-
ison is relatively simpleo Basic data :which are representative of slow and. r'apid 
tests of each of the three materials tested are shown in Figso ;60 In Figures 4oa, 
4la, and 42a moment curvature relationshipsobtain~d from all of the flexure tests 
are shown 0 
As was mentioned earlierJ the major purpose of the flexure tests was to 
determine whether or not the behavior of ~aterials when subjected to slow and rapid 
flexure could be correlated with the behavior (as obtained from slow and rapid 
uniaxial stress tests) of the materials from which the beams were madeo Therefore, 
the major result of the flexural test investigation is the comparison of beam 
resistances as determined from measured deformations of the beam specimens and 
knowledge of material properties with the behavior of the beams as measured direc~ 
in each testo These comparisons are shown forea.ch specimen in Figso 40, 41, and 
42, in which is presented (1) the measured moment curvature relationships, (2) the 
moment curvature relationship determined using measured deformation of the beam and 
material properties determined from slow and rapid 1misxial stress tests, and (;) 
the moment curvature r:elationship representing the ,elasto .... plastlc strain relation'" 
ship which best represents the basic stress-strain relationship of the specimen 
material as obtained with slow strain.ing rates 0 This comparison indicates that the 
behavior of the material under flexure can be explained within less than 10 per cent 
error by consideration of material properties as obtained in uniaxial stress tests. 
This explanation is in almost all cases more accurate than the commonly used elasto-
plastic assumption 0 
40502 Significance of Results 
The results of the flexure tests have been correlated (within reasonable 
limits) with the uniaxial stress properties of the material from which the beams 
were madeo This indicates that it should be possible to progress from the current 
knowledge of the behavior of structural metals under slow and rapid uniaxial stress 
to an explanation of the behavior of structures composed of elements such as beams, 
beam-columns, and medium thick plates when subjectr=d to transient dynamic lOadings 
producing extensive inelastic deformations 0 
50 GENERAL SUMMARY 
501 General Summary 
As was mentioned in the introduction of this report the' primary purposes 
of the investigation were to determine the time sensitive stress deformation 
characteristics :of several of the more commonly 'used structural metals, and to 
determine the engineering significance'of this information as regards application 
in the solution of problems concerned with the behavior of metal structures when 
subjected to transient dynamic loads producing extensive inelastic defortnationo 
The work that has been done has included many tests of several of the 
more commonly used structural metals including mild steels of the rimmed, semi ... 
killed, and fully-killed varieties as obtained from plate, bar, and rolled section 
stocks; a few of the commonly used alloys of steel; and one very commonly uS'ed 
structural aluminum 0 The tests have included slow and rapid applications of stress 
under uniaxial conditions and conditions of pure flexure 0 In addition, a very few 
reversed loadings were applied to one materialo 
The results indicate that in general those materials which have a pr'o", 
nounced upper lower yield point phenomena in slow straining rate tests (that is, 
a discontinuity in slope of the stress=strain relationship) also exhibit a time 
sensitive behavior in the region from initial inelasticity through general yielding, 
and a less significant time sensitive behavior in the region of strain hardeningo 
The so-called elastic region is apparently insensitive to time effects for loadings 
applied in times no more rapid than a few milliseconds 0 The results pertaining to 
the time sensitivity where presen.t have been arbitrarily presented in the form. of 
delayed yield and rate of general yielding information 0 The results of the tests 
of materials which were not very time sensitive were presented in the form of 
stress-strain and strain-time relationships, and in a few cases, as elapsed times 
to specific amounts of yielding as defined by various arbitrary selected values of 
the secant moduli (stress/strain)o 
A major purpose of the investigation, as was mentioned above, 'Was to 
provide inf"ormation whi.ch W'ou.:j..d indicate whether 'or not the results of uniaxial 
stress tests could be extended to flexural stress conditions. The results of the 
flexure tests -whi.ch were performed in this investigation indicate that this can be 
done with less than 10 per cent error. 
Therefore, in many cases it should be possible to apply the results of 
u,niaxial stress tests in predicting the response of frame and plate type structures 
to transient dynamic loadings that produce extensive inelastic deformation 0 
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APPENDIX 
DETERMINATION OF FLEXURAL RESISTANCE FROM BEAM DEFORMATION 
AND UNIAXIAL STRESS PROPERTIES 
As was mentioned in Section 404 0 2 the resisting moment corresponding to 
the curvature measured in the region of 'pure flexure was determined by computation 
using the deforma~ion as determined either from SR-4 gages on the outer fiber 'of 
the beam or from the curvature gages applied to the sides of the beam, and three 
assumptions; (a) that the distribution of strain is linear through the depth of the 
beam section; (b) that the behavior of the beam material used is the same in both 
tension and compression; and (c) that the materials information obtained under 
conditions of uniaxial stress can be applied to the stress gradient conditions 
existing in the beamo 
For single load applications, stress in mild steel is a single valued 
function of straino Therefore, the procedure used in computing resisting moment 
from measured strains is straightforward 0 It consists of determining the strain 
distribution in the beam section at the time conSidered, finding the corresponding 
stress distribution by use of the comparable stress-strain relationship, for the 
berun material, and computing the resisting moment from the stress distribution and 
consideration of the geometric properties of the beam sectiono 
For the rapid tests, the procedure used to determine the resisting moment 
ofa specimen section from the measured outer fiber strain or the strain as deter-
mined from the curvature gage is complicated by the fact that, under conditions of 
rapidloacling, stress in the material is a function of not only strain, but also 
strain r'ate and time 0 However, by making one other major assumption in addition to 
those listed above, the desired resisting moment can be obtained. That assumption 
is (d) that the stress-time characteristics of the beam material determined from 
the materials studied under a stress-time relationship that is applied rapidly 
and is thereafter maintained .constant are applicable to the stress-tinle conditions 
probably existing in the beam specimens 0 (The validity of this assumption can be 
checked later by comparing the stress-time relationship computed for a given fiber 
in the beam with the stress-time function with which the materials were testedo) 
The procedure used for determining the instantaneous resistance of the 
beam section to an impose~ measured straining is described in the following ·para-
graph 0 This procedure requires the use of the measured strain-time information 
obtained for the beam section considered, and information similar to that contalaed 
in Figso Al and A2, which represent the inelastic time dependent and strain rate 
dependent behavior of one of the beam materials usedo 
'" By using the measured beam deformation as determined .ei ther from the SR-4 
gages on the outer fiber 'or the curvature gage applied to the sides of the beam in 
.conjunction with the informatiion of Fig oA2j the times at which the various values 
of apparent modulus were reached could be determined as is shown in Figo A;*. For 
each of these times the stress on the outer fiber could then be computed 
(0 = E 0 a/E) so that the stress-time history was known for the particular fiber 
considered from the initial straining through straining cor~esponding to O/E = 
20 x 106 psi (FigoA3)o For strains beyond this value it was assumed that the 
instantaneous stress level could be determined from the measured strain rate 
through use of FigoA2bo In this manner the stress-time relationship vas determined 
for the particular fiber of the beam consideredo This, of course, could be done 
for as many fibers through the depth of the section as desired (ass1.nD.ing that the 
* The strain-delay time overlay used in Figo A3a may be constructed from Fig •. A2a 
since strain as well as stress may be related to delay time by means of the 
relationship O/Eo 
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distribution of strain is linear with depth) so that instantaneous stress ltblocksu 
and, in t~n, instantaneous section resistances could be camputedo For the BF and 
BL series flexure speclmens the stress blocks were determined by consideration .of 
strains at six locations through the half depth of the sectiono For the BK series 
speCimens, in which four 'sR-4 gages were positioned through each half 'depth o.f the 
beam, a .correlation .of 'measured strains was ma.de with the assumed linear distribu-
tion of strain mentioned in Section 404020 This comparison indicated that the 
distribution of strain with depth was virtually linear 0 Therefor.e, as many indi ... 
vidual' strains were computed through the half depth of the beam for the BK specimens 
as were computed for the other flexure testso 
No 71 elapsed time to C1 / € = :;0 x 106 psilY data for the BK material were 
available since no SR-4 strain gages were applied to the coupons and the extenso-
·meter 'was not capable of indicating the time at which the secant modulus first 
departed from a value of 30 x 106 psio Therefore, in the analysis of this series 
of specimens the delay for time for a/E. = 3:) x 106 psi was taken as zero o 
TABLE I 
SUMMARY OF UNIAXIAL TE3TI:{G PROGRAM 
Type of Haterial I'-1anner of Testing 
Series (As rolled and as machined Slow R:1pid 
except where noted) Lo'J,d(:ri Str'lined Cycled Loaded I RB RiLnmed steel, AST;:1 A7 X X X X 
Polished X X X X 
Notched X X 
Polished and annealed X X 
Notchea and annealed 
SP Semi-killed steel, ASTI·1 A7 
Polished X X X X 
Notched. X X 
Polished and annea.led X X 
Notched. and a.nnealed X X 
NS ASTA A7 steel X X X 
NR ASTM A7 steel, annealed X X 
NN Low alloy steel. X X 
NL lDw :llloy steel X X X 
l'TITY Nickle-chromiw:J. steel X X 
PS Semi-killed steel, AST:-1 A7 X X 
K Fully-killed steel, ASTlvf A7 X X 
Q Low alloy steel, ASTM A24~~ X. X 
T USS T-I steel X X 
A,B ASTM A7 steel, from rolled 
4M section X X 
L 606l-T6 structural aluminum X X 
TABLE 2 
m'~IAXIAL SPEC I~EN DESIGlfA1ION CO DE 
Series RB, SP (Profile Fig. 9) 
The nl..Ullbers or letters in tfdigit" order are: 
1. Specimen Area 
1 = 0.100 sq. in. = 0.357 in. D. 
2 = O~200 sq.in. = 0.505 in. D. 
2. Specimen Surface 
S = Polished smooth (to about 15 ~ in. r.m.s.) 
11 = As l1achined (Surface rouglmess is about 150 ~in. r .m. s.) 
N = Polished then notched about 0.01 in. deep 
3. Type of Steel 
R = Rimmed steel 
S = Semi-killed steel 
4. Stock Form of Metal 
B = Hot ro1led bar 
P = Hot rolled plate 
5. Treatment 
6 .. 
A = As rolled 
B = Annealed and spheroidized after machining (in Helium 
atmosphere) . 0 
2 1/2 hours at 1690 F. 
23 hours at 1330OF. 
C = Annealed and spheroidized before machining (in Helium 
atmosphere) 
2 3/4 hours at l690"F .. 
23 hours at 13l0oF. 
Identical Specimen Number 
1 = first specimen of the type, etc. 
Example: Specimen lSRBA2 is a 0.357 in. D. polished specimen of rimmed 
steel obtained from hot rolled bar stock left as rolled and is 
the second specimen of this type. 




(Profile Fig. 11) 
(Profile Fig. 9) 
(Profile Fig. 12) 
(Profile Fig. 13) 
The series designation is sui~fixed to indicate the orientation of the 
coupon with respect to the direction of mill rolling of the parent 
material. 
L = Longitud~nal 
T = Transverse 
Series K, Q, T, L (Profile Fig. 13) 
No s~fix precedes or follows specimen number. 
Series PSL-A, K-A (Profile Fig. 13) 














TABLE:5 RESULTS OF METALWRGICAL STUDIES 
Rockwell. "B" 
Hardness 1 OJ steel Stock §rg N and (l) C\J . Decarburizat10n Microstructure • or-f ~ H :Scll .~ or-f Treatment' OJ . Urd rr. 1:i ~~ (1) ~ ~ S'c'il OJ Ul aJ 0 <~ 
lSRBA4 R:immed steel, Fine pearlite in an 0: matrix 
Hot rolled 111 q> bar 73 80 --- Some banding, showing slight 7 
As rolled directional properties 
Rimmed Steel Surface Coarse pearlite in an a matrix 
lNRBB2 Hot rolled ltv <p bar 47 66 Decarburized Extensive spheroidization of Fe3C -Annealed, spheroidiz~ 0.015 to 0.020 inches deep 
Rimmed steel No Both coarse and fine pearlite 
lSRBC4 Hot rolled lit ,<I> bar l!. 62 72 decarbur izat ion in an a matrix. -
Annealed, spheroidized Some spheroidization of Fe3C 
Semi-killed Steel Fine pearlite in an a matrix 
lNSPA4 Hot rolled lit plate 69 79 --- Little or no directional properties 5 
As rolled 
Semi-killed steel No Both fine and coarse pearlite in an 
l.NSPB2 Hot rolled 1" plate 7t. 58 66 decarburization a matrix. Some spheroidization of 
-
Annealed, spheroidize<t Fe3C in the pearlite. 
Hot rolled 14 gage 
455 
Decarbu.rized A few coarse F~C particles in an 
T4 As rolled 68 total thickness a matrix. 80m MnS inclusions 'in -
of sheet center. 
Hot rolled 1 n pla.te Decarbur1zed in Banded fine pearlite in an a matrix. 
R2 Annealed, exact 61 78 banded zones strongly directional propertieso -
treatment unknown. 
1 Average of three readings 
2 Readings taken on center of section used for metallurgical studies 
3 Treated after machining but before polishing ciinaJ. 0.002 in. - 201/2 hr .. at 1990')s .. , 23 hr .. at 1330Cp. 
Jl. Treated before machining .. 2 3/4 hr. at 1690 F .. , 23 hr. at 1310 F. 
5 Specimen section was narrow ani some yielding to sides nuq have occurred. 
rrABLE 4 CI~'!ICAL COI'r1POSITIONS Oli' SPECIMEN STEELS 
Chemical Composition (:::heck Analysis) 
Specimen 
Series -Checked Description C Mn P S S1 CU Ni Cr N Al No V 
RBA 2SRBA28 Rimmed steel 
Hot rolled, 111 q> bar 0 .. 29 0 .. 35 0 .. 021 0.052 0.01 (,.014 
SPA 2SSPAUl Semi-killed steel 0.21 0 .. 51 0.053 0.036 0.03 0.015 
Hot roiled, 1" plate 
NS L4 Hot rolled 0·05 0 .. 40 0 .. 0}6 0.018 O .. Ol 0.013 
14 gage sheet 
NR R5 Hot rolled 1" plate 0.34 0.46 0 .. 025 0 .. 032 O .. O~ 0.01) 
Annealed 
NN NLll Hot rolled 3/16"plate 0 .. 18 . 1 .. 01 0.042 0.039 0 .. 22 0 .. 10 None 0.11 0.01,/ .......... 
Low a.lloy 
NL LTl Hot rolled In plate 0.16 1.11 0 .. 0'27 0.029 0.23 0.3) None 0 .. 1) o .. c16 
Low alloy. 
NHY NHYL2 0.13 0 .. 19 0.006 0 .. 011 0 .. 05 None 2 .. 32 1 .. 34 0 .. 010 
Q Hot :roiled 3/4" plate 0.19 1.10 0 .. 022 0.028 0 .. 25 0.43 None None 0 .. 04 
ASTM A-242 
T Hot rolled 3/4" plate 0 .. 11 0.84 0.036 0 .. 015 0 .. 28 0 .. 32 0 .. 99 0.50 0 .. 09 0 .. 55 0 .. 095 
u.s .. steel "T-I" 
K 
* 
Hot rolled 3/4" plate O~15 O .. 8'{. 0 .. 11 0.054 0 .. 16 
Fully killed steel 
4-
Ladle Analysis 


















~ ~rt:f' en ....... ro I 
• ,.; 'tj '0 't"J 
t> Nominal Stress ~ .E Po Q) Q ! s:l ri' • 
CD ~ ksi '~~ ~ ~ ~ til oM 8 0 ~ ~ ~'~ >- 0 !l .. § ~ gb * ~ ~ * p *~.s ,i 1>11 m.s OJ tfJ l~rl *rl *::t ~~ iJr-:fJ! ~ro ~\}Q..+>. '0 ~ ~ oM 11...-1 '0, ~ '0 '0 ~ ,. 
to -+> ro ~ lit ..... ~ rl CD ~ *rl 0 II s::l 
Q) 0 {) .. bD .~ ,"C ., S ri 8 l.J r1 I '0 ., .f.4 
tllM d d d ~ m s:: ~+>i!-r1'~ CD '0 ........ iE CH uy ly max ~,... ~ C\J ~ * a ~ Cfl t: '0 ~ ri rl lOt a ~ ~ ~ 
a::: 0 ~«~ '0 ~ '0 * 10c '0 '0 '0 ~ cd orI 
ISREAl I Slo~ E ~ C Ba1d~in O. 08 I I II 
2 Rapid to (J - C, 0 .. 11) 0 .. 4!? 88 I 11~ 
..L. 
~J§J-QV1 ___ ~._._.~ Co~.-J~!dwln. -.1200 1145.9*1 37 ____ 0*1 62 .. M 6aJlill_ JL_o~oo 
~ 
4 IRapid to a - c, Ipulse Ldg13 .. 4 4>.006 1151.4 I'II 0.25 10.710 ~l 4q 
.I-
I81mBl ISlow E :lit C,.. IBaldwin I 80 1126.8 121.5 153.81 4q 1~5 "0.10 
21Rapld to aC • Cl~l:e Ldsl, .. 3 t·oo6I121.9~ I -l I II 0.]4 IO.J.:1~2 1]~6oolt---tt--11 ---t---+------t 
3810w € SIB c_ lBaldwll: ~24 __ 4J 21.6* 54e{J 5133_-<L1){l 
c 
4 IRanid~(J .. _LJpulse,Ld~13 .. U .. oo6ll2.7 .. 2 L_~_ L~~ __ .-l 1 __ "II",O~]l_ lo~o~ amn 
.L ~dwlnl- '-'60 1126.0121)00 1')8 .. '5147 '~4 ,,--- 1---'" n...oo .. ~ ""'-''''1 ISlow € :11& C,. "7 
Co 
2 IRapid to CJ lIS C, tpulse Ldg11.6 $.006 1131.4 0.21 IO.l~L 240 1368 
... 
i.JQlQll i _lIS Cr. __ JBa.lcl:'t:l.IL L ___ 1 ",aQJl26.()*1.2~*I,57'l_2.~ 47 _.13l 0.00 
c. 
.J.. 
_0....66. I Q~ 5;3. 4 IRa'Did to a =: c .. lPu.1ee Ldg;15 .. 3 <h~oo6 1143 .. 0 "'} 1!=> 
TNRRAl ISlow E lIS c~ 1Ba1dwin I 200 1142 .. q*I'5c; .. c;*162 .. q~ ")8 1")6 110_00 
c: 
2 IRanid to --«--~~MI,h.-'L~&oo6 l5~_o 0. __ 23 10 .. 1510 16 ')8 
I' 
46.2 136.2 162.8 137 135 , \Slow E _ Cn J. ~ldWi~ '-I I I 200 0 .. 08 
Go. 
~ IBapid to a lIS C, Pulse Ld~14'.8 0 .. 006 160.8 0 .. 42 IO .. QO lO_ lq 
.L .. 
INRBBl ISlow E :II C~ ___ JealdJi_1n .1 160 1125.8*1 22.4*1 54.l*' 49 1'59 0 .. 00 
t:: 
2 IRavld to a :lit C .. IPulse Ldp.:/9.7 0.006 H~1.8 0.2'5 10 .. 21 loB ,12,l~ 
.L 
~£ 3 Ce ~ldWin I I 160 126.2121.~ 15~.61 ~7 1'611 0.00 
4 IRa-old to a 1&11 C.,. ~lAf2! Tita 8 .. 5 .. 006 44.'1 ,'0.72 10 .. 66 I 'I 12 
*Basic value psea in stress'parameter * ***Extensometer po~nt marks on gage section 
.*Time over static upper yield stress, '~. 
..JI. 
,-, 
TABLE 5b SUMMARY OF UNIAXIAL STRESS TESTS AND RESULTS 
----
11·~m ~ Vl ~ . ~ rl "C I "d rc ~ Nominal Stress, ~ .. CD d!:1 ~. ..-4 (\) ~ ~ ~<Il~8 og ~ I»~ 'hal Type of Testing 'c:rQ.. <D 01 ksi s:l till S s:l ~~ ";3 i: *;3"".$ ~ ~.$ (\f .. *rl *rl *rl "rl~Jl Loading Machine ... oM 0 till +>'0 OM~ +>. '0 '0 '0 -.oM II '0 ~'O '0 e..t • Used Q ttl ~' m ~ lOt ;..; 4) r-t Q) lOIn 0" s:l <'1 Q) 0 Q .. M-M ''C I'!l ~.;l t.J 8 u 'I ....t"' 0 '7,j ror-! d d 1y d ,gm ~ +> " orf cP "0 .......... (\) s:l ~~ uy max ~C\J ::s*a~({}~~ 'O~ rl rl*S~"" ~ ~ Q) ~~ CI) o:l :: 0 '0 '0 '0* llf U '0 '0 cd....t 
ISSPAl /Slow € = C Baldwin 110 38.2 34.6 67.0 54 ,4 0.02 
-; I Rapid to a = c, Pulse Lde 2.4 b.oo6 43.4 0.16 I 0.22 1132 I 165 
, IS10V € z C Baldwin 250 37 .5~ '3.4oM 63.7 60 40 " 0.00 
Pulse Ld~ 2.4 0.006 54.7 II 0.46 I 0.66 I o I 8 4 'Rapid to a = C, 
ISSPBl Slow € = C Baldwin 180 29.1 25.4 60.3 43 38 0 .. 06 
2 Rapid to a = C, Pulse WE! 1·5 0.006 33.6 0.23 I 0.19 I 88 I ]25 
.L. 
3 Slow E: = C Baldwin 170 27.4i 24.4oM 60.4 44 36 0.00 
4 Rapid to a = c, Pulse L<:1.s 6 .. 8 0.006 47.6 0.74 r 0~6l I o I 8 
INSPAl Slow E: = C Baldwin 100 32.~ 64.7 51 ,4 0.00 
2 Rapid to .'1 = C, Pulse Ld~ 0.4 0.006 43.4 0.36 I O.~~5 I 441 8B 
-, Slow € = C Baldwin 100 38.6 33.4 64 .. 2 57 '7 0.21 I p.oo6 0.61 10 .. 60 I 4 Rapid to a = C, Pulse Lde I., 51.6 2 I 11 
.... 
-
INSPBl Slow €. :z-C I~win _.200 2q.2 2S.!'_a. 59.4 35 34 0.11 
2 Rapid to 0- = C, pulse Ld~ 1.5 0.006 35.0 0.34 I 0 .. f~6 I 72 I 133 
~ 
3 Slow e':a C Baldwin 200 26.2 i 24.4-* 59 .. 5- .38 '4' 0.00 
4 0.4 b.oo6 44.4 0.69 O.'Q I 3 I II Rapid to 0 = c .. Pulse LdlJ 11 
I 
***Extensometer point marks on gagE~ section *Baaic value used in stress parameter 











TABLE 5c SUMMARY OF UNIAXIAL STRESS TESTS AND RESULTS 
1 rr:!' fJl ..... fIl ,-ire '1j res i 4>~ i Q r-i. 
~ ~:~ R g 0 ~ g ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ * ::s 101 +' i Ctl ~ t11 *rl *rl *rl '0 ........... '0 '0 oM 1I..,..f'O ~'O '0 ~ • Q) r-i (I) *r-i 0" r! I I 8 .rl 8 W • '0 a I oro! orl +' .oM orl ........... oM Q) '0 .......... f-t (J) ~ E-t 'O::E: .p. ~*a* * rl rl*~ aj+, ~ '0 '0$ lilt '0 '0 '0 ~aSoM 
\)--~ 
~ Nominal Stress, ~ !1 Q) 
m 00 kai Q ~ ~ Po § ~ ~ 
+:I'd oM~ +:I • 
oj ~ cti ~ 
(» 0 () ... till 0,-4 
m rl d (1 d ~ ttj Q 2 Cri uy ly max ~ e ~ OJ 
t: 0 ~_< ~ 











·2MRBA 11 Slow I Pulse Ld 1 1 II O.Cil 1 0.21 145001 ~ 0.4~0.52 1 0. Cil3 1 
21 Rapid to (J ZII c I Pulse Ld . 0.06 0.19 1440 1575 ~n9~ Q~~ OaU 
'I Rapid to (J lSI: C I Pulse Ldg ,.4 p·oo6ll 54.21 110.11 10.,8 I ,101 32211 0.44 10.65 I 0.66 
41 Rapid to a:E C IPulse LdJl 1 .1 p.oo61156.81 110.17 10.56 I 851 8711 0.51 10.75 11.08 
51 Rapid to a = C I Pulse LdS_9 __ Q_'p~Oo611 59.71__ _ __ L" 0.2LJ o. 76 15133JLQ_~9 10.86 I 6.42 
6 Rapid to a = C pulse LdE 1.8 p.160 50~.. L i II O~ ... O _ ... _ 0,12 110501 1017 11 O·'LI 0·50 1 0.13 1 
7 Rapid to a = C Pulse Ldl 4.4 P.134 51.9l.. __ _____ _ 0.07_1 0.22 194 __ 211 0.38 10.56 0.44 
-+~~~ ____ ~~ ____ ~~~~~~~~r-___ ~ __ -+ __ -+ __ ~~O~.l6 o. 
~-+--~+----#~~~~~~~~~~. 
0 .. 30_ ')01 DATI 
1~1 Ranid to a = c IPulBe.-Id~ 0.0 b.560 II 55.5 I . _t ____ --.l II 0 ] 4. 10 4.7 JliBo I h04JLflAJul..llL7n...J~ 
141 Rapid to a = C Ipulse Ldg 2.3 b.370 1156.11 1 ____ -.1 .1_ JLo._~Lo~5L_j __ ig~L2~51l_~,,5~ L~~~ Im~~8~ 
1 Slow __ l._~ .... ...--L----J ..... _. .. ... I JIO.~ 10.1913200 I . II 0;31 10.54.1 O.ll i 
52.21 .. 1 .. ____ J __ . 0'.J)1__ O ... 2l§. __ 2000___0 .. '5QO ... S_7 _o..nB2. 
1 C c1ed 2Q~-a~'03 II T I I 
18 C cled Baldwin -,. }:4-8" 7 390 Q -f' -. -: ---t-----+-
2MRBA19 Cycled Riehle 46.8 .J:. 62.2 61 39 0.04 ~O.ll 
-Basic value used in stress parameter 
--*Time over static upper yield stress, ~ 
*~*Extensometer point marks on gage section 
TABLE 5d SUMMARY OF UNIAXIAL STRESS TESTS AND RESULTS 
. 
~ ~ Nominal Stress, 
Type of Testing ~ CD til !.l at Loading Machine .. ... b.O +''0 .~ Used ~ as ON Q) 0 
C) '"d roM d (1) ~ ~ft..I uy ~ (j) ~ ~ 0 
2SRBA 1 Cycled 
2 Ra id to 
:3 R.a id to 
Ra id t.o 
Ra. id to 
10*** I Slow € - C2 
11 Ra id to 
Slow 
2SRBA1.9 _SJ..QJtllncrenient 0.7 
-Basic value used in stress parameter. 
.*Time over static upper yield stress, d~ 
ks! 
d 1y cj max 
40.1 6 . 
~ os 'r"I tTl 
~ .rl't:S !'8 s:: 
'" 
Q) d 
oM Q) U) ~ g 0 s:1 b.O :~~, .s ~ ~ d ~gb ~]~ *j*~ 0 *~* ~j ~ -n* +,. u '0 II or-i '0 '0 ..., gb.~ Q) r-i CD *ri I , ~ .. I • ~~~ a l.) u '0 '"d~ s:: [j 'ti- ~~ ON ~Cf)~ ~ ~ fj ;::s* $' ....... Ii rl lOt S 
'0 '0 * . JOe '0 '0 '0. 
60 40 
0.07 
*HExtensometer point marks on gage section 
't1 
~ .. g 
..-i ~ 
>4. rl {f) 
'0 .......... 
~ . 
o II s:1 
oM 
CD '0 .......... 
~ . 
J2"" ~ as oM 
0.029 
TABLE 5e SUMMARY OF UNIAXIAL STRESS TESTS AND RESULTS 
~ ~~~ -MID . ~ ~rg t'tj 
:: ~ Nominal Stress, s::= "' Q) s:; ~ ... ~ >ri Cl) CJ) .~ g 0 Type of Testing ~ CD til ksl s:l b.O .~*~ .s0~ *~ .~.~ eM >.0> !l .. d 0gb Jl]~ ~ 'Or-t~ ~ Loading Machine ... 0 ~~*~ OJC/'J b.O ~ro ~~ +J. '0 '0 . II or1 '0 ~ '0 '0 fM • .~ Used s:l\ cd gb.~ Q) r-t ! w~ *r-i o II s:l OM <D 0 8 ... I '0 , I !:l...,~ , '0 I , .,... 0 ro Ulr-l d d1y d s:l Q) '0 .............. Q) fiJ ~lH uy max '"0 ~ O{\f ~CJ)~ fk~~ ~ ~ . 0.. ~~ fj ::s*a M *a J2 +> s:l rI) 0:1 r:: 0 '0 '0 '0 * * '0 '0 '0 IS .,-t 
2SRBA20 Rapid to.o ,. C, Pulse Ld~ 1.6 0.006 56.5 0.13. 0.41 565 621 0.45 0.12 0.27 
J.. 
21 Rapid to 0 a C .. Pulse Ld~ 4.1 0.006 58.8 0.18 0 .. 65 110 130 0 .. 51 0.82 0.65 
J.: 
22 Rapid to 0 ,. C, Pulse Ld~ Q.8 0.006 61.2 0.22 0 .. 83 120 1;1 0.57 0·92 1.17 
..... 
23 Rapid to a :l1li C, ~ulse Ld, ,.6 0.006 60.2 0.20 0·15 ·125 .135 0 .. 54 0.88 1.85 
..L 
24 Rapid to a :lIB C, Pulse Ldt 1.5 0.12 56.0 0.12 0." 1030 1015 0.44 0·70 0 .. 24 
J.. 
25 Rapid to a =: C, Pulse rAe 1.6 0.12 57.6 0.15 0.56 85 94 0.48 0 .. 77 0.69 
.... 
26 Rapid to a ,. C, Pulse Ld~ 1 .. 3 0.13 60.5 0.21 0·77 125 143 0.55 0.89 1.10 
..... 
27 Rapid to a - C, Pulse Lde 1., 0 .. 12 60.4 0.21 0.77 150 172 0.55 0.88 1.14 
.... 
- 28*** Slow € B C .... Baldwin 2.3 89 45.6 . ':3q.o 63 .. 5 61 36 -0.11 , 0.00 0.00 0.0001 
Go 
29 Rapid to a - C, Pulse IAf 1 .. 4 ~·55 56.0 0.12 0.44 390 435 0.44 0·70 0.,2 
,L. 
30 Rapid to lJ - C, Pulse Ld~ 1.1 !C' .. '9 56 .. 8 0.14 0·50 220 233 0.46 0 .. 74 0.61 .,L-
31 Ra. 'Oid to 0 - c .. Pulse Ld~ 0.6 10.35 57.4 0.15 0 .. 54 180 184 0.47 0.76 0.82 
.L. 
32 Ra. 'Did to (1 1& c_ Pulse Ld~ 1.9 t~.~1 ,8.2 0 .. 16 0.60 140 1')4 o.4q O.7Q l .. O~ 
..L 
~~ ftLov a ~ c . ''P1l1s~ T.d, lA~ 26 e:;2.? 0 .. 04- 0 .. 1S 12')00 O .. :lS4. DASh. o~08~ 
'54 Klov a .. c 'P111f1tfa T.rl, (LO lh t:;1 ." o.m OAI0 11000 o.~~ (lAS? O.,nh4 
~t; f!Vl'l ~ 'P111 A~ T ih: h..h tlOO 0.0 
-
It')Clnn'\~h f!vl"ls:an ~lnwin O.Q "0 .?~ ~7.0 6~.? ""61 -'SA 0.0 
- - -Go 
I 
-Basic value used in stress parameter . 
-*Time over static upper yield stres.s, d!it ***Extensometer point marks on gage section 
1 
'I'ABL.~S 5f S"ffi'·';HARY OF UN lAXIAL STRESS TESTS AND RESULTS 
\)--:;. i rr:f' f1l ortVl 
. ~ rl"'O . ~-g "d () Nominal Stress, ~ '" ~(»s:: rl • Q) .~ Q) U) .~ g 0 CD .. 0 I Type Clf Test.ing 'e;~ (}) (1) ksi s:lbD *~.~ .s ~ ~ .~ *~ .::t ..,... >am ~ ~ ~gb ~~! ~ 'Or-f~ ~ wadinG t-inchine .... .~ 0 t~*~ Q) M +) "d OH* +,. '0 '0 II ~ '0 ~ '0 '0 t..i • ~~ T ..: [_;O'C.! ~ ~ +> gb.~ (l)f!r-f ~ w::1 *,.... o II s:l '.-I ,,_.j (1) 0 () ... • '0 , D ~+>~ I '0 . , ~ 0 r~ rn r-i d 0 0 r6~ s::: ~'orf CD '0 ~ Q) ~ 2fH uy ly max O(\J ~ (I) >~ ~'O~ ~ ,!:4 * a .p • 0.. 0) ~~ fj p ::1*a ~.p ~ U) ~ :: () '0 '0 '0 
* 
1)( 
'0 '0 '0 as ori 
2SSPALl Cycled Riehle ~~ 37.0 "-31·5 63.9. r26 43 -0.01 ... _--- .-----
2 Rapid to a = C, pulse Ldg 1.7 O_~_QQ6 44.6 0.19 0.26 125 145 0 .. 36 0·37 0.17 
.L 
3 Rapid to a = C, p'~lse Ldg 4.5 0.006 50·9 ' 0.36 0.49 12 21 0.56 0·57 1 .. 87 
- 'I 
4 Rapid to a .;:t; C-",- Pulse Ldg 5.6 0.006 56.1 0·50 0.68 2 3 0.72 . O.7} 5·27 
.L 
') Ra:oid to (] = C, Pulse Ldg 7.4 0.006 40.0 0.07 0.09 370 453 0.22 0.23 0.068 
.L 
f) Ra.ni rl t,o a - C l'Pu1..s.e ldg: 2\'S 0.14 41~_ f--. Q~~- J)_o 16 270 363 0.28 0 .. 29 0.042 
-- .L 
7 Rapid to (] ::: C, Pulse Ldg 2.2 0.13 46.1 0.23 0·32 105 130 0.41 0.42 0·32 
.... 
8 Rapid to a = C., Pulse Ldg 1.8 0.09 48.) 0·30 0.42 65 67 0.50 0·51 0.4} 
.L --i----
q Raauid to a - r. iPulse Lda: o~ ~.l~ I 40.4 0._08 0.11 850 ~6 0.24 0.24 0.016 
. . .L .-
10 Slow b -i=_C __ pulse Ldg 4.1 22 '38.7 0.03 0.04 6500 0.18 0.19 o.oo6} 
~- -- ----. ---.---- ----
11*** Slow € - C2 Baldwin 4.8 5) 38.7 32.1* 64.5 56 36 0.03 0.04 2000 0 .. 00 0.00 0.0002 
l~ Rani d t.o a u= C l'Pulse Ldu 4.6_ Lo.~QQ- JU.~~ 
--
0·11_. _Q.15 459. 477 O·2:L_ 0.28 0.045 
.L 
17) I 'RAni n t.n rr = r. Plllse. T.dsz 0.-'1_ Lo---lUL U±-1±~~. O .. 1g 0.27 250 268 ~ 0.38 0.3~ - _. - 1- ~ 
14 Ranid to o_=_C pulse Ldg 5.2 0.26 46.4 0.24 0.33 140 148 0.42 ,0.43 0·53 
.L 
15 Ranid to (] = C .. Pulse Ldg 2·9 0.60 40.8 0.09 0.12 1100 1140 0.25 0.25 0.020 
T 
16 r.vc]~ed IPulse Ida s .. 8 ~7 .. 2 -0.01 
2 R..qp AT 17 r.vcled IBaldwin "37 .. ')~ ~4 .. 5 64.7-5 56 "34 " 4.7 0,,_00 
-- ... -
*Basic value used in stress parameter 
*wrime over static upper yield stress, d~ 
***Extensometer point marks on. gage section 
TABLE 5g SUHHARY OF UNIAXIAL STRESS TESTS AND RESULTS 
· ~ ~,~ 1 ;.:{' ~ ~ ~ '0 
• ~ Nominal Stress s::: .;...j '" ~ m ~ ~ r-f. 
Type of' Testinn' 'ci'<. =--0) til ksi '·rl s:l ~- ~ ~ ~ U) o~ g ~ g ~ ~ ~ .~ "'>. g 
• A b r: ~ 0 ro r::; 0 (l) 0 <I) "--.' ..., ~ r-f til ~ T - di !.iachl' p ... orl 0 oM t:U) * ~ * ::; lit ;:::l +' ~ til ~ f1l *r-f *rl *rl '0 '" (l) UJa . nG Vi n... M ._+) "d ··,...1 \j.l.? +,. '0 ~ '0 '0' 0 vH II ~ '0 ~ '0 '0 4--t • 
• ~ Un ed .~ (l) 2 '6 ... gb.~ I *C"- I I ~ ;::! ~ w ~ , ~rl I , 0 II ~ 
t> Tj m rl d 0 0 ~ ~ s:: .f-I +' OM orl .......... .,; C1> '0 -..... ~ &i 2 CH uy ly max '8 f..t ~ C\I 8 * El ~ e/1 ~ ~ 'O~: ~ rl lOt ~1 ~ +l ~ 
U) C.Q D' 0 ~~~ '0 '0 '0* >.'r '0.'0 "0 ~roorf 
1288PAT 1 r.vcled Pulse T.d& 1 &-r-- 3B.JLt-0. 00 _0. 00 -.--1---+------1 
2 Rapid to cr = C, Pul~e Ld~ 4.2. P .. 006 40.6 0.06 0.08 310 361 0.16 0.18 0.03.1. 
..L 
3 Ra12id to a = C~. Pulse __ t4EJ.7J?.OO6 45.0 0.17 0.24 125 138 0.29, 0.22 0.3,8 
..L 
4 Rapid to a = C, Pulse Ld~ 0.9 1J.006 49 .. 4 0.28 0.40 20 33 0.41 0.46 1.60 
..L ---
5 Rapid to a = C~ Pulse Ld.f 4.0._Q.o06 53..2 0.39 0.54 5 10 0.32 0.58 4.46 
..L 
6 Ravid to a .=== C IPulse Id~ .0.0 D.12 41.0 r--O.07 O.lQl2lQ .l2SJ! Jh.ll .n.l9. ..0.,02, 
.L 
7 Rauid to a = C IPulse ~td~ 3.1 0..13. 41.6 '0.08 0.12 51tO _"377.fr..lQ Jl..2l _fi.1IT5 
.L . 
8 Ravid to a = C IPulse Id&l '3.2 0.11 4C),& 0 lq 0.26 8s ;is 0.'2)0 0~4 0.57 
.l.. 
.9 Rapid to a _= C',-,,- Il'ulse.~.2._~P~Q80 __ 48_~5. 0.26 o. ~7 4C) 5~ ..0 ,::SGO ,4-3 ] 3D 
.L 
10 Slow b,J: C Pulse _!:4E _Q.O __ ~_JlL 38~.Lf--___ f-__ ----r--. O.O,,~~QQ_JL0Q9_r-____ Q.I0 0.11 0.oo~8 
11*** Slow € == C.n Baldwin 0.0 __ !!-~ ~a.~~.0* 66 .. 2 4838 O.OOO.OO __ r--' 11 . .00 _Q~ "Q.J)QQl9 
c:. 
12 Ra.vid to a = C. [Pulse LdB -.o.~.-R~.l~-- Jt.O_~___ Q .... 0'20.Q7 !ill{) .617 .filS. .0.22...0. O~~ 
.L 
l~ Ranio to a = C_ [Pulse LdQ 1.0. DJL'J.1- r--4.L.5----- () .nA 0 1? 441:) 1:)4.0. 0 1 C} n .91 0 .m£. 
- ~ - - -
14 Rapid to a == C, Pulse Ldg 3.7 ~~_~~__ Q._14 0.20 170 202 0.25 0.29 0.25 
- .L 
2SSPAT15 Rapid to a == C .. Pulse Ldg 2.6 D.2t? __ ~.5! 7 __ f---- 0.19 0!21_ 11 C) lSc) O"~l O. ~4 0.51 
.L 
---f--.-- --1----- ---. .-----. - r----- ------r-----t-----
1-----+-------+----- - -.--------- -- --I- -------r--- --. --.-
, *Basic value used in stress parameter ***Extensometer point marks on gage section 
*~ir.1e over static upper yield stress, ~~ 
TABLE 5h SUHHARY OF UNIAXIAL STRESS TESTS AND RESULTS 
· ~ ~,~- i ;f ~ ~ rc 
d5 Nominal Stress,.~ . 0)'" ~ .a g ~ § ~ ",' ~ 
Type of Testing '\j>?" ~ tn ksi ~ § ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 0 ~ g ~ ~ ~ >1 ~ ~ ~ Loading Ma.~hine .. ·~i 0 ·rt b.Q * ..... * ~ ~ ~ + C [J) +' til *ri Xcri *ri D '" Q) '. .... t.!) -+' ro ·rt tr"'-. ~-'. '0 !:: '0 '0 .~ ~ I -i 'C ~ '0 '0 ~ • 
,~. Used .. ~i Q) ~ t ... ~D.S I ~~ I I ~ ~;j ~ ~1!.:1 , ~-t • , 0 II .5 
o rr:1 (/] rl d d 0 ~ td s::: '1'"1 -t-> -M ..-1" 'rl (» '0 "-
. <l> ~.~ uy j Y Tl'" ax '0 Q) 0 -=t ,. f--l t.') >.: b '0;::..... .. +) .. ~ ID CdCt-i '.' ..• Q"" rl ::I ~j':E~ * ~~ rl*~~ 9+' ~ 
e/l ~ = 0 p::! ~ ~ 0,"0"0 * l!c D "0"0 p_ ro ~~ 
Slow € = c . 
NST 9 2 Baldwin 6 .. 8 !OO 38 .. 2* 36.1* 46. 3* 69 0 • ~O --+-----+-----i 
10 Rapid to a = C Pulse Lag 2.5 0.006 43.4 0.14 0.64 500 790 
---+-----~~--_r~--~----+_-----+---~ 
11 Rapid to (J = C iPulse Idg 6.1.1- 0.006 42.8 0.12 0.51 llro 1695 I 
12 Rapid to (J = C iPulse Idg 3.4 0.006 46.6 0.22 l .. OJ~ 580 845 ~ 
. 
13 Rapid to (J = C rPulse Ldg 2.7 0.006 47.6 0.2~ 1.16 70 115 i 
NST 14 Slow a 1= C iPulse Idg 4.1+ 100 43.6 0.14 0.67 ! 
&---------1r-----~-----_+__------=_+_---+---_#_-=--__If__-__+---_t_--_r-~------__t_---"---_t_--_t__--___H----------r----------j 
NSL 10 Slow € == C2 Baldwin 16.1qo 34.6* 33 .. 5* 46.1* 65 0.00 ~--+_----+_--_1----~----_r----_r------
11 Rapid to (J == C Bll_se Lag 5. ~ 0.006 ~7.9 O~Oq 10.29 .960" ~195-tt----+------t----
12 Rapid to (J = C ~e Ltg 0.4 Kl.oo6 39.9 0.15 0.46 580 975 
t-----~---=---------_t_-------. - . .. --~- .. -~ .. -----=--
! 13 Rapid to (J == C Pul~e Ldg 2.:1 K:>.oo6 43.0 0.24 0.13 10 __ 8~5_H_--f_____-._+_----
I 15 Slow d' J c ~se I4Ar--~~-9_~ .. -- ,2§.4 0.11 0·33 -;-----+1-----__+---'--+----
I NSL 16 Rapid to (J = C ~~~_!f!~f_-~~-~g.~96 46.4 ~4 1.02 17Q._ f-_?l~_ r-------t--------t------
---- --- --f-----------
I------I--------_t_-----t----- -.------- ----------.. -.. ~ 
" 
-Basic value·used in stress parameter *~*Extensometer point marks on gage se~tion 
**Time over static upper yield sitress, oW 
TABLE 51 SlJlv1HARY OF UNIAXIAL STRESS TESTS AND RESULTS 
l:A.. -..t rr:f' til 'r! Ul . 
• ~ f r-I '0 Ul rrj 't:1 
* 
fj Nominal Stress d .~ '"' ~ Q) c:: ~ Q r-i. 
<l> \I -rl <l> Cf) .~ 0 0 (1) ... 0 ~ Type of Testing b Q, ~ ({l ksi ~ § ~ ~ ~ ~ 0 ~ 0 @ g ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
o I~ading Machine ....r! 0 -rl bO * ~ ~ * ~ *~ +) Q ttl +' til *ri Xcr-i *r4 '0 --.. ..... 
tU h.O +' rtj ·(of ~ .p. '0 '0 '0 'M -M !I -i '0 ~ '0 "0 t..i • .~ Used .~1 OJ ~ t ... gb.~ ,*c I I ~ ~;:::l ~ l.J ~ • ~ I , 0 II .~ 
g rg .~ r1 d uy d 1y 0 max .g ~ § r-f E-i ~ ~ [j 'ti- ;E ~ ~ .. ~ '0 ~ 
~ Q) P::;4-t (1) H rl ~ ~*~Xt * rl r-i*F ~-+l ):! 
CI) Cl:l :: 0 ~ c:t: r4 '0 '0 '0 * ~. '0 '0 '0" p:; as »rl 
NR 1 Slow Camp. Baldwin 19.9 32 30.2* 30.2 0.00 
--~----+----+--~----~----~-----~---+-----.----~----+-----~ 
2 Slow Compo Pulse Idg 3.8 37 31.2 0.03 0.02 
- .. - ----1-----4---·- -.-----+-----+-----~ 
:3 Rapid Compo Pulse Idg 9.5 0.005 37.6 0.24 0.18 111D 
4 Rapid .Comp. Pulse Ldg 4.1 0.005 38.9 0.29 0.21 35 
---+----+------jI-----+-----ft------'------.---+----+---"-'---l1I------i-----+-------I 
6 Rapid Compo Pulse tag 3.5 0.005 36.6 0.21 0.16 510 
--+-----+---~~--~----~-----~-----~ 
7 Slow Tension ~aldwin 3.9 63 30.4-*' 30.4* 71.0* 52 25 0.00 
-.. ---;------;-------+-----H-----t------/-----.-
8 Slow Tension Pulse Ldg 9.1 86 30 • 2 -0.01 
9 Rapid Tension Pulse tag 1.3 0.005 36.3 ._ 0 "-rr~-~1.-~__t_--_t__-25£-IO-_tt--__+_---t---__t 
~--=1::..:0"---___l~R ....... a polO-:i=-d-=---=T=--=e ....... n ....... s-=-i-=-o...:.:..n---+Pu~1:::_s ....... e_=:w.=__=lg~-2-~.2..S2_~QQ2 34. 6 0 • ~~~.~9 9Q-tt----t-----+-----II 
11 Rapid Tension Pulse Lag 4.5 0.005 43.8 0.44 0.33 13 
-- - ... -- -- -+t----+-----+-----
NR12 Rapid Tension Pulse Lag 12.9 0.005 39.2 0.29 0.22 20 
--.~~--_1----_1-----4 





t------+---------jl-------t----.-+----~--'-+----t----t__--+_--tt------+---_+----+------ -----.. --.- ---.--- 1-------
*Basic value used in stress parameter * ***Extensometer point marks o~ gage section 
**Time over static upper yield stress, (j~y _____ _ 
TABLE 5J SUMMARY OF UNIAXIAL STRESS TESTS AND RESULTS 
~ l~~ ~ 'fj .. .~ ~ Nominal Stress, ~ .. (l) ~~:l "~. or4 (l) CJ)~o C) .. 2 Type of Testing "eQ.. Q) t1l ksi s::l hO !1 ' .. s:= ~'gb *~*E ~ ~~ g I>, ~I»~k'" ~ Loading Machine .. 0 ~~*~ i '" I '" *ri *ri *ri '0""'" h.O +''0 or4 ~ ....,. -0 '0 oM 1 ... -4'0 ~'O"O ~ • .~ Used .~ cO +' (1j ~ ~ 8!w~~ t ~ B 8 Oll!t Q) 0 t) .... bj) ..... • '0 , , 0 ru O'lrl d d d ~ ~ ~ +' ........... .,.-i CI) '0 ........... Q) - s:: pJ e..i, uy ly max OC\.l ~Cf)::E:~'O~ >: +,. A Q) ~~ fj *s rl rl*a cfJ+l -s:: CI) ~ I: 0 '0 -0 '0 * lIlc '0 '0 '0 aSort 
NNL 1 SJ~ow € BE Cn Baldwin 90 54.7 51,.6 67.9 53 38 0.02 -0 .. 02 -0.05 
c. 
2 Rapid to a == C .. Pulse Ldl 7.3 0.006 56.9 0.06 0.23 200 0.0) 0.29 
~ 1---
3 Rapid to a &: C, Pulse Ldl 8.5 0.006 60.6 0.13 0.49 12 0.16 0·53 
.L 
4 Rapid to a :: C .. Pulse Ld~ 3.3 0.006 6,.1 0.17 (0.67 12' 0.22 0.69 
..L 
2 Ranid to a == C, Pulse Ldl 4.5 0.006 .68.8 0.28 1.07 :5 0·31 1.06 
..L 
6 Slav €. 8: c ..... Baldwin -9_0·~j 53. 7' 52 .. 4'i 67.8 
c::. 
~ 53 38 0·00_ 0.00 ~.---- 0 .. 00 0.00 
7 'RAn; Ii t.o a == r. Pll1sp- Til, 0 .. 8 IOn 006 'i7nQ 0.08 O ... ~O 1'30 0.10 0.36 
R }:?ani Ii t.n CJ = r. 'Pl11 Q,:lI Tn r ?8 In ,nnh C:;Q 0 0.10 0.'38 '3') 0 .. 1~ . 0.4'3 
... 
Q 
..Banid to CJ == r. Pulse TiL ~ .. Q 10 .. 006 '67 ... 4 0.26 0.97 25 0.29 0.97 
.. 
10 Rapid to a == C Pulse ~ 0.6 0.006 74.9 0.!.2~ 1.50 3 0.43 1.46 f--. ---,-
.ll...1J1 20 ms .. Pulse Pulse Ld£ ~.7 0.096 ')9.9 0.J2_ 0.44 I--.c.. ,-,-.. 0.14 0.49 
11 /Jt;l iblni n t.n C1 :12 ~ Pll1R~ Tn" l ... R OAooh C:;QaO .o.~_l.Q_ 0 .. 38 86 0 .. 13 0.43 
I .. 
.l 
INNT.12 Slow E &IIl. __ c~ ~ldwln 90 55._I122_.1 66.9_~6 36 0.04 -0 .. 01 -0 .. 02 
c. 
II II ---J -U--
*Basic value used in stress parameter 
*wrime over static upper yield stress, d~ 
***Exiensometer point marks on gage section 
TABLE 5k Sm·1HARY OF UNIAXIAL STRESS TESTS AND RESULTS. 
t·:,. i rtf' tf) Ul 
o Nominal Stress r::: .~.. p:! OJ '"g '8 ~. 
Type of Testing 't;Q, Q) ~ ksi ,.~ ~ ~ ~ ~ e/1 .~ g g ~ ~.~ "h g 
'fl ~ oro !>o 0.>0 Q) ....-:; ~P-I MlIl ~ wading Hachine . .. ·rl a ·rl tw ~ ~ > *:;j *.;:J +> ~ [/) +> V) 1tI,-f *M *M '0 . .....:..:., ~ . hO +> 'd ·d 'tr'. --t-:>. 'C' ~ '0 '0 .;-t ..rf II..; '0 ~ '0 '0 ~ • 
.~ U sed .~ OJ ~ 'r .. gb.~ I *cr-' 'I ~ t! ~ ~ LJ:::1 • ~M I , 0 1\ ~ 
o 'D Ul rl d d (j ::1 oj C >rl +> -rot ..rf .......... -rt Cl) U ......... ~ ~ ",-f uy ) y Tl1ax ro Q 0 (\J r H (1'1 >-.: f-! '0 ~ >: +). 
- Q) ~c..... .. Go> H rl ::1 ;:J~S. * n n*Scd+l ~ 
tfl ex; :: 0 ~~ W '0 '0 '() * * '0 '() '() ~ cd..rf 
NNT 1 Slow ~ == C Raldwin -9-0- ~3.].j _ 51JP2~ 66 .. 9 ~ 40 '34 ~;>_OO O. 00-+---'0 ......... ' ,..-.00""'"-+-_----1 
Ie: . 
2 Rapidtoa_-SPu1seTru 1 .. 40 .. 006 5Jt&_ .~-D~3 .. ~Jl12 51:)0_ 0.07 O.2~ 
~ Ranid to a = C. Pulse Ld, 2 .. 6 0 .. 006 S9.1 -.-0 .. 11 01..435700 0~-+---,O-""'.'-..L-50--+-_----I 
.1. 
4 Ra'D1d to 0 lI:: C Pulse LdJ; 4 .. 3 0.006 64.8 . .-0,,22 0 • .85 14 SJ.27 0.87 
J.. 
E) RRnin to C1 IC ('! 'Pulse r.d!: O .. Q 0 .. 006 70 .. ') O .. ~~ 1 .26 4 0 ,~R 1 .?~ J.. _r_
h ~1 r\-U 1: .,fG_'B.!!t 1 dyi n 00 ~~ ... ~ I t;;l .~hh .R ~Q. ~h. -O...Ol.-r- -0 rv\ --.O-;>.l\o(oP.Ior-+n----l 
'2 -- 7; 'rl7"""'" ---., ~~ 
7 Ballid to a - Coo Pulse LdJ; 5.2 0.006 5709 0 .. 09 0.735 160 0.173 0.4~ 
.1. 
8 Ranid to a - C Pulse Ld, 6 .. 8 0 .. 006 ~gJ. ~_~ ~48 165 Q .. l7 O .. -.JL-S4-L-·t--_---i 
.1. 
Q Ranir1 +.n CJ 1ft ~ 'PnlAP Tnt: ~ 1:\ ()ooh hA o ,?Q 1 11 1 t; 0~Lt. 1 10 
.. .1. .,. -, 
10 Ranid too .. S: Pulse LW: 4.1 0_tt906 69.~ O.3.~ ~~11 2 r---- _0.73'5 1 .. 1-...5"--i· I--------i 
11 ill 20 mao Pulse Pulse Ld, 1 .. 7 0 .. 006 ')9 ... 6 ~.Il12 O •. At7. OIt~_ .. -.Oi.,..L-JL-!C)41---_--i 
1.1. #2 Rapid to a :: C .. Pulse Lds 4!_Q._~_0Q9_ -59-.-~f-' _ O·~. _9_.~ f---9 O~J.~_.O~=-2-+-_----1 
~ .. 
iWNT12 Slow E - C'" ~in 90 52 .. 9 52~4 67.5 40 32_ r--~~OO .-O~.~-_Q •. 08""-"'"--lI-------i 
, I 
~--~----------+-----+---~~~--4---4--~--+-~.--~--~--- ~ 
1I------t--------+-----+------iI----.,-4l--.. . .. - r 
i 
I-----+---'-~----+----+-___lf---___tl_-___lf----f__-_+-.- .-f--. I 
I 1------+-------+-----+-- -+-----it----t----+------i--' .- ----- .. -----f------.---; 




* . **Tir;1e over static upper yield stress, duy _ 
TABLE 5l Sm'~\iARY OF UNIAXIAL STRESS TESTS AND RE.SULTS 
• d \;:: i ~ ~ ~ 't:1 
r) Nor.J..nal Stress C .r.!... ~ (I) C s:l r-f (l) I . ,.~ (l) C/J.C 0 0 (I) .. \) 
Type of Testing \:'), ~ ~'1 k~.;i p § t.:: ~ ~ ?l! ~ g ~ ~ ~ >1 ~ ~ 
c - ·IDading Ma.("line .....~.. (' ..... ~ * ;::1 ~ * p .~..s s~ Ul.s tI) *r-i *r-i *M "0 " ~ .. ~.. t;..') -tJ 'd .,-4 \_-'-, ~. 'C '0 '0 .~ oM II -I '0 ~"O '0 ~ • 
s U c'er~ \.. Mi> cd ~ ),'( r--' G) cd rl G> H *r-t 0 II ~ 
·rl ~) ~ _. -r~ Q) 0 c.; .. bD 0"" • 'C I I ~ r.:; rl ~ LJ r-f • "0 I r oM 
g r~ 4~ ~-i du~' 0Jy (lmax .g ~ g ~-I ~~;2 ~ ~~ ~ $ '0 ~_ ~ (l) ~ 4-i " - .,' (J H rl ~ ==' :(~ s ~ *,"'" ~ r-i * E cx$ +' . t:l 
- V') ;l~ ::: 0 ~ ~ w (\J - '0 "0"0 * ~ "0 '0"0 ~aS -oM 
NT .T .1 R 1 ow (:.J!!L -.C_ . Baldwin _J.80 J51 ... Q r-- S6 .. l f-~ q 6~ ~4 _ll.. 05-__ 0 -M· 0 on 
~ 
2 Slow.L~ C,.. ~ldw~n_ 180 ~7~.2~_5t5.~~f-79_.5~ 6l __ 34 ~.OQ ____ --r 0.00 0 .. 00 
c::. 
;; Slow __ q_~_ C Pu16~ _Ld 2Q'f-J)Q..4 0.04 0!'1J- 0 .. 07 0.18 
4 Rapid to (J lII: C., Pulse Ld ~ 0.1 .o~QQ2 L19~!'- 0 .. 21 __ .9_"22 80 0.2, 0 .. 5.9 
..r.. 
5 Rapid to C1 lIZ -.cl~-fJ~~~~.-9- 0..005 6_7 .. 9 0 .. 17 0.45 113P 0.21 o .. ~ 
6 Rapid to (J ____ C, Pul~e_WJ~O_'!~_ 0 .. 005. ~a~Q__Q .. 24_ Lo'!~iy.-- 46 0 __ 28 0 • .61 
~ . 
7 Rapid to (J 1:& _CJ:~_se Ldj ' 1.6 0 .. 005 76.2 0 .. 32 ~~83 0 0.36 - 0.84 
NLL8 Ra:oid to a = C Pulse Ldl~ 0.9 0.005 ___ 19.0 0.36 __ Og_q6 0 0.41 0 .. Q6 -
.1. 
NT.l'Jll 'Al ()1.J ~ -=- r.'RB.ld:win l80 ~5-'l .. Q r-54--.. 3 77 .R 0 3S 0 O~ 0 on 000 .~ , _U.., _, 
2 Slow ~~ __ ~ld"IfL:LlJ__ 1801_26!O:L54:~1~_J8.0~.:..60r-35 __ O .. Q(Lf-- _ .. Q.oo. ~OO , 
~ Slow a ~ C Pulse Ld, 2.0 ~!'9- Oe_05_ f-O,ll 0.08' 0.18 
! h. Rapid to (J ~ .cI..Pul.se--~>----O.3 .0---005 .-6.4..8 _0 lh O.4!L .108018 0 4} 
I. C; 'RAni n +.f"'I IT _K C Ell} se T ~ ' .. 2 .. 6..'1"'1 ... 00') 67 r:J t- O.?O 1L. til 11 ~n o.2.~~_ .......... nc;~;.la."'-+--__ -lI 
I .... .L --.I..ALE .. ,lJ . _ ...c;.. ,;;;PJ -., . ., 
6 RAnid to C1 ~ Cl~~e LClJr 2~2.Q. __ QP5.t-71.5 o,,~8. -O_o.1.O __ r---l3 O.~l _<b.72+--f __ -I 
7 Ranid :to a ~_ -C:t~-s~--LqiU~-~ O_~_QQ5_ ~_71-2_ ___ _____ _ O .. .3~ __ o .. 96___ 1 Q .. 41 0 .. 97 
NLTB 'Ranid to (J - __ .C... -Pul_9~.Lru~.1~_L~.QQ2 t-lli6 0 .. '39 0.98 0 .. 1) 0 .. 42 o"Q8 
.1. 
R----+-------+-------f-- ------- --.------ -- -- ----- ----- ----- --I-------lf------Ii 
t------i------- -. - ----- --- -.------ -- -.-- r------- - ------ -_. -----
*Basic value used in stresspa.rarneter " ***Extensometer point marks on gage section 
**Ti~:'e over static upper y~,eld stress, du.v 
TABLE 5m SUMMARY OF UNIAXIAL STRESS TESTS AND RESULTS 
~ 1~~ ..-4 W . .~ !rg ~ :: hl Nominal Stress, t:: ... ~(l)d 'ii GO ~ -M Q) Ul.~ g 0 Type of Testing "o'';?,. (]) til ksi r:l tlO *~*.~ .s0~ *~ orf ~ S s::= ~gb $i! *j*~ ~ ~M~ fJ Loading Machine .. on 0 t~*~ Nfn M ..pl'"(j ·rf ~ .....,. U '0 Q)1I;.:1 .J ~ '0 '0 fM • ,~ Used ~ cd ....., gb.~ CD M I~ o II ~ 'M Q) 0 d 1 C) ... • 'C I • ~-t.l~ !i lJ r--t • 8 ..... t) 'TJ fir-! d1y d ,g m c: CD '0 .......... (j) ~ c2fH uy max 0(\1 ~Ul~ ~~~ ~ ....., . p. Q) ('J J..f &1 ~*a rt rt lit a &..., ~ U'l ~ c: 0 p::~ '0 '0 '0 
* * 
'0 '0 '0 as ..... 
cNHYI1*** Slow € = C. Baldwin 0.5 250 80.2-) 99.0 ~ 75 26 0.00 0 .. 00 
~ 
2 _. Ranid to a == (! Pulse Ld& 1.2 0.006 86.0 0 .. 07 O,,~l 0 ~O 
.L 
3 Rapid to 0' = C. Pulse Ldf 0 .. 006 86.2 0 .. 07 0.32 0 2 
.L 
4 Rapid to a = C Pulse ld~ 15 .. 6 b.oo6 90.4 0,,13 0 .. 54 0 "J 
.L 
5 Ranid to a = C . Pulse Id~ ~.7 b.oo6 9O.~ O.l~ o. ,4 0 ') 
..I.. 
6 RAni c1 to a-C!. Pulse Ld& bo06 91 q O.lS 0.62 0 0 
~ 
.l 
7 Ra.nid from P',ll se r.d, ~ .f) bo06 8~ h 004 0,,18 0 6 
(J - 4r; kR; t.o (]' 
- r. 
.L 
8 " " Plllse Til.e; ~ .~ 0006 87 0 0 .. 08 o,~6 0 0 
i 
9 " " pulse Ld~ 1.1 0.006 88.6 0.10 0 .. 45 0 3 
10 " " Pu1seld~ 3.3 0.006 87.6 0 .. 09 O .. 3g 0 1 
1 1 11 " Plll SP T ii~ 4.l o 006 91 2 o :1-4_ o sA 0 1 
-
1?*** Slow € =_C Baldwin 5.3 150 80.~ g6.8 7'5 23 0.00 0.00 ~ 
l~ .Ba.nid to a s:: (! Pulse T.c1£:) !14 .. ~ 0 .. 006 8~.7 0.04 o ~q 0 0 
1. 
14 Ranid to a - C! Pulse Ld£; 4 .. '5 b.oo6 81lao O.OS 0 .. 20 O· ~ 
.L 
lc) "RAn; c1 t.n a = C PulseLd& O .. S b 006 88 ') 0 .. 10 0.44 0 ~ 
-
.l 
16 Rapid to a ::: C, Pulse Ld~ b.oo6 90.2 
-
0 .. 12 0.53 0 0 
..L 
17 RaJ?id to a = C, Pulse Ldf 
---~-
p.qo6 92.5 0.15 0 .. 65 0 0 
..L 
-
*Baslc value used in stress parameter ' ***Extensometer point marks on gage section 
• • . 6 
**Tir:1e over static upper yield at.ress! du.y 1 Values at {fLfE. - 20 x 1Q -1 ____ .____~~_ .. ___ 
-----
TABLE 5n SUMMARY OF UNIAXIAL ST~ TESTS AND RESULTS 
~ ~~~ ~ 0'.1 . 
.a .. 1'8 ro 
:r: ~ Nominal Stress, ~ (I) ~ ~ .. ~ oM Q) Cfl ~ 8 o 0 Type of Testing 'bQ. CD til kai ~M *~ *~*~ .s OJ ~ *~ *j*~ ~ ~ ~ ~f s,:j 0, ~ .9i~ I>f 'Or-f~ J Loading Machine· ... 0 +J. bO oM~ '0 *.~ U '0 II .,... '0 ~ ~ ~ ft...4 .. Used .~ m +> gb~ CD ~ ] w~ t~ oils:! CD 0 01 ~i • '0 • • !.l~~ I B or4 0 "d tIlr-f . dly d s::: Q) '0 ~ ~ ~ ~fH uy. max 0 YJ~ ~ el) ~ ~~;g ~ ~ .. ~~ fjN ::;3*S M *~ ~ +> ~ (f) f:Q IS: 0 '0 '0 lOr )): '0 '0 '0 as or4 
NHYL18 Rapid from Pulse Ldl ~15 .. ~ 0.00 85 .. 5 0 .. 07 0.28 0 7 
o :l1li 45 ksi to Q = C, 
,.I,. 
19 " It Pulse LCL r 2.( 0.00 85,,5 0.07 0 .. 28 0 2 
20 tf 11 Pulse Ldlr 0 .. ' 0 .. 00 86.7 0.08 0.35 0 0 
21 " tv Pu1se Ld tr 2 .. i 0 .. 00 Ql .. l 0 .. 14 o.~8 0 1 
2? " 
1I 




. -Basic Value used in stress parameter •• *Extensometer point ma~s on gage section 
.wrime over stai;1c upper yield streiB, d~ 1 V~s at aL€·" 20 It 10 i.!i __ ~ 
TABLE 50 SUMHARY OF UNIAXIAL STRESS TESTS AND RESULTS 
• c \J~, i;r~ ~~ ~ () Norrinal Stress ~ .~... p::: Q.) s:l ~ ~ I'""'i. 
(l) '·rl (l) C/l or-t 0 0 CD .... C) 
Type ~)f Testing 'tP. t1) {J) ksi C b.O ~ ~ ~ () ~ (.) to.. ~ OM ~ <l> ~. 8 s::: 0 ro ~ !:> 0 Q) 0 Q) t'} ~ >-t r-f (J) ~ Loa.d1.nrr Hachine ... .r~ ....: 0 OM bO *';:1 ~ lOt;j *)::i +' t:: {J) +' til *rl Xl:r-I *r-I '0 ........... 
;:!!; u t.o +. u -rot ", ~ +,. '0 U t o,-f ..,.. II or! '0 ~ '0 '0 ~ • 
~ U G ed t~ oj -t) cd ~ * G) a1 r-f «l> r-f * r-f 0 II d 
'1"1 ,d (11 0 1 ti .. bJ·rl • 'C I' £:: ~..-l E-l l.) rl • u a, oM 
o rr.1 U1 r-I d <1 d ~ oj C! .,..~ +> . .-f .;.t.", orf (l) '0 ........... 
Q) ~ oj uy ly ;-::ax '0 GJ 0 to f-4 ('1 ~: b '0;::: > of'>. A. CD ~<H Q J. .. ri(\J ::; ;:1*8~ >7 rl rll(t~ trl+l .::: 
C/l CQ :.: 0 p::: ~ ~ '0 '0 '0 Xl: >:t '0 '0 '0 ~ as oM 
NHYT 1**f*S10w € = C2 Baldwin 5._l± __ +~§_Q~2~2 9905,---~ 26 O.O~~.07--+ __ +--_---H-__ -+---__ -+--__ ~ 
2 Ranid to a == C Pulse LdJ 2.L 0.006 '85.4 0.02 0.08 150 5395 ~ - - . -.-....:::...:::c....!:--H----+-----+------I 
3 Rapid to a = C, Pulse Ld~ 1.0 0.006 86.4 0.03 0.14 0 15 
- J.. - ---- .. -- ---r---'- ---+-----"-----4lI---___+--___+-----I 
4 Rapid to a == C, pulse Ldl~ 1.9 0.006 88 .. 8 0.06 0 .. 29 50 126 
.L. --f---- - ---+t----+----+-----I 
'5 Ranid to c:J := Cl. Pulse Ld~ 0.5 ~_~oo6 88.5 0 • .05 0._2_--,-7-+-__ 0-+-_2~+--_---+ __ -+-__ --I 
6 Ra:nid to a = CJ.. Pulse Ld£bo 1.8 0.006 9l.0 9·08 __ O·~2_ .. _ +--_-=--O+----'-O-#-__ -+--___ --l"--__ -----i 
7 Ra:nid from 'Pulse Id, 0.9 0.006 85.0 0.01 0 .. 06 200 482: ~-----+-----+----~ 
a :51 45 ksi to 0 = C., 
.L --i--- --- I- -----4+------4-----4----« 
8 " " Pulse Ld~ 9.8 Q • .o06 88.4 Q.!05 ____ f-9·gL _JgOQ 1227-H--_------4 __ ---'-_---II 
( 
9 11 11 Pu1.~~ ___ J.~~0~ 0.006 89.2 __ \-____ r-- o~~ 0 .. ~1 .Q. ----=-9-H--__ ._4--___ 4--__ ---I 
10 " " pulse Ldr 3.4 0.006 93.1 0.11 0.56 14 17 
-- --- ---- .. --. -+---~--+--~_H_---l-----_l_--~ 
1] 11 11 Pulse I.dl . O. 2 ~ __ • OoQ. ~.22. q 0.14 1--0 .. 72 :l ~_1 __ 
12*,*fK-Slow € _= __ G~ __ ~b~.~~1-2 __ ._9_1-_12Q~4.1 1~·2~§~ __ ~5 0.90 o.go . _____ _ 
1~ Rapid to 0_= C, Plil:s.e Ldi 0.7 0.006 86 .. 8 0.03 0.17 0 70 J.. - ----- ----'----+--~.~---'-___+I__-__I_--__+_--_____JI 
14 Rapid to a = C pulse Ldi 0.3 0.006 88.1 0.05 0.25 14 1892 l -- ----- 1---------1--- - --- .-------1-- .. -- --- ---- ---- --- 1----
1'5 Rapid to a = C~ Pulse Ld 0.1 0.006 88.2 0.Q2 0.25 0 2 
.1. - . --- --- - - ------H----4----4-------I 
16 Rapid to 0 = Ci Pul~~J~J-~~-.~ L9.t.3. ____ _ ________ ___ O.O~L 0.44 0r-_2 ____________________ -+--__ -11 
17 Ranid to q = Cl Pu1se_L~L __ . ___ &_.~p6 90~I__ 0.<& __ 0_._41 __ 1--_~1-_() ___ . ________________ _ 
*Basic value used in stress parameter ***Extensometer point ma.~s on gage section 
**Ti~e over static upper yield stress, d~V 1 Values at ale := 20 x 10 psi . 
TABLE 5p SUMMARY OF~ UNIAXIAL STruss TESTS AND RESU~TS 
~ l~~ -i~ . ~ '0 ~ Nominal Stress, ~ ., . Q) s:3 r-I • oM (l) C/)R o 0 0 CD .. 0 Type of Testing bQ. Q) en ksi s:lb.O ..... ~(l) !1 Q ~~ *~ .. ~ *~*~$ i *$ ru ~ *~*~ ~ r-f (fl §j Loa.ding Hachine ... ... 0 *~ '0 ........... b.O +) ro .r-I~ +>. '0 '0 t) . .,... II """ '0 ~ '0 '0 ~ 01 .~ Useu ~ oj ~ oj ~ * CD r-1Q) r-; *r-I o II fj 'M (l) 0 d 1 § .. tl.D .,.-f 8 c • I ~ r-I!1 LJrl • '0 • t oM () '1j Ulrl d1y d §N (I) '0 ........... (l) ~ c2~ uy max "0 ~ ~~~~~;1 of.) .. ~ Q.) ~!J r-I ::.1*s rl r-I * ~ ~ +l s: (/) ~ :: 0 .~ -0 '0 '0* »: '0 '0 '0 cd oM 
NHYT18 Rapid from pulse Lde 0.2 p .. oo6 86.1 0.02 0.12 0 45 
(J ::: 45 ksi to (J ~ 
19 " " Pulse Lde 2.4 0.006 89.1 0 .. 06 0·31 0 I 14 
20 11 II PulSe Ld~ 4.2 k>.006 91.5 0.09 0.46 0 I 4 
.. 
0 .. 54 21 " " Pulse Ldl 6.9 0.006 92·9 0.10 0 0 
~ II 11 pulse Ld~ 0.006 92.4 0.10 0.51 0 0 ~-
.-1-- u ___ ~____'_______ 
II II I . ---+--._-
II II II 
1------+---------+-----111--- II I. II II -----l------l-----
*Basic value used in stress parameter 
**TLTTIe over static upper yield stress, d.:iv ***Extensometer point mark~ on gage B~ctlon 1 Values at olE .• 20 x 10 psi 
-'"""I 
'l'ABLE 5q SU}i}iARY OF' UKIAXIAL STRESS TESTS AND RESULTS 
':"~ i rd" fIl 'ri \'1) 
: rJ 1:,,,),,,-7 "1al Strnss ;4 .~ ~ oj 'g ~ -g ~. * ,., :: (l) ,I ...... ~ - v,,~ (l) U) .~ 0 0 Q) .. () 
... Type :)f i es t~,nG t. ~ tJ1 I ksi s::: § ~o .~., ~ ? Q g 0 ~ g >: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ Loadinrr Ha~hln~~ ," on . 0 ori ~ * ~ ~ lOt ~ )/( ~ -tJ ~ {/) -~ I'll *ri l/fri *ri '0 ''-.., 
..., 0 ~,~ ..p '0 -rl \,--:_ +,. \") '0 C ' ..... eM II...... '0 ~ '0 '0 C+..i • fi U n cd h crj -+> ro ~ * r-' Q) m r1 IJ.) r-! * r-! 0 II ~ 
.,.., ,- J (1) 0 (j .. tti) • .-1 I 'C I I S ~ rl fi -w i-j • '0 B 8 .,.-f 
t) ,-, U) r-l I d 0 ~ d :-:1 oj c ~ -tJ -.-j -r4 --........ .r! IJ.) "0 ........... 
~ ~.:-f uy j y n:ax '0 Q 0 E~ (il ::e-: f-t 'O:z:: >: " .. .> • ~ (l) ~«+; Q H rlC\l ~ ;=jl¢q::;Xr )\( rl ri*g as+» ~ 
tfl c;; :: 0 ~ ~ W '0 "0 '0 * ).'( '0 '0 '0 p:: cd or! 
nrOUl) Al F=~~=-if---------+-------+-------jf----- -- - .. -+----+---H------4----4---4------+I-----.-+----4-----I 
tr-14M-lF iSlow € = C iBaldwin tL7 .. 5 60 31_!2_~5 .. -$._-~Q-.. Lf_!5j-~~~-0__H___-_ _t----+--__+_---H__-_+_--4___-___I 
tr-14M-2F Rapid _ to a = C, Pulse Ldg 1 .. '7 _ Q~00£5_~_3~O 0.16 0.25 151 246 0.20 0 .. 29 0.023 
.J.. 
tr-24M-lF Slow € = C Baldwin 8.1 60 1133.4 ~3.2 60.4 59 35 
-11 -" --- -----~---_+_~-+~~~----__f--__f--_+_--_H_---+_--_+_---_I 
T-24M-2F Rapid to a II:: Cl Pulse Ldg16.2 ).006 ~4l±~~f--__ 0.34 0.42 5 19 0.35 0 .. 4; 0.100 
T-~4M-lF B]_ow -e. = C !Ha.ldwi~55.6 60 1135.-L~~5 61.4 6L~3ft ____ ._ __ 
T-~4M-2F Ranid to a lIiS CPulse Ldg 5.1 ).006 I 42~9 0_!41 0_5.2 1 6 0 .. 44 0,,56 0.77} 
.L " 
t-l-14M-IF Slow E = C iPalclwin q.4 60_.~.41.7 ~QJ?-L 60,,8 ~~3.7-
.T. ,1 hM._?:" No R ecorQ._sj _ --~.---i--_t_--;---__;It------t---+--__+--_H----I---_+_-~~ 
W-24M-lF Slow € = C Baldwin 4·JLI--~Qt~2!g-~9.?--1-5M .3~-r___--1_----1__ 
W-24-2F No R1PC9_:r:ds ___ .. f-- ----t-----t---+-__ft----+----+-----+---H----+-----+------I 
~l~~I~wl=c ~l~b k~4~~1~.Q~.L~~~~6~1~4-=2~--~-~-~-~~-~-~---I 
B-14M-2F No R1ecords F------"=-=-----"'-lf-----------+-------I_. ---- ------. --
~-2~-~ls~w~=C ~~in a~ 6~!~~Q~.2 60.4 ~ ~~~ __ ~--~--~-~--~--~--~ 
B-24M-2F No R ecord~ I--- ' ________ ------u-----+-----J------I'------H----.J----.J------I 
~-3~-~~~E=C I~~~ ~2.8 6~~.~~.1 ~.2 ~ '36_~~~~~~~~~~~-~~~~~~~ 
B-':34M-2F No Rd~cords 
- - --- ---- ----- .. - -- --- --f----
t-------I--------I----------f------ .--- -- .--
*Basic value used in stress parameter . ***Extensometer point marks on gage section 










TABLE 5r SUMMARY OF UN IAXIAL STRESS TESTS AND RESULTS 
.'\'.1:'~_ 
. 
:: a5 Nominal Stress, 
Type of Testing 'tl~ CD trl !l Loading Ma.chine .. .. hn -+-'''0 
Used ~ aj 
'M Q) 0 
'r.l ror-l d ~ p:1fH uy Q) 




*Basic value used in stress parameter 
**Time over static upper yield stress, d~ 
ksi 
d~ 1y _~ax 
, ""~ m ..... 00 ~ r-f'"d !§ "C ~ '"' ~Q)s::3 'i . ,~ 
..-l Q) U).~ g 
s:I t:.o ~~~ .s0~ '..,-4 ~ , ~ o gb .'i]! *~*~ >t r-i til 0 ~. *~* C\Jf1lI *r-i ~. '0 ~ or4~ u '0 II """' '0 ~ '0 '0 -+-' gb.~ 0) M Q) *r-f 0" s:::: ~i ' . !:I~~ ~ w , '0 • I oM s:::: Q.) 't) .......... OC\J ~(/)~ ~~~ .. .> • .~.~ fj *s rl M *S ~ +' ~ '0 '0 
* 
lOc 
.-'9 _ '9 __ --'9.._. _ m .,; 
l_Oollj._1 0..25 I .~38 J16~ II O. .. 1al Ol!28.1~7. 
o .. 2Qlo .. 34- 22 I 29 II O .. ~O. I 0 .. 35 I 0 .. 094 
0.3aJ.O.33 L 6 L . .l.7 II o .. 4oJ 0.53 I 0 .. 239 
1 
0 .. 752 /0,,68 6 14 II Om'S6 0 .. 70 I 0 .. Q2'i 
10.48 9 16 1/ 0.41 I _0.56 I 0 .. 341) 
_0.41 I 0·11 I ~ 5 II 0 .. 52 -LQ ___ 'L4J_1....55 
***Extensometer point marks on gage section 
I 
TABLE 58 SUMHARY OF UNIAXIAL STRESS TESTS AND RESULTS 
• ~t~' 1~~ i~ ro 
* := g Nominal Stress, ~ . cD ffl ~ § § Qj .. v 
= Type of Testing ~ Q) til ksi s:: § t.D ~ ~ ~ ~ g g ~ ~ ~ >! ~ ~ 
Q Loadinrt Machi 11C1 .....~... 0 oM gb. *;-:I!> * ~ *~.$ i tIl.iS ~ *H *H *H "0 ............. <U t..> ~.'-- hO .~'d .,.-tiS'<.+" 'Q ~"O '0 oM lIorl "0 ~ '0 '0 tH • 
. ~ Used .S (l) ~ t .... gb.~ 8~"- I I ~ ~ ~ t.J ~ , ~r-1 I , 0 II ~ 
() rd m rl d d' d ~ ~ t: >rl +> oM er-t ........... ·rl Q) '0 ............ 
Q) t:·rl uy 1 'y max "t1 Q) 0 I> E-i (f) ;::E: E-1 "0 ~ :>: -+.>. 
Po (l) ~fo..t G> J..t rl(\J ~*f;:!* l(r. rl rl*a aj+3 ~ (/) m :: 0 ~ ~ t1l '0 "0 . '0 * l): '0 "0 '0 ~ as oM 
Group BJ 
T-14M-lF Slow € :III C Baldwin 5 ~6 34 v9Wlt .. g 61 .. i: s8 "')6 
T-14M-2F Ra.Pid to (J = C~ Pulse Ld~7.5 0.006 420"1 0 .. 22 Oo2Q IS 60 0 .. 22 O.2Q o,on 
-- ..I. - .--
~?4M-.u Slow i !I! C Baldwin 32"!±r-3=2-=-'D4~-=6:.-=.0"=:":"]4---=6~O-+-_38~I--_--+ __ -t--__ t--_--H-__ --t-__ +--_---t 
T-24M-2Ji _NQ J e(~or~ _._ 
T-34M-U Slow E .. C Baldwin 35113t-31-!J. t) MAt 60 ~c; __ _ 
T-34M-2F Ra't)id to C1 Il;: C;EulseLd.~ 8.3 lQ_ .. Jill6 48.5 0 .~7 0 '12 11 71)71) 0.40 0 t;~ () .~nR 
. ~ - -
w':"14M-lF Slow € c:; C Baldwin40 ... -1+---=4~"Ou .... ?~~ f)o........ R""I---~h~.+-~~h C\,I-f+---.-+-----+--+---~--r__-__+_--_1 ... .. ... 
t.T_l J.u /")17 "RAnin +.nl1CQuJ~TA ~lQ S. III I'JC'Jh._r:;h ~() o. .. ~R O.7h ? ..5 .11 "3.Q .n::rL..l .0::>1 
"" "1 .". '" - - . 
w-24M-lF Slow E z: C ~_r~Jd~i_~. 43.5 ~4.3..!1,_ 62.4 ·59 33. '- __________ ___ ____ -r--'- __ 
w-24M-2F Rapid to o.:_C, Pulse Ldi'lO.6 0 .. 006 50 .• 3 __ Q~r-O .. 36 2~ ___ 11- 1) ... 17 t-(1,31 ~-D~9-
.L 
: B-14M-lF Slow £ c:; C Baldwin 35....q 35.s. £)O.Q l:\R ~4 .-- t--.. - r-.-------
R-14M-2F Ranid to a =_..c .Eulse LdJ .s....a In..ooti _4:8....n __ . --f-.-- f--.O.;'5- -D .. 5L----.6---ll -- -O ... }5 -0 .. ).1... --0-.50-7 ~ -. ~r 
B-24M-lF Slow E :z C Baldwin 3_4 .. 2 3..2.,9 60 .. 0 £)8 38 --r---'-r---~ 
I>-24M-2F Rapid to a =: C, Pul~~JAJ 2.9 O.ooQ. ~4.J.-t-----'-f------ _ 1-_.0. .. 5..8 __ 0.,71.._ 2 . 3--- _.O • .6~L~ 1ar-~ .. 23-
.L 
B-34M-lF Slow .. ~ :c C Baldwin 10."737.a 37.'4 61 ... 0 SQ '5S --t---,---
B-34M-2F Rapid to a =: C .. Pulse Ldltl5.8 0.006 53_-3. _ O.!l:Lt-.D.--61-.---- 2. ___ 3_ c-QJL..42'_r-_o .. 61~"'-1.5-
..L 
I-----+--------+------t--.--t----tt-----.- ' .. -. 1--'-- -'r-- .-_._._.-
*Basi(~ value used in stress parameter ***Extensometer point marks on gage section 
**Tir.'J.e over static upper yield stress, dW 












Ra id to a = C 
Slow € = c 
Ra id to a lie C 














Q Nominal Stress C .~ ... (l) '-M (l) 
<D ttl kai ~ till 
E ~ 0 m .~l ... 0 oM bn 
-t-' "d oM \:,,,_ +' • 
-ej .p ct1 c: 
Q) 0 () .. tll) .r-f 
(f] rl d 0 0 ::1 0;1 c: 
·r-ji uy ly max <0 Q) 0 "I ~ c.-t . 0 J.4 rl~" 
:: 0 o:!c:e: ~ 
,.1.8 61 38 
4 
-..t rd" fJ). til 
I r-I "0 T4 '0 't:1 ~(1)C: ..m~ r-t. ~,~ (j)orig ~g ~ ~ ~>-~ o?bQ) 0 ~ ~>4 r-t til * ~ * ~ JOe +> 5:l CIl.s OJ 00 *r-I *.--i *ri '0 '-.... '0 '0 '0 .~ .,.... II et-I '0 ~ '0 '0 ft..i • '/!. r a> trl,..-i Cl) r-f *....-1 0 II ~ I 'C 'I E ~ r-! E I. • ..} i---4 I '0 ., ~ ¥-4 -t-l.,...JoH"...... ~ '() ........... E-4 C,") :s [-i '0 ~~ +>.  ~*S~ * ...... r-t r-t*E "'+» ~ 
'0 '0 '0* )): '0 '0 '0 ~m""" 
0 .. 24 I 0·32 36 95 II 0.25 I 0.32 I 0.046· 
0 .. 32 10.37 I 11 35 1\ 0·33 I 0·37 I 0.089 
.53 I 4 12 II 0.38 1 0.541 0~4-S~ 
2 I 11 II 0.41 I 0.72 I 0.732 
~~;l4 I 0.34] 25 6;L~-{9t~· 49 -1;-.1,5 
5-~.j-fr~Cl.5Llo.,~ 
~2Ft::jd.to a .. CllplJ]BeIJl15.510·1153.9t· .. -~ .. --.-l--~---ll--D....sB-lD"76 I] 2 110.62 I 0.7ll 2 .92 I 
- 4M~ ~ __ C . Baldwin__ 35.6 35.21 60,,9.1 60 I 40 
~-34M-2F I Rapid to a sa c1lpulse LdEJ 0 .. 6 I 0·_QQ~L2Z_.91 --L-~-l-- --1---11_0.4.8-10.68 I 2 14 .. JLO.5Q_-L_Q!69-La.Q2_ 
.+-.- II -+ II -1-------11----.... ____ .L ___ ~ __ 
-Basic value used in stress parameter 
**Time over eta tic upper yield stress, (j~ 
**~Extensometer point marks on gage section 
S.B .. 
TESTS A1: r' HESULTS 
-..;t --cr til ..-f {I) 
f r4 '1j Ul 
Ci • po: .,,, ::;: '(j 
., 't1 ..' I Cfl 'r:' 0 Q 
(1) g . I I·~. ~.~ I :r~ t:? II ~;..Bt J * ~fi' tt ~.5 ~ ~ Q@.§ 
Ul rl -\ I crj ~ II . "') r ~r ~ u:: l-' {I) ~ .... " uy 0" 'l .r l? 'rl I ~. "I I I " I ~ . f! ~ I ~~ l.!, ~ o ,< ", ,.,--,
-T -" or' "'-... or-! 
-=-r= 








"0 0 t.-! 
~~~ 
r-t ti 
~) .~, .. ~ .~ o Ii r' ~ , >M <;) '0 .--. .... ~ i~ • {--l ).'t~; c:! r'" ~~ D "(; ~ ro 'r~ 
01 _ 1139 .. 9*1 II -~---~-----L---t_____U_- .. --+-----t----I 
D.R. IRapid to q = C IPulse I.dgl 1139.2 
---t-------+-----ft---------+ +---------H--------+------l-------
-r--I---r3'---I -r---'---' 
.6 :~~ ------f--I_==-=~-~I--=· :~ .. -==r--~~J------=: 
44 ___ 0__ 'r~n.~ __ **--*--*+-----4-.-----#-.----
._---_ .. _-_ ... _+------- . 
49 .. 3 -.-~-------__+___-----.-+------+-----__H____- --... --+--------.. - ---
].20 
130 
_ .. _-- .- .... --~- - - ._--- -+---_._-
.-~--- ....... - -




·.a ••. __ ·_ .• _ •. _ .. __ _ 
--
*Basic va.lue· used in stress lXlnLi1eter 
**Ti~~.e over SUl ti',~ urper y1.e~d stres.s, d,:,!,1' 
-JHH~E.xten80;:'.f-:ter r..oint rr:a6:,;) on f~u,,·e S€.,:· .. tiy-. 
****No yield following 48.4 ksi compression 
TABLE 5v· SUMMARY OF UNIAXIAL STRESS TESTS AND RESULTS 
~~ ~ rd!" m VIOl . rl '1j '\00 'd "d 
=' ~ Nominal Stress, ~ ~ ~ ~ . or4 CD 
. CfJ ~ 3 ~ 0 . ~ .. ~ g Type of Testing ,,~ G) fJl kai s:JbO ~ ~ s:3 ~g1, .~ ~~.q w.q N g ~ ~ ~ ~ rl m ~ Loa.ding Machine ... ~'bQ. >0 ~ >0 P ,. i .. .. >ori >Orl >Orl <> -'" .~ ~"d ....,. '0 '0 '0 eM II oM '0 I>a 'Q " ft.4, • .~ . Used w +> gb~ I ~t I I ~ ~~ w::1 I ~ I I 0 I ~~ Q) 0 ~i t) "d Olr-i duy <'1 d ~~ ~ ,eM Q) "0 ........... ~ ti iBc.... y max .~ 18: a t til ~"O::E: ~ rl * a ~ ~ ~ Cfl ~ == 0 ~~ '0 '0:00* * '0 '0 '0 lIS 
PSL 1 Slow d= cJ ._ Pulse Ldg 0.9 99.6 4100 66.4i 56 25.6 OoOl 0.02 0.2) 0.23 0.0,32 I----~-., 
Tension 
2 IRapid to d= C . Pul~e IdJ 0.6 10.006 11 
-----
Tansion 
- IPuls~ Ld~ :M _10000611 :3 \Rap1d to d= C 
Tension 
4 IRapid to d= C IPUlse Ld~ 2.1 10.00611 
Tension 
5 I &r:pid to d = C Pulse'Ldg 7.3 0.006 
, 
Compression 
6 IRapid to d= C PulseLdg 2$8 0.006 
Compression 
7 I Rapid to ,0= c IPulse ~ 3.2 10.00611 
Compression , 
a= 0] IPul~e LdJ6.l182.o II 8 1810v 
Compression 
II 
. *Basic value used in stress parameter ' 
**Tirile over static upper yield stress, o~ 
145.51 1 1 II 0.12 10 .. 19 I I 250 II 0 • .361 0.,11 I 0.176 
I 51.51 II 0.27 -10.42 r 17 II 0.541 0.55 I 2.4.3 
I 59.51 110.46 I 0.73 I 1110.7810.'7917.63 
I 
42.5 0.06 0.09 I 545 II 0.27 I 0.28 I 0.045 
.53.6 ' 0.34 0.52 I 12 ·11 0.60 I 0.611 3.76 
I 65.0 1 I ' 110.62 I 0.951 1 1\ 0.951 0.96111.65 
140eO I J II 0.00 I' 0.00 I II 0.20 I 0.20 I 0.014 
II I', II \-
***Extensometer point marks on gage section 
TABLE 5w SID-1MARY OF UNIAXIAL STRESS ~~-ESTS AND ~TS 
~ 
. ~ .. ~ Nominal Stress, ~ or1 (I) Type of Testing ~ Q) til - ksi ~ bO ~ ~ o~ ~ Loa.ding Machine .... .,; ... 0 +J -. M ~"d ~~ Used ~ aj gt~ .,.j Q) 0 ~i & "d Ulr-l d °ly d San W C2~ uy max &1 fIl ~ :: 0 
PSL 91 Slow 0_ c.- 0] se ldg 1$7 16.6 40.4- 32.6 0.0023 
Compression 
101 Slav l:= c 1 [Pluse Ldgl 6.5 11700 1140.0' 35.3 I II \I I O~OO22 
Compression 
111 Slow 1It_ c- 0] Ipul:.Q Ldg~ 099 140.0 1140.6' 33.4j 66.01 56 126.911 II 10.0024 
Tension 




-+----tt-------f- -+----1+- II 
4-----1- II -----I----+------'-t----+III---:------+----I-------1 
*Basic value used in stress parameter ., 
-*ifTir1e over static upper yield stress f dRY 
***Extensom.eter point marks on ga.ge section 
TABLE 5x. SUMMARY OF UNIAXIAL STRESS TESTS AND RESULTS 
-
~ ~~~ ~"m . ~ G\ 0'0 ro .. :: g Nominal Stress, ~ Q) s:: ""s:t ~ .. ; flo orf Q) tflRg x 0 
flo Type of Testing 'b~ CD ttl kai s:lhD *~ *~*~ (;) *~ oM ~~ !l Q o gb .:3 ~ .s0Q) *~*~ ~ r-t w J Loading Machine .. 0 :rJ. NV) '0 ......... bJ) +''0 .r-t \lQ. '0 ~.~ '0 '0 ]~ II orl 'Q ~ "0 '0 ft..I • "Jead .~ cd +> gb~ G) M ] w~ .~ o II ~ (l) 0 ~i • '0 • I ~rl • I .~ "d tIlH d d d ~~ Q) '0 ......... S t2fH uy ly . max 'O~ i'~~ ~~~ ~ +' • ~~ ::s*s M *a ~~ ~ CI) CQ t: 0 '0 '0 
* 
~ '0 '0 '0 as ...-4 
PSL 1A Slav i.= 01 Pulse Ldg ).5 38.0 38.6 ... 32.6 ... 63.Slj 59 40.5 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.0013 
Tension 
2A I Rapid to 'Cj= C IPulse Ldgl 100006 11 154.3 I II 0.41 I 0.62 I 3 II 0.6710.70 118.5 
--
Tension 
3A I Rapid to CJ= c ~se Ldgl 5.1 1°.00611 143 •8 I II 0.13 I 0.21 I 202 II 0.341 0.36 10.249 
Tension 
4A 1 Rapid to 6= C 0.46 I 0.48 11.)2 
Tension 
I------+----------+----,---t-----t-------#_ " II 
1------f--------.,......:..--4------I----+----#----+--- -- .-+-----" II -+1----1------11 
t------t-----------t-------i--- --+------flf------t----+-- ---+---#11· - -_.-f- II _ I 
t-----;----------I-----t---t-----*----f-----i----t----t----1IH-I-- -_.+-- ··_·f-----iIH-I---+-----II-------t 
*Basic value used in streseparameter 
**Time over static upper yit31d stress, d,1.v 
i 
***Extensometer po.int marks on eage s-ection 
'lI.~<!"~ 
TABLE "5y SUMMARY OF UNIAXIAL STRESS TESTS AND RESULTS 
. 
~ N omill.a.l Stress, 
Type of Testing ~~ CD 01 !1 GO ~ Loading Machine ... h.O +>"0 
f.1 Used .~ td ori CD 0 
t) rd Ul....-l d (l) ~ p:j frt" uy p.. Q) 
(/) CQ :: 0 
-
PsT 1 Slow .3= c1 Pulse Idg 1.9 59.8 
Tension 
-21 ~.pi~._~ d= c1 Pul~le ~~ 3.7 10.00611 
Tension 
----- Mse LdJ 2.6 10.00611 3~ Rapid to d= C 
- -----
Tension 
Pulse Idt:rtO~00611 4 I Rapid t.o d= C 
Tension 
-------
5 I Rapid to d=. C 
Compression 
6 I Rapid to 0 = C Pulse Ldgj 0.9 10.006\1 
I Compression 
Pu1~~~ 6.810:00611 7 I Rapid to_ ~= ~ 
ComEression 
S I Slow ~= c1lPulse Ld~ 3.4 162.5 II 
Compression 
*Baslc value llsed in stress parameter . 
**rL~e over static upper yield stre'ss, cj~y 
kai 








~ l~~ GltVl ~ .. ~ td rtj s:l G) 5:t o 5:t ~. ~ C1l (J)~g J;:lbO *~*~ ~g ~ oM i>.~ J;:l °Wo ;li~ ~~ M tTl ~\)Q. ~~*~ .s N ttl *~ *....-1 *....-1 '0 ' .... ~. '0 '0 " II·eri "0 ~ "0 '0 ~ • +> ~~ C) r-i ! .., ~ 0 II ~ ~i 8 '0"'- • • !l+l~ Wr-1 • I. oM ~S .......... .,... (I) '0 "'" ~(/) ~'O~ ~ ....-I*a~+' ~ *a ~~ ~o '0 '0 lOr * '0 '0 '0 CiS "1"4 
48 22-.4 0.05 0.07 0.23 0.25 0.055 
1\ 0.00 I 0.11 I J4S II O.Z7 I 0.29 0.375 
"' 
"01.26 I 0.42 I 23 II 0.49 I 0.53 3.8 
II 01.45 I 0.71 I 1 II 0.71 10.76 119 
0.09 I 0.15 I 400 II 0.21 I 0.27 I 
II 0.36 I 0.5.7" I 14 II 0.51 I 0.63 3.25 
II 0.61 I 0 .. 98 o II Q.79 10.99 122.6 
II 0.01 1 0,,02 II 0.1,3 1 0,,16 I 0.013 
***Extensometer point marks on gage section 
TABLE i5z SUMMARY OF UNIAXIAL STRESS TESTS AND RESULTS 
~~ 1 rtf' f11 '-'> f1l . ~ .. ri'U '1j 'tj ~ Nominal Stress; ~ P:;Q)s:;l o~ r-I. 
'" 
Cl.} CJ).~g go ~ "hg Type of Testing ~ Q) til kai ~b.O *~ *.~ !1 .. £::I- ~gh *~ .s Q).B ~ ~ >, >.~ Mal ~ Loa.ding Machine· .. 0 ~ til N f1l *r-I *rl *r-I '0 ........... bD ~'U '"~ +,. '0 *~ '0 '0 -oM 11.,-1 '0 ~ '0 '0 fH • .~ Used ~ oj ~ m s:: G) ~ r-i Il) R *rl 0 II ~ OM m-o g co. t\D°n 8 '0 , . !1 ;j!l W I '0 • I er4 0 ro Ulr-l (j 
.d1y cS ~an +' ........... .,... Cl) '0 ........... (l) {i iE .... uy max 'tj m ~~- 'O~ ~*S ~(t)~~ 'O~ t>: ::., .p • p.. -~~ r-t r-PGc a ~ +' ~ til ~ r;: ,0 '0 '0 * ~ '0 '0 '0 as..-i 
PST 9 Slav &= 01 Pulse J.dg 0.9 23 41.4 11.2 0.03 0 .. 03 0.002] 
Compression 
10 I Slov i. = 01 IPulse Ldgl 0.3 I 23 1140.2'36.2-1 II II 0 0 lo.cxm 
Compression 
11 I Slav l= 01 IPulse Ldgll. 7 I )0 1140.31.34.61 65.2' 51.1126.~1 1/ 0.02 I 0.03 I 0.00<17 
Tension 




- I II II ---f------+ #--------t---- -----+-------
*Basic value used in stress paTarrleter 
.*Tl!:(~ over static upper yield stress, d~ 
***Extensometer point marks on gaf!e seC'tion 
TABLE 5aa. SUWtARY OF UNIAXIAL STRESS TESTS AND RESULTS 
~ tl ref fIl dO M 
. .~ .. ..-I 'tJ \.D '1j ro ~ Nominal Stress, ~ \, ~Q)S:: o~ ..-I. .r! Q) ~RMEi~ ~ ~ ~~ ~~ Type of Testing ~ (]) ttl kai ~ b.O *~*~ .~I .. 0 o gb 51 Loa.ding Machine .. 0 ~. t~*~ i III CIl *r-l *r-l *r-l "' ....... hD -tJ''"d or-f \~ '0 '0 .,.-I lIorIO >a '0 '0 ~ • .~ Used Q oj +> gb.~ CD r-i Q.) r; *..-1 0 II 5:l ON (l) 0 o .... • '0"" . • I !l 9~ Wr-! I "0 8' oM 0 rrj 0lIr-i d d d 
.g ~ a~ .p. ,.,... Q)'O-......., Q) ~ ~fH uy ly max ~ (/) :;8 E-1 '0 ~ .p. ~ ~~ ~*S * r-I r-f*a ~+' ~ (fl ~ :: 0 .'0 '0 '0 * * '0 '0 '0 as"'" 
l - 01 
lit 
3604 6500 ~1.0 300111 1 X 1 Slow Pulse Ldg 11·5 40.8 I I II 0.01 10 • 01 1°. 0023 II I Ten_ion 
2 I Rapid a = 0 Pulse Ldg 0.1006 6001 I I I II 0.491 0016 1 1 2] 00691 0080 11306 
- Tension I I I II I I I II I I 




5 I Rapid 0=0 Pnls8 Ldg 0.1006 47.08 0017 0.27 16 00331 0·38 J 300 
Ten.ion I I 
7 I Rapid a:: c Puls6 Ldg 0.1006j ~.91 I I ·11 0.08 I 0.12 I I 190 II 0.221 0.25 I 0080 II Tension 
8 Slow C =: 'el - IPulse Ldgl Il!S04113706136~O·1670oi65.5129.311 II 0 10 1000015 
Tension 
----+--- +------H----t----~-- ~--------
+-----II------#---_f_ ---f - ---+----u- ·~-----II------+I"'I -----+------11-------1 
~----------~-------------------;_--------_4~----_+----_ff--- ---;_------+------r- II -+------- II ~ ~ 
--t II --j II --! 
*Basic value used in stress parameter 
*wri;~e over static upper yield stress, (j·ihr ***Extensometer point marks on gage section 
TABLE 5bb SUMHARY ~Yr' U!\iIAXIAL STHES..S TESTS AND RESULTS 
\;:. i rtf f1l -til . .~ ri'O \.Oro "'0 it ~ Nominal Stress, r: ... p:: (1) s:l o~ M • 
*' 
OM Q.) Cfl .~ g 
$ ~~ Q) .. ~ it Type of Testing ~ Q) tl) ksi ~ ~-~ orf ~) ..... v #~ *~*~ *~ *:=:t *::t s ~ o d ;3 .~ ~ ~ -oM~ ~ LoacLi.ng Ma.chirie .. 'r:.J '" C 'M h;) till -t) '0 • ..-4 'tr· 4.) • '0 *~ '0 '0 tI -i v ~ '0 '0 ~ . .~ Usnd q ro +> ro ~ Q)~r-i ] w~ *ri o II .E 'M Q) 0 (., ... biJ -..-4 I c I I 









" ::: C Pulse ldg 0 .. 006 490 1-1- 0.26 0036 6 0·37 0.42 4.8 
-- f----- _c.._ ... 
Tension 
-. 





20A Slow ;, ::: c1 Pulse Ldg 15 .. 6 39·1 380:2 6405 3902 0.06 0.07 0.0013 
Tension 
21A Rapid 
" ::: C Pulse Idg 
, 
0.006 40.0 0.02 0003 144 00 11 0012 0.066 
Ten8icn 
---- -.. - ------
-----_.-1----- ._---
23.1 Rapid C1 ::: C Pulse Ldg 0.006 56.0 0.43 0059 3 0055 0063 11.0 
--
._--f--_ .. - .. --. 
Tension 
--
._-----_.-_ .. .----- _._--- r-----.- ---- 1------r---- - _._---- ._---- '- -----1--
--- r--'- -------- ---'-----' 1-----f------ ---- ----- ._----f---- ---
. 
-- -'--- ---.--r----- f--. 
-- ---- r------- ,------- ---_. -- ----_ .. ~------ ------
---
-- ------ "-------- --- --- ... - --
_. -_._-
------i---- ---- . - r-.----r----
--- --------1----- ---- ---_. -- ------ _. _.- -- ----.- r- -.------- ---
*Baslc value used in stress para~eter ***Extensometer point marks on gage section 
- ~ *~i!~e over static upper y.1.eld stress, <1gy 
TABLE .5cG SUMMARY OF UNIAXIAL STRESS TESTS AED RESULTS 
· ~\:" :i~tf~ ", .. ~ 'tj 
fJ NOl1"inal Stress r.: .~ '" rr. (l) C ~ '1 r-I. 
Type of Testing ~ CD ~ ksi 'oM Q ~ ~ ~ to.~ g o~ g k ~.~ ~ g E1 s:: 0 ro r !> 0 (\.) 0 <1> r. ~ ~ rl 1;') 
C wading Machine ... ~... 0 'ri till * P L lIt;J ltc.~ +' ~ til +' (\j til *.--1 Xtrl *I~ '0 ............. 
<U b.O +l 'd 't-f \;..:. +,. '0 y'" '0 'C 'rl ..,-I II ..... ~"() >;)"0 '0 t.-t • .~ U sed .~ Q) ~ .~ ... ~.~ I ~~~ I I ] ~ ;j ~ \..)::~ t ~rl I I 0 II ~ & ] ~ rl d uy 0Iy' 0max .g ~ § ~ ~ .. ~ >J ~ ~ ~ l>: .. ~ -0 -~ 
Ul . ~ :: ~ . ~ ~ fj ~ u";j uP ~s * : u~ l:r~ ~}~ r2 ~ .~ 
• 8 8 4 .. . .. 6 .* l{ 9 S1lW £. = 01 Pulse ldg 5 0 0.3 35 .. 8 7 .. 0 0 0 0 0 0 .. 0014 
Jt------f-------___f__---____f---___f__------flf----+---+----+----J-----ff------+----__+_--+------ - ----+----+-----1 
Compre881en 
10 Rapid a. c Pulse Ldg 0.006 4200 0.04 0.06 440 0017 0.20 00215 
C Olapre 8 s1 on 
11 h:pid a:l c Pulse Ldg 0.006 450:3 0 012 0.19 72 010 26 0030 00425 . 
- --
COllpre8sion 
1I-----+--------____4I__--~_+_-____4I__-___H_--___+_--_+_--+_----,__-- ----- .---. I--.-----c------------- 1----------- --------r--------- _.---
13 Rapid a ='C Pulse Ldg 00006 4805 0020 0.31 14 00 35 0.41 1052 
COlrnPl"8ssion 
~------+---------~-----___+__-~~--_*---~--__+_--~-___f__-~---------_4--_r-----~----r----_4--~ 
15 Ra:pid ,,:: C Pulse Ldg 0.006 53 .. 3 0032 0049 5 0 .. 49 0056 6 .. 3 
, COIlDpression 
: 16 Slew l-:III--e-l---+PW.--se- Ldg 49.0 4109 360 lB - -- ----.----- O·~Oj·-'-Oe03-0~0028 ! 
~----+--------~----___+__-~i------H---~--__+_--~-___f__-~----+__---- - -.---_ 
It-----+--------~----___+__----I-- ----------r- ! 
1I-----+---------____4--~-_+_-____4I_____- ----------- -- -1--------.----.. -_.--._-
It-----+---------~~---__+_-~r---~--~--__+_-~------ ------+------
~---+-----------+-----f___-~--_H_- -----r---------- ------ --.-- ------,....---------- -- -----r----------I----
~-----r_--------____f----___f__-~--_*---__+_--___+__--r_-___f__-_*---r_---~-.---- ----#-----+-----+------
B------+------:-------t----___f__-~--_*-----r-----. --- ---- r---- -.-- - --- ------ ----- .---- 1-'-- .. ,.. -- ----- -----.-
B:------+-----------f-------4-----t------tt-----' --f-----+------+--f------H---.-- ---- - -- ---- -- ---.------- --- --- -- ---- -. ---- - .---
-Basic value used in stress parameter * *Jt*Extensometer point marks on gB.ge section 
*wrime over static upper yield stress, du.y _________ _ __ _ 
TABLE 5dd SUMMARY OF UNIAXIAL STRESS TESTS AND RESULTS 
~ ~;f~ \D co Ul . !1 0'"0 rei ~ Nominal Stress, ~ ... ~Q)~ ..... s:: r-I • or4 Q) Cf) .~ g H 0 CD ... () Type of Testing 'bQ.. Q) til ksi s:: b1l ~~~~ *~*~ .s & ~ *~ OM ~ a> ~rt1 s:.2 ~~ E~~ *~*~ ~ rl (il fij Loa.ding Machine ... 0 fH'O~ M o,-i ~ +>. u '0 II orl '() ~ U '0 .~ Used .S ~ -+> gb.~ Q) ,.... ~ w8 I~ o II r:! Q) 0 ~i u '0 I I !:i+>ri I , or! (j rtj Dlr-l d d1y d ~~ ~(J)~ orI,.n ~ Q) '0 ~ ~ M ~'H uy max ~ '0 ~ +> • ~~ ::s *~ r-f * ~-: ~ +' ~ CJ) o:l It: 0 '0 "0 "0 
* 
))c 
'0 "0 o· ~ or! 
Q 1 Slc~, .. C ::I 01 Pula. Ldg 3·3 2906 5201· 5002 79.6$ 65.6 2700 0 0 0 0.01 000018 
, 
Tenfllien 
2 Rapi.d a = c fPulsiI Ldg 0.006 73.0 0033 0.73 ..- 0046 0.78 906 
Tenllion 
4 Rap1.d 0:: C Pulse Ldg 0.006 6700 0.29 0.54 
- 0034 , 0.57 7·5 
Tenllien ~ 
5 Rap1.d 0=0 Pulse Ldg 0.006 6108 0.12 0.28 1 0.24 0.40 503 
Tenl!!lion 
















*Basi(:! value used in stress parameter ***Extensometer point marks on gagE~ section 
. * *wrime over static upper yield stress! d~ 
'TABLE 5ee Sl.JM}1ARY OF UNIAXIAL' STRESS TESTS AND RESULTS 
,......---,.---------,-----.,r----r---,,------- b';, 1 "t'f' til l,..'" tTl 
• . c:1 r-~ ro '-U 'tj "t,j 
f.) Nominal Stress ~ ori.. (J.) £:::: 0 ~ r-i. 
Q) 'oM <l) tI1 .~ 0 .-4 0 (]) ... frl 
Type of Testing t,'<", I ~ ttl ksi s::: § ~ ~ ~ > 0 a-; ~ ~ g ~ ~ ~ >! ::: fll ~ Loa.ding Hachine .. ori 0 °rl b.O J',t ~ _~ Itt P lIj(_~. +' ~ til + C\j (tl *r-i *r-I *rl '0 .~ Q» - he +' "0 ·rl \)l<.. +,. '0 '0 '0 • oM II -f '0 ~ '0 U ft-.i • .~ U sed .~1 OJ ~ t ... g},.~ I ~ I. ~ ~ ~ ~,::1 I ~ I , 0 /I ~ 
C) '7j Ul rl d d d P m t:: ~ 'M +> 0,-t +r1" .r-! CD '0 '-... 2i. &i ~ Ct-t uy ly max 13 Jot ~ t:O ::1 * S ~ (/) ::?~ ~ '0:::: ~ M lOt r; ~ +> ~ 
rJ.) CQ c: 0 ~.~ r:q r-l '0 '0 '0 * >!t '0 '0 'C '1 p.~ 'lS' ori 
GI * &III •• Q, 9 Slow C = 01 Pulse Ldg 2.0 53.6 5206 50.5 7906 0 0 0 0 0.0018 ' 
, , I 
Compression 
, 
10 Rapid a = c Pulse Ldg 308 00005 . 56.2 0.07 0.13 II 175 0.09 0.20 0.146 
.~------~------------_r------~~--~----~---~----_+----+_---~--~------~----+_~_1----_*----_+----~----~ 
I Compression 
I 12 Rapid a = e Pulse Ldg 208 0.005 60.5 . 0 .. 15 0.29 17 0.20 o. 34 1.,,~_._ 
, Compression 
~------~------------_r------~~--~----~--~----_+----+_--_r--~------~-----~--_1----_*-----_+----_+-----j 
13 Rapid ,,= c Pulse Ldg 0.005 6400 0.22 0.42 4 0.27 0.46 2.5 i 
Compression . 
15 Rapid a = e Pulse Ldg 0.005 6902 0.31 0.61 3 0037 0.64 5.9 
Compression 
f------ r-- -- r----------i-.-------
16 Slow t= C1 Pulse Ldg 202 70 0 4 5601 5001 0 0.01 0.0015 
r---- ---- I----·------r-·---
Compression 
1---.. -- ------+-------11----- t-------- r-.---- - .--+---_1----
11------1----- -----. -- ----------r-------
~- --r---.--,~---;_---;_----
iI------t-------- -. -------1----------- ----'I----tt------t-------t-----+---it-------r-------t-----
~------~-----------_r---~~--~---~--_4---_+----+-----~---~-- -- -------------~-----
I------J--------.,...----_r-----~I_-- .. --- .-- -------.-- ---------
, 
*Basic value used in stress parameter ***Extensometer point marks on gage section 


















Slow <II c. = cl 
Rapid to d = C 
Rapid to d = C 
Rapid to d = 0 
Rapid to 0 = c 














~ Nominal Stress, ~ !1 Q)Po 
ID ro ksi ~ ~ ~ -- § ~ t;1 
+' "d .r-t 'eQ.. +' • 
aj +> a1~ 
(lJl 0 0. ... ~.r-t 
UlIM d d d :::s Q'S ~ll'\ ~! ~ uy 1y max rg e ~ ~ 
~ 0 ~<4 f;I:l . ..-I 








2.8 I 77 0-13.5 130.8 89 18.4 
;!f~ ~ ~ 
Q) ~ ~ ...-f • tll~ g 0. .~ ~2 tl ~ 0 Q) 0 g ,~~ MCO * ! * p * +' i til ~ 0') *rl *n *r4 '0. "-
'0 '0 '0 .,.... 11 '0' ~ 'C '0 ~ II .. 
• ~ •• ~ .~ ~ w • ~ I U 0 !1 
I ..f..4~ ~,.,.. Q) '0"""", 
~ U) E-4'O :::E: ~ It 
. ! *S\l)E * rl rl*a cd~ ~ 
'0 "0 '0 lOt * '0 '0 _'0 P.'-1 as "'"' 
Ooll .0.69 1.1 
0.08 0.52 .0.22 
0.06 0.40 o.iS 
011103 0.22 '0.08 
---- f---I-----
-.-----+--- ----+----t" II 
20.0 9 I 310\0/ l = c] 
10 Rapid to d = C 
12 Rapid to d = C '2~:-~E+-----+-I--tI~~· __ --IEt--3--tt-_-_-_3---t----t-I--t-I---tEt-~--~-$---t--~-_:~-. ~-t-I-~-:~-~----t 
15 Rapid to d = C 21.7 
16 I Slow c = c, I 62 1P"20.0 
*Basic value used in stress parameter 
**Tir;',e over static upper yield stress, (j~ 
0.07 I 0.47 I 0.20 
***Extensom.~ter point marks on gage section 
\ 
TABLE 5gg SUMMARY OF UNIAXIAL STRESS~TS AND RESULTS 
~ ~.rcr t1) fIl 
•. C Hrc:1 'd 'd () Nominal Stress $:l .;..t.. CD s::3 ~ r-t. 
, Q), oM CI) (J) ROO CD .. () 
c ~~ngOf ~~~i~! ~ ] al~ ka! §] ~ lOt ~ _~ lOt ~*,~.s ~ ~ . .s ~ *~ '~j*:t >! l)~~ a.J' b.O of-' "0 .r-f ~ of-'. l) l) '0 • or-4 II orf l) ~'O '0 tH • .~ U sed .~ Q) 8 ~ .. gh;i 8 ~ • I ~ ~ ~ w R • ~M 1 8 0 II .;1 
o '"d al rl d . d d ::J ~ s::~ .r-t +' orf~"ort CD '0 " ~ ti tE fH uy ly max ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ * a ~I ({) ~~ ~ -c::E: ~ . rl lOt a ~ +» ~ 
ell CQ c: 0 ~~ pq ~ '0 '0 * ))( '0 '0 '0 ~ ~ oM 
, Tension Pulse Ldg 
, 
L 1 Slow l = 01 1.0 49 42.5* 45.2 43 16.0 
2 Rapid to d = C 0.006 44.7 
L.. Rapid to d = C 0;006 44.4 
5 Rapid to d = C '0.006 43.1 
8 Slow c = 01 2.5 50 42.5* 45.4 42 15.4-
---+----+----.--.- -.---+----+-------f 
ft--------j-------------f-------i------f-------- - -- -~-I----- - ---i-----t-------i 
t--__ --+_C_OLl---"'-lP:t:~~~ion ~se ~ ____ ___ . ____ . __ __ ___ ----r---. __ 
L 9 Slow c = 014.9 81 41.0· 1---....:....---+-----=---. -. - -------- --I--- - .-
10 Rapid to d = 0 0.007 41.3 
t----~-------------+_------~-~-- -~~-~~----r_--~-_+-~~----+_-----~--~ ---------r----1 
12 Rapid to d = C a.O(f/ 42.7 
--+----- f--. --- -- r-------- -. - ----f--------f 
13 Rapid to d = C 0.007 46.1 
-----jf------+---+----f------ft-------f-----f-----4----- 1------- r-- --
15 Rapid to d = C 0.007 47.3 
16 Slow' l = 0, 9.9 82 41.0* 
*Ba.sic vaJ.":le used in stress parameter * ***Extensometer point marks on gage sect.ion 
*~l!:1e over static upper yield stress, du.y 
------------------------------------------~-----------------------------.----------------------------------
FIG. 1 PRESSURE PANEL, AND 20 KIP PULSE LOADING UNIT ARRANGED FOR 
TESTING UNIAXIAL TENSIO~ SPECIMENS 
P' P I~-' a-1 
I 0 1 I '<L,_,-----'--____=_: 




LI~_~_ ~ _I _J 





FIG. 2 SciIEMATICREPRESENTATION OF 20 KIP PULSE LOADING APPARATUS 














o 1·2 3 4 
20 KIP PULSE LOADING UNIT 
FIG. 4a 10,000 LB. PULSE - RAPID LOADING, FIG. 4b 10,000 LB. PULSE -, RAPID LOADING, 
RAPID UNLOADING - 1000 CPS TIMING RELATIVELY SLOW UNLOADING - 60 CPS TIMING 
FIG. 4c 10,000 LB. PULSE - RAPID LOADING, FIG. 4d 10,000 :t.B .. PULSE - RELATIVELY SLOW LOADING, 
RAPID ,UNLOADING - 60 CPS TIMING RAPID UNLOADING - 60 CPS TIMING 
FIG. 5 . PULSE LOADING UNIT BEING USED TO TEST MODEL FRAME 
(Frame Shown Afte~ Testing) 
FIG .. 6 60 KIP PULSE LOADING UNIT IN FRAME FOR TESTING BEAM ... COLUMNS 
(A 60 Kip Unit with Outer Chambers is in Background) 
FIG. 7 20 KIP PULSE LOADING UNIT AND 20 KIP STRAINING UNIT CONNECTED 
IN SERIES FOR TESTING TENSION-COMPRESSION SPECIMENS; 
SHOWN WITH PRESSURE CON'mOL PANELS 
flow 
Control, 







as od ~ ., 
~er4.p 81m> 





a8RP"i Qd 0 as 
OOt> 
o Gu Pressure Gage 
L_---;-_ ... _. ___ ._. ____ ._ ~ 
~----=:=-=-'~~==-....... ~~-.-=-~~ 
l' r-~-.--. ~ ! . .; I N2: . 
I . i 1-- <; 
I _ I I i'1 I FluId ! I II Supply ! ~ -j " 
lClsc t ric 8.1 
Input = t(t) 
Mechanical 
Input = a(t) 
i • I I Displacement 
I rt, i Transducer 
I 0- - -c 'r'~ r -, 
I 
L.J v---4 9 LJ I ,---.:["-1 
I Jilrror ,-1 ,!eed back ~ '- -' Load Pickoff 
I Discrlminat '<';> - - - - - -{'~- -- ,I I and Losd 
i or I <t ~ - L 1 -l 
. 'L rt, Strain or 
i AmPl.i .. t1SJ" ~f7 - -:..~ ~I D111placement y : Pickoff 
I -=-1 
Servo r t, II Loading Rod 
L J Motor.1 _ 
.1_ - L ")(1- __ r - I -~~ 
I Ii' F~U:!~ ~~ I Hydraul c 
-Input I 'Control 
I I I Valve '. . . -;-j Flul~ -')(1 -t I ~m' 'iiturn"~ ~ __ JL -;X;- - - -
Actuator 
.. j IPiston 
.\ hture 
Sump , I Servo Control 
:fluid Return 
--, jJ 
---~---.----------------- -.-- -.--- --' ..• 
J'IG. 8 SCHEMATIC RiPRJSiHTATION OJ' 20 XIP STRAINING APPARATOS 
818 
1. l/~ 2~ l/4" --tl 3/l6 
7/8 NF.-14 









polished :::: S 
As Machined = M 
_rl_N / 
FIG. 9 DIMmSIONS OF TENSILE ~IMENS 





Tensile Specimen ------:JI)Ao-1 
Spherical Seat -_.....-' 
Loading Rod -------:1l1li-1 
4 1/8" Rapid Load 
_4:E----- htenlometer 
'~------ Dynamometer No. 1 
~IG. 10 CONNlCTION OF 'TINS ILl 
SPBC 1MIN' IN POLSE LOADING 
MACHID 















for special grips for Specimen Series "NNI! t:: 3/16" 
for Specimen Series uNS ID t = 0.011" 
FIG,! 11 D~SIONS Oli~ SP~IMENS FROM SHEET STOCK 






• I I 
• 
O.~-5" D 
























(1:1) Tension-Compression Specimen (b) Extensometer Arrangement 
110.12 DIMDSIOBS OJ' PRlLIMIlIARY TDSIOB-cOMPUSSIOB SPlICIMDS 
(Serie. Ill) 
I,~".'_~_= .. ~~'>_'~'~_~~-.~~",',r='ff~='~"'''=~~'~'',""",~,.<,,,' . '='T',"," " >"'~"=""~'L~~_=~~'~~=:: 











































D:fne.mometf:ll~Q -- i!> 
3/4 Ne-IO 
,~,t 1 1/1+ D-l2 
Hardened Locking Nu.t 
Speciaen -----
i2-, , 








DIMINSIOllS 01 TDSIOll-COMPRISSIOJl SPleIHU AND MAlND OJ' CONllmTIOB 
(Series PaL-A. X-A; PSt X. Q.. ~. L) 
1 1/4 D-12 
3/4 BC-10 
FIG. 14a "RBA" STEE,L, EDGE OF SPECIMEN lSRBA4 
FIG. l4b "RBBtt STEEL, EDGE OF SPECIMEN lNRBB2 
(4% Pierol - 200X) 
FIG. l4e "RBC" STEEL, EDGE OF SPECIMEN lSRBC4 
(4% Fierol - 200X) 
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This 4 arm bridge is typical of those used 
for dynamometers, curvature gages, and strain 
channels. In the bridge containing the 2 
strain gages on the centre-line of the BI 
Series specimens, and that containing the top 
and bottom gages on the BE and BL Series 
specimens, 2 adjacent arms consist of dummy 
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At zero deflection, bridge circuit had maximum unbalance. Both 
calibration switches and slide deflection move bridge towards 
balance. 
The switches were used to set the sensitivity of the bridge circuito 
When used as calibration switches, they are roughly equivalent to 
2" of deflection each. 
For BF Series specimens, one enditional similar bridge was used. 
IIGII representl a galvanometer. 
"I It represents an ammeter • 
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It is understood th.at iJ any of th.e. above steps are. not appl i.cable 
for tfte time step under cons·iderati.on, tn.en th.at particular step ts sktpped. 
In order to determi'ne the time-dependent effe.cts during a tfme. tnterval ~ 
the following procedure fs followed: 
10. Calculate t,he. change. in cre.ep strains at thf! extreme. top and 
bottom fibers of each s'ectton for th.is time. interval. Th.e 
procedure to be used wfll depend on whether experfmenta 11y 
determined speciftc cre.ep curves, or specifi.c creep curves 
generated by the C.E.B. recommendatfons (Jl) are. used ($ee 
Sect. 3.2.4). Tne requ fred stress hJstori.es are re.corded at 
the extreme top and hottom fillers of each section. By 
accounting for the effects. of e.lastic recovery of the concrete, 
the creep strains may be corrected. This calculation, 
furthermore, directly yields the ch.ange in prestressing force 
and the associated change in concrete stress due to the change 
in creep strai.n. 
11. Find the free shrinkage strain of the concrete for this time 
interval. It is assumed to be uniformly distributed through 
the cross-secti:on. Thi.s shrinkage strain is corrected by 
accounting for the effects of elastic recovery of ths concrete. 
The chang~ in prestressing force and concrete stress due to the 
change in shrinkage strain are also determined. 
12. Calculate the loss of prestressing force in each tendon due to 
relaxation. This calculation is based on the steel stress 
existing at the beginning of th.e time interval, including the 
instantaneous elastic effects. By applying this loss of pre-
stressing force as a tensile force acting 6n the secti.on, th.e 
change in concrete stress and strain is corrected for the 
effects of elastic recovery of the concrete. The change in 
prestressi.ng force res:ulting from this calculati.on must be 
added to the relaxation loss to yi.eld the total change in 
48 
prestressing force. due to stress re.laxation of tfte. steel, for 
th is t fme i.nterva 1 . 
13. Th.e total change in concrete stresses and stratns, as well as 
the total change in prestressing force due to the time-
dependent effects for this ti~e interval are found by summing 
the corrected changes ;,n concrete stres'ses and strains as well 
as the changes in prestressing force due to the effects of 
creep, shrinkage and relaxation as determined in steps 10 through 
12. 
14~ Update the total concrete stresses and strains by adding the 
total changes in these quantities due to the time-dependent 
effects for thi.s time i.nterval, as determined in step -13, to 
the total values, as determined in step 8. 
15. Update the total prestressing force by adding the change in 
prestressing force due to the time-dependent effects for this 
ti.me interval, as determi:ned in step 13, to the total pre-
stressing force, as determined in step 9. 
The operations described by steps 1 through 15 are executed at e.ach 
.:lA..&. __ ...... _.L..! ____ .!_..L. _ .. _ ___ JL..!.~ _, ____ ..L.C- __ .... _ .. _ .-.t! ___ L ____ .L.!,_ ... _ .... __ •. .::"",,,,_ .. _ 
1.111..t:~:wal,Jull tJU11I1.., ur' :>t:1.,;1.IUJI, dlUfl8 l.ne :>tJdrl UI edl.,;rJ I.,;dlll.llever· 11IdKlrt~ UtJ 
the double cantilever. The number of sections considered will depend on th~ 
total number of segments erected at the time corresponding to the beginning 
of the time interval under consideration. 
The defl ected shape of each canti 1 ever at the end of tne time. 
i.nte.rval can be calculated by.repeating the following steps for each 
cantilever: 
16. Calculate the total curvature at each section along the 
cantilever by making use of the total concrete strains, as 
determined in step 14. 
17. Using the curvatures found in step 16 in conjunction with the 
Newmark numerical integration procedure gi'ven i.n Ref. 2.3, 
calculate the deflected shape of th.e cantilever. 
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Th.e procedure" as defin.e.d by steps 1 through. 17, ts. repeated for 
each time step up to the time that a closure segment is cast. From this 
time onwards, the calculation proceeds as follows: 
18. If the cant'ilever to whi.cn th.e closure segme.nt appli.es forms 
part of a sjde-span end, skip to step 20. It is assumed that, 
for this case, the closure segment is cast on false-work" so 
that its sel f-weigfit does nottmpose any loads on th.e structure 
at this sta.ge. 
19. Find the bending moment at each section of th.e cantilever to 
wnich the closure s.egment i.s added due to half the total 
weight of the se.gmenf. Subsequently ca leul ate th.e concrete 
stresses and strains due to these moments. Correct these 
stresses and strains for the. effects of elastic recovery of the 
concrete and find the resulting change in prestressing force. 
20. If loads are to be. applied or removed at the begi.nni.ng of this 
time interval, calculate the concrete stresses and strains due 
to the mernen ts. resul ti.ng from these loads. These stresses and 
strains are subsequently corrected for the effects of elastic 
recovery, and the corresponding change in prestressing force 
determined. 
21. Find the total crrange in the concrete stresses and strains as 
well as the total change in prestressing force that occurred at 
the beginning of.the time interval by summing the appropriate 
quan tit i es as determi.ned ins teps 19 and 20, v/hen the c los ure 
segment is c~st at this time. If the closure segment is not 
cast at this time, then the corrected changes in the concrete 
stresses and str~ins as well as the change in prestressing force 
determined in step 20 represents th~ total changes. in tnese 
quantities. that occurred at the begi.nning of the ti.me interval. 
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22. Update th.e tot a 1 concrete stresses. and s,tra i.ns as: we 11 as tne 
total prestres.sfng force hy addi,ng th.e cflanges in these 
quantities, as determined fn step 21, to the total values exist-
ing at the beginning of the time interval. 
23. Find the total changes in concrete stresses and strains as well 
as the total change in prestressing force that take place during 
the time interval due to tRe effects of creep and shrinkage of 
the concrete, and relaxation of the steel. This step is 
executed exactly as indicated by steps 10 through, 13. 
24. Update the total concrete stresses and strains as well as the 
total prestres~in§ force by'adding the changes in these 
quantities due to the time-dependent effects for this time 
interval, as determfned in step 23, to tne total values deter-
mined in step 22. 
25. Using the total concrete strains determined in step 24, the 
curvatures at each section are calculated, and subsequently 
the defl ected sh.ape of each canti 1 ever, at th.e end of the time 
interval, is computed. 
Steps 20 through 25 are repeated for each time interval up to the 
time that the tendons which establish continuity of this double cantilever 
with the structure to which it is joined a~e stressed. It should be noted 
that steps 18 through 25 are applied only to the first closure segment that 
appli'es to this double cantilever. ~~hen the closure segment on th.e opposite 
cantilever is cast, the structure must be changed from a double canti-
lever to an intermediate structure. 
The procedure defined by ~teps 1 through 25 is repeated for each 
double cantilever until all these structures have been accounted for. 
Subsequently, each of the side-span ends is assemhled. The numerical pro-
cedure followed is similar to that followed for th.e assemb.1Y,of the double 
cantilevers. There are, however, some di'fferences: . It lS assumed that no 
constructi.on loads are imposed on the side-span end, the self-weight of the 
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clos.ure segment 1S assumed not to impose any loads. on the s.ide-span end, 
and the boundary cond ft ions for wh fcb. mamen ts and clefl ect tons' are. ca 1-
culated correspond to a simply s.:.upported D.eam. All these assumptions are 
liased on the fact th.at th.e sfde-span ends- are assemb 1 ed on fa 1 se-work. 
Once all tfle douhl e cantil evers~ and side-span ends h.ave been 
analyzed up to the point where the tendons that establish continuity be-
tween each of these structures and another structure are to be stressed, 
th.e' numer1ca1 procedure. 1s conti:nue.d as- follows for each of th.e resulti.ng 
intermed1ate structures: 
26. Find the prestre.ssfng force due to the stressing of th.e 
tendons that e.stabl is/1. continuity of the new intermediate 
structure, accounting for friction and anchor-set losses. 
Calculate the concrete. stresses and strains due to this force 
and apply the appropriate corrections due to the effects of 
elastic recovery of the concrete. The change in prestressing 
force in the a1 re.ady stressed tendons 1s a1 so dete,rmi.ned. By 
repeating the above calculations for each of the tendons in the 
sequence that they are stressed, the loss of prestress due to 
elastic shortening is correctly accounted for. 
27. If the structure is statically determinate, skip to step 29. 
28. Fi.nd all the elements of the flexi.bility matrix as it applies 
to the calculation of the unknown vertical reactions at each 
interior support. For this calculation the current value of the 
modulus of elasticity of the concrete for each segment is used, 
and the effe'cts of elastic recovery of the concrete are properly 
accounted for. The exact procedure followed in finding the 
flexibi.l ity matrix is presented in Appendix A.5. 
29. Calculate the change i.n deflected sh.ape due to the stressing of 
the tendons by using the change in concrete strains found in 
step 26. For a statically determinate intermediate structure 
use the actual b.oundary conditi'ons for this computation. If 
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the structure ts statically i:ndetermtnate th_is. calculati.on is 
based on the boundary cond tti ons. correspond Ing to a heam simp ly 
s.upported a t the two outs·fde supports 3 1. e. the fnterna 1 
supports are. remove.d. This consti.tutes the equlval ent 
statica 1 iy determ.'fnate structure CS'ee Appendix A.5)... 
30. If the structure is stati'cally determinate, ski.p to step 36. 
31. Find the vertfcal reactions at thE interior supports by making 
use of the fl e)(i.b i'l fty matrix and the def1 ected shape of the 
equivalent statically determfnate str"ucture, as determine.d in 
step 29 Cs·ee. Appe.nd rx A. 5 J . 
32. Ffnd the moments i.n the equfvalent statfcal1y determinate 
structure due to the. ve.rtfcal reactions determined in step 31. 
Tfti sis done by app lyfng thes-e react ions as point loads on the 
equi.valent statically determi'nate structure. 
33. Fi.nd the concrete stresses and strains due to the moments found 
in step 32. By considering the. effects of elasttc recovery, 
these concrete: ·s.tresses and s tra i.ns may be correcte.d and tf:te 
resulting change in prestressi.ng force found. 
34. Find the deflected shape of the equivalent statically 
determinate structure due to the strains found in step 33. 
35. The concrete st~esses and strains as well as the c~ange in 
prestressing force found in step 33, and the deflected shape 
found in step 34 represent the corrections in these quantities 
due to the effects of continuity of the structure. 
36. Find the total changes in the concrete stresses and stralns 
as well as prestressing force due to stressing of th.e continuity 
tendons by summing the 'appropriate quantities found in steps 
26 and 33. For statically determinate structures the total 
changes are given by the values found in step 26. 
37. Find the total change in deflection due to stressing of the 
continuity tendons by superimposing the deflected shapes 
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ca 1 cu 1 a ted in steps' 29. and 34. For stat lca 11 Y' determi nate 
s.tructures, tfie total cna.nge i. n defl ect i on 15gi ven by the 
deflected shape found in step 29. 
38. Update the total concrete stresses.and strains as well as the 
total prestressi.ng force. o,y adding tn.e changes in these 
quantities, as determfne.d i'nstep 36, to the values existi.ng at 
the beginni.ng of th.e tfme i:nte.rval . 
39. Update the total deflections oy adding the change fn deflection, 
as determfned 1n step 37, to th.e. tota 1 defl ect; on exi sting at 
the beginning of tIle time. fnterval. 
40. Update th.e total bend'fng moments by adding the change in bend-
ing moment due. to the. effects of conttnutty, as found in step 
32, to the total bending moments existing at th.e. beginning of 
the time interval. 
If one of the structures formi.ng thi.s new intermedi ate structure is 
a side-span end, the effect of th.e. self-weight of th.i s side-span e.nd now, 
for the first time, imposes loads on the structure. The effect of this 
vveigh.t is taken into account in the ne.xt few steps. For the case that 
nei.ther component structure forming the new i.ntermediate structure is a 
side-span end, the following steps are skipped and the numerical procedure 
continued from step 48. 
41. Find the change in moments due to th.e self-weight of the side~ 
span end as well. as that of the closure segment. For the case 
of a statically indeterminate structure this calculation is 
based on the equivalent statically determinate structure. 
42. Calculate the change in concrete stresses and strains due to the . 
change in moment~, found in step 41. Correct these concrete 
str'esses and stratns for the effects of elastic recovery, and 
find the associated c~ange in prestressing force. 
43. Cal (;u 1 ate the. cnange in defl ected shape due to th.e self-wei. gh t 
of the side-span end by using the change in concrete strains, 
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found in step 42. For a statically indeterminate structDre 
base thts calcu1ati:on on the: e.qufvalent statfcally determi.nate 
structure. 
44. If the structure. fs statically determi'nate, ski.p to step 46. 
45. Fi.nd the cli.ange jOn moment, tn_e change in c~mcrete stresses. and 
strains, th.e change i.n pres-tre.s·sing force, and th.e. change 1'n 
deflected shape due to the effects of continui.ty of tne fnter-
mediate structure. These. operations are performed as indicated 
by steps 31 through. 35, out are hased on the deflected shape 
found in step 43. 
46.. Fi nd the total ch-ange in moments, the total change. in concrete 
stresses and stra i.ns as we.ll as prestressing force, and the 
total change in deflect1.on due to tfLe s.e1f-wefght of th.e si.de-
span end by adding the cfianges i.n these quanti.ti.es as. found 1n 
steps 41, 42 and 43 to th.e appropriate changes due. to the. effects 
of continuity, as found i.n step 45. It is understood th-at for 
a statically determinate structure the changes found in steps 
41, 42 and 43 constitute the total changes in the- appropriate 
quantities. 
47. Update the total bending moments, the total concrete stresses 
and strains, th~ total prestressing force, and the total 
deflections by adding the total change in these quantities, as 
found in step 46, to the total values existing after heing 
updated in steps 38, 39 and 40. 
For time steps up to the time that a closure segment is cast, the 
following procedure is followed for each time step: 
48. Find the elements of t~e flexibility matrix. For this calculation 
use the current value of the modulus of elasticity of the concrete 
(see also step 28). I.f the. intermediate 'structure is statically 
determinate, skip this step. 
49. Determine the moments due to any loads tflat are appli.ed or re-
moved, as well as supports that are released, at the. ~egi.nni.ng 
of the time interval. For the cas.e of a statically 
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indeterminate structure th.i:s ca 1 cul at ion ; s b.ased on ULe 
equivalent statically- dete.rmtnate. structure, If ne.i.thar of the 
above-mentioned ope.rations are performed at th.e heginning of thi.s. 
time interva 1, i.gnore. this ste.p and skip to s.tep 52. 
50. Following t,he procedures outlined 5y steps .42 tflrough. 46, 
for the case of accounting for the self-weight of a side-span 
end, ·th.e total change in moments, the tota 1 change tn concrete 
stresses and stra'ins' as we 11 as pres tress ;ng force. and th.e 
total change in deflection, due to the moments found 1.n step 49, 
may he determined. 
51. Update the total mome:nts., the total concrete stress.es and 
strains, th.e total prestressing force, and the total defle.ctions, 
by adding tfi.e total change i.n these quantities, as found i.n 
step 50, to the total values existing prior to the execution of 
step 48. 
52. Find the total changes in concrete stresses and strains as well 
as the total change in prestressing force that take place during 
the time interval due to th.e comhined effects of creep and 
shri.nkage of the concrete as well as relaxation of trre steel. 
This step is executed exactly as outlined by steps 10 through 13. 
\ . 
53. Calculate the change in deflected shape due to the time-
dependent effects for thts time interval by using the total change 
in concrete strains found in step 52. For a 'statically inde-
terminate structure base this calculation on the equivalent 
stati cally determinate. structure. 
54. If the structure is statically determinate skip to s.tep 56. 
55. Find the change in moments, the change in concrete stresses 
and strains, the change i.n prestressing force, and the change 
in' the deflected shape due to the continuity of the intermediate 
structure. This step is executed as outlined by steps 31 through 
35, based on tne de.fle.cted shape. found in step 53. 
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56. Fi nd the tota 1 change. fn concrete s tresses and stra ins. as we 11 
as prestres-s.i..ng force, and tne total change fn defl ecti.on due 
to the time-depe.ndent effects', for tft.is time i.nterval, by 
adding the ch.ange.s .in th.ese quantities as found in steps 52 
and 53, to the appropriate changes due to the effects of con-
tinuity, as found i"n step 55 .. Tne. ch.ange in moment as calculat-
ed in step 55 represents- th.e total change fn moment due to the 
time-dependent effects for this time i·nterva1. If the i.nter-
medi ate structure. fs .stat tca 11y determinate the changes found 
in steps 52 and 53 cons:t ftute. the total changes in th.e above ... 
mentioned quantftfes., and there i.s no ch.ange 1.n moment due to 
the time-dependent effects. 
57. Update the total moments, the total concrete stresses and strains, 
the total prestressing force, and the total deflections by 
adding the total change. fn th.ese quantities, as found in step 
56, to the total values exfsting before execution ofs.tep 52. 
The procedure outlined by steps 48 through. 57i s repeated for e.acn. 
ti.me fnterval up to th.e time that th.e closure segment joini.ng this inter-
mediate structure to another structure, is cast. If the particular inter-
mediate structure being considered is the final structure, the above 
procedure is repeated until the last time interval has been accounted for. 
At this point the analysis is halted. 
If the next structure to be added to this intermediate structure is 
a side-span end, the self-weight of the closure segment is assumed not to 
impose any loads on the intermediate structure up to the time that the 
continui.ty tendons, wh.ich establ is.h continuity of the intermediate 
structure and the side-span end, are stressed. In this case the numerical 
procedure is resumed from step 62. OtheY'V.ri.se, the sel f-wei.ght of the 
closure. segment must be included from the time of casting, and th.e numeri.cal 
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58. Find the fl exib.i lity matrix based on the current va lue of the 
modulus of e.lastfcity of tEla concrete Csee also step 281. 
If tfle tnterme.di:ate. structure. fs statfcally determi.nate, ski.p 
tfLi. s step. 
59. Find th.e moments in th.e i.ntermedfate str.ucture due to hal f the 
self-we.ight of the closur·e segment. For tn_e case. of a 
.statically indete.rminate. structure thi.s calculation is based 
on tfte equival ent statica l1y determinate structure .. 
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for the case of the 5.e.l f-wefglit of a side-span end, the total 
change in moments, the total change in concrete stresses and 
stra ins as w.e.ll as prestressing force, and the tota 1 change in 
deflection due to the oendi~ng moments found i.n step 59, may be. 
determined. 
61. Update the total moments, the total concrete stresses and 
strains, the total pre.stressing force, and tfle total deflected 
shape by adding the total change. fn the.se quant i·t i es, as found 
i.n step 60, to the total values existing prior to the execution 
of step 59. 
62. Evaluate the behavior of the structure for each time interval 
up to the time that the next set of continuity tendons, that 
apply to this interme.di:ate structure, are stressed. Thi.s 
is done by repeating the ope.rations outlined i.n steps 48 thorough 
57 for each time interval. 
Once step 62 has been exeGuted, the next intermediate structure can 
be analyzed, and the numeric~l.procedure is resumed from step 26. This pro-
cess is continued unti 1 a 11 the intermedi ate structures, incl udi.ng the 
final structure, have been analyzed. 
4. CALCULATED AND MEASURED DEFORMATIONS OF THE 
. KISHWAUKEE RIVER BRIDGE 
4. 1 In t ro due t ion 
It is a recognized fact th.at tEte pri'me contri.·b.utors to the ti.me-
dependent behavior of prestressed concret~ structures are the ti~e-depend­
ent material properti.es of concrete and steel. In the light of th.e. dis-
cussi'ons presented in Sections 2 and 3 it should be clear that this 
behavior will he influenced by numerous factors related to t~e surround-
ing environment and the composi."tion of the concrete, as w'ell as the stress 
history to 'ILhfch tne constttuent materi.als.making up tne structure are 
subjected. Of particular importance is the effect of the variations of the 
environmental factors on the time-dependent behavi'or of the concrete, since 
most real structures are not subjected to constant environments. It is, 
-furthermore, of importan.ce to note ... th.at th.e compl ex interact ton of the 
creep and shrinkage of concrete as well as tlte relaxation of steel wi.ll 
flave an i.nfluence on the time-dependent behavior of the structure. 
It should be realized from the outset that it is virtually impos-
siale to account exactly for the effects of all the above-mentioned contri-
butory factors when conducting an analysis aimed at predicting the time-
dependent behavior of a prestressed concrete structure. The difficulties 
involved in accounting for these effects primarily stem from the present 
lack of understanding of exactly how these factors affect the creep and 
shrinkage properties of the concrete as well as the lack of records which 
exactly describe the variable environmental conditions to which real 
structures are subjected. Nonetheless, such an analysis shou1d in some 
measure attempt to account for most of these effects. For the particular 
case of prestressed concrete bri.dges bui1t in segments by the canttlever 
meth-od, the stresses are built up tn a complex manner due to the nature of 
the construction procedure. Th.i.s construct i on. procedure shou 1 d be 
reflected as accurately as possi.hle i.n the analys·i.s because of th.e 
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dependence of creep on th.e stress history to wh5ch. the concrete is sub-
jected. 
In th-is work the time-dependent 5eflavior of the Ki.s.n.w:auke.e. Rfver 
ffrfdge was studied. Th.e superstructure of this bridge ts: a ffve.-span 
continuous box girder bui:lt i:n segme.nts 5y·the cantilever metnod. For 
deta; 1 s of the structure as we 11 as the constructfon sequence, see. 
App~ndi:x B. This App.endix als.o provides the prestressing detai:ls. 
An experi:mental program aime.d at recordlng concrete strains. at 
th d "'oFT + + . th b '"'d ··t' f ' 1 d t e..· . .re.e 1. , , eren '" sec", 1 ons on .e .rn: ga. 1. se I , as. we I as' e erm1.n l.n.9 
the materi.al properttes of the con.crete. uS'ed fn the bridge from laboratory 
stored speci.mens as well as s:peci.mens stored ootdoors: was conducted at the 
Constructi:on Technology Laboratories of. the Portland Cement As:sociation 
(p. C. A.1 (54). The 1 oca t fons of the. i'nstrumented segments were chosen 
such that records of concrete strain could be otitained tn the support, 
quarter-span and mid-span regions of a particular span (see figure 4.1 
and B. 101. Thesesegl11ents.-are desJgnated -SB1-Nl:, SB r:';N9 ana S8 l--N16, 
respecti.vely. Longitudi.nal concrete strains were measured by maktng use of 
WEt i ttemore. mechan ica 1 strain gauges, whi.cli. measure surface concrete. stra in, 
and Carlson strai'n meters, which measure internal concrete strai·n. The 
locatfonsof the Carlson strain meters at a particular section are given 
. in ri:gure. 4.2. 
In this section analytically obtained concrete strains are com-
pared to strains obtained from the Carlson strain meters. T~ree analyses 
concrete. For Analysi s 1 the materi a1 properties determined e.xperi.mentally 
from the outdoor stored concrete specimens were used. It was fe 1 tt~at 
tn-ese material properties wo'uld i.ntroduce i.nto the analysis th.e effects on 
the ti.me-dependent be~avi or of the vari.ab.l e e.nvironment to wnicn. the actual 
structure was ·subjected. Analysts 2 was conducted on the basis of concrete 
material propert i es determi ned exper im~nta lly from 1 aooratory s.tored spe.ci.-
mens. The procedure as proposed in Sect. 3.2.4 was used to calculate creep 
stratns for the case of Analysis 1 and AnalysiS 2. For Analysis 3 the 
re.con1l1endati.onsof th.e C.E.B. (Jl}. were us:ed to generate tEte concrete 
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material properties. For thjs parti"cular analysts the method of superposi-
tion was used to estimate the. creep of concrete. It was. felt th.at Analysis 
3 would represent the basis from wh.ich a desi .. gner would generally h.ave to 
approach the solution of the problem at hand. 'It is very seldom that 
experimental data related to· the creep and shrinkage properties of the con-
crete to be used in a structure ts avai.l ab.l e at th.e time. of de.s 19n, so that 
Analysis 3 would serve as a useful fnciicator of the level of confidence wit~ 
. which the C.E.B. recommendations may 6.e applied to th.e estimation of the 
time-dependent benavi.or of the type of structure under cons i.derat ion heretn. 
Followfng the recomnendati.ons· of He.rnandez and Gamble C2B} , creep was 
based on 50 percent relati:ve.humtdi.ty and shrinkage on BO percent relative 
humtdi:ty i.n the case of Analysts 3. 
4.2 Measured and Analytically Obtained Concrete Strains 
The total concrete s.trains generated by Analysis 1, Analysi.s 2 
and Ana 1 ys i s 3 are compared wi.th. the. s tra ins. measured by means of the 
Carlson strain meters. at the instrumented ~e9ments in Figures 4.3 through 
4.11, Figures 4.12 through 4.20, and ~igures 4.21 thr~ugh 4.29, 
respe.ctively. At each of the instrumented segments, measur'ements of strain 
were ta ken at three d tfferent , eye 1 s. through th.e depth of the. s,egment 
(See Figure 4.2). It s.hould he menti'oned that gauge 1 was located slightly 
below ga.uges 2 and B, and that gauge 5 was located slightly above gauges 
4 and 6. The analytically obtained top and bottom fiber strains were 
reduced to levels Bin'!I 56 i·n. an.d 131 in. (0.203. m, 1.422 m- and 3.3-27 m) 
above the bottom fiber of th.e sectton so that these strains could directly 
be compared to the measur~d strains. 
The time scales that apply to each of the above-mentioned plots 
were cnosen such that day zero coinci.ded with the day on wh.ich th.e particu-
lar, s.,egment being consi.dered \AlaS erected. Th.us, the ortgi.'n of the. time 
scale.s for the different instrumen.ted s.e.gments do not fallon th.e same 
calendar day. Th.e times at whJcb soma of the major construction acti.vities. 
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took place are marked in Flgures. 4.3, 4.6. and 4.9 for segments. SBJ-N1, 
SB1-N9 and SB1-N16, respe,cti.ve.1Ya rt should be mentioned that since total 
strai~n is oet.ng plotted as' a functfon of time, the "instantaneous. elastic 
effects of the vari ous construction act iviti'es are eas 1'11' fdentif;'ed by 
obvious discontinuities fnthese plots. 
For the correct interpretation of the measured strains, itfs 
important to'reali'ze that there are no data pofnts avai1a51e for any of the 
contfnufty tendons for intermediate structure.9. were stress'ed to tfle ti.me 
at which the closure segment for the. ffnal structure was cast. Tht$,: me.ans 
that the variations in concrete strain that took place during this time 
period are unknown. 
4.2.1 Observations. 
Analysis 1 (see ~igures 4.3 through 4.l1}: Bearing in mind the 
scatter i:nnerent in the me.asured strai.ns, the predicted s.trafns compare 
very well with meas.ured values. Th.e. shapes of the calculated curves as. 
well aS,the magnitude of the calculated total time-dependent strains com-
pare well with th£ measured quantities. As far as the shapes of the total 
concrete strain versus time curves are concerned it appears as if the 
trends of the measured curves are followed by tfle calculated curves for the 
first 250 days. Beyond the first 350 days the trends of the measured 
curves are not followed by the esti.mated curves, but i't appears that a hint 
of these trends is present in the calculated curves in the vicinity of 300 
days. The fluctuations of the time-dependent strain which characterize the 
trends referred to above seem to be amplifi.ed for segments further away 
from the pier, especially in the case of the calculated curves. 
Analy~i.'s 2 (see. Figures 4.12 thro.ugh 4.201: For times 
beyond .300 days it appears. that the m~gnitude and shape of the' 
generated t.otal concrete str·ain versus time. curves closely' 
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approxtmate the m.agnitude and shape of tfia .meas·ured curves. Once .. agai.n, 
thts comparfs'on should.he seenfn tne' lfght of the scatter of tne experi-
mental data. Prior to 300 days the shapes of the generated curves do not 
agree with those of the measured curves'. The time-dependent parts of the 
generated curves are, relatively s.peak.tng, smooth when compared to the 
experimentally deter~ined curves as well as tfie curves generated by 
Ana lysis' '1. 
Ana 1ys;s 3 (see Ftgure.s 4.21 through 4.29 J : The magn ftude.s of the 
calculated curves of total concrete strain versus time are consistently 
sma] 1 er than the experimentally determi.:ned curves. The time-dependent 
parts of the generated curve.s. are smooth. and do not reflect any of the 
fluctuations fnherent in the curves oBtained from.the measurements of strain 
on the bridge. 
Compared to 'the e.xperimentally determined values of total strain it 
appears that Analysis 1 yielded the best values for total strain and 
Analysis 3 the worst. 
At all stages Analysis 3 yielded values of concrete strain that 
were. stgniffcantly lower than the values. calculated by etther one of th.e. 
other analyses. A significant contributor to this observation appears to 
be the very high value of the. concrete modulus of elasti.city associ.ated with 
the C.E.B. recommendations. When compared to the concrete modulus of 
elasticity used for Analysts 1 i.t i.s 36 percent nigher at 28 days, and 
54 percent higher at 360 days. For the case of Analysis 2, a si.mi .. lar com-
parison sh.ows that the C.E.B. recommendations predict a concrete modulus 
of elasticity 34 percent nigher at 28 days, and 50 percent nigher at 360 
days. This high. value for th.e concrete modulus of elasti.city led to rath.er 
low predicted values for i.nstantaneous elasti'c strains. ThJs poi.nt is 
cl early ill ustrated ~y compari.ng the. magn ttude of the tota 1 concrete. stra i.ns 
obtained from Analysis 3 to the corresponding strains obtained from th.e 
other two analyses for the ttme period pri.or to the time at which the 
continuity tendons th.at establ i.sn- conti.nutty of i.ntermediate structure 9. 
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were stressed. During th-i:s: tfme perfod tue. concrete s.trains: fn th.e i:ns.tru-
mented s~egments are primartly due to fnstantaneous: e 1 asttc effects,"-
In v;,:ew of the very lifgfL va lue of tne concrete modul us: of 
elastfcity predicted by tfie C. E~B. re,commendations, it may be tempti.,ng to 
use the. procedure ou t 1 ined by tn.es:e' recomme.nda t ion s to cal cu 1 ate. the. creep 
and snri:n k?ge properti.es: of the concrete' wi. th an. adjusted lower va 1 ue. for 
th.e. modulus. of elasticity. nits WDuld, fioweve.r, ue incorrect liecause, tne .. 
cre.e.p strain calculatfon fs: lias;e'd on tile fnfttal instantane.ous. elastic 
s,train whfcti, in turn, dtre,ctly i:nvolve.s' the modulus of e1 asti:ctty of the, 
concrete. Consequent ly' tfie mul tfplyi,ng factors' that determine tKe creep 
factor (see. Sect. 2.2.3.11 will impltcftly reflect the hJgh. value of th,e 
modulus of elasticity prescrtbed By th.e C.E.B. recommendatfons:. 
The. tota 1 t ime-depende.nt stra in pred feted by Anal ys i.s: 3 i. s sub-
stanttally lower than that predtcte.d by either of the other two analyses. 
The difference in tfie total ttme-dependent s.trafns predicted by Analysis 1 
anq Analys';-s 2 decreases as ttie. secti:on consi.'dered is located furtner from 
the pier. These trends arefl1ustrated i:n Table 4.1. It should be noted 
that the values presented i.n Table 4.1 are b.ased on the total change. in top 
and bottom fiber concrete strains, e.xclud;-ng elastic effects',.for the time 
peri.od de.fi.ned by the time at whi,ch. the tendons tnat establ is.h continuity 
of intermediate. structure 9. are stres.se.d and the time up to which the 
analysis ;,s carried. During this. ti.me period the major;-ty of the ttme-
dependent deformation takes place. 
4.2.2 Discussion 
The shapes of the total concrete strain versus time curves for the 
case of the analysis of the Kisnw'aukee River Bri.dge highli,ght some 
important pot~ts that deserve special attention. 
Comparing the sfLapes of the spec ifi c creep curves as we 11 as the. 
snrtnkage curves used in An.alysis 1 and Analysis 2 (see. Figures B,.5 th.rough. 
B..l01 and bearing in mind th.at the. creep and shrinkage curves as pre,dicted 
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by the CoE.B. recomme,ndations are smooth, it appears that the greatest dif-
ferences in the shapes of these curves apply to the case of shrinkage. In 
particular, the shrinkage curve obtained from the outdoor stored specimens 
(see Figure B.10) shows a period of swelling (age 100-200 days) followed by 
a period of shrinkage (age 200-400 days). Since the tests for determining 
this shrinkag'e curve was started during the sumner, the onset of the period 
of swell in,9 was marked by the commencement of winter so that this swell ing 
may have been associated with the increase of relative humidity that 
usually oc~urs during winter. It also appears as if the onset of another 
per'iod of swelling is marked by a concrete age in the vicinity of 4·00 days. 
Unfortunately, there are no data points between a concrete age of 407 and 
792 days to substantiate the above speculation. Bearing in mind that the 
instrumented segments were erected about 100 days after the end of curing 
(see Appendix B)., the first "dip" in the shrinkage curve, described above, 
should correspond to the time period defined by, the first 250 days after 
erection of the segments. Inspection of Figures 4.3 through 4.11 clearly 
indicates the profound influe~ce that the shape of the shrinkage curve has 
on the time-dependent strains. The second IIdip" in the shrinkage curve is 
also reflected in the results generated by Analysis 1. The implication that 
the shape of the shrinkage curve is an extremely important factor in 
establishing the trends followed by the time-dependent concrete strains is 
substantiated by consideration of the shapes of the total concrete strain 
versus time curves generated by Analysis 2 (see Figures 4.12 through 4.20). 
The trends present in the results generated by Analysis 1 are markedly 
absent in these curves primariiy due to the fact that these trends are also 
a~sent in the shrinkage curve used for Analysis 2 (see Figure B.8). 
Furthermore, the "dipll near the end of the shrinkage curve for the laboratory 
stored specimens is reflected in the results 'generated by Analysis 2. 
The effects of the shape of the shrinkage curve on the trends fol-
lowed by the total strain appear to be more apparent for sections further 
away from the pier, ,especially in the case of Analysis 1. The reason for 
this most probably lies in the fact that the section close to the pier was, 
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sub.jected to ~igh.e.r compressivestresse.s and cons.eq.ue.nt1y tfie. component of 
the time-de.pendent deformatton due to cre:ep was. greater i.n thfs regi.on, 
thus offsetting the rel atfve i'mportance. of the tnfl uence of s'firi.nkage on tne 
time-dependent strai·ns. It is of interest to note th.at for th.e. results of 
Analysis. 2 the above trend doe.s not really apply, 6ecause the. sl.tght IIdi.p" 
. in the snri.nk.age curve for tfiis:- cas~ takes place about 300 days: after the 
se.Qn1Emts were initially loaded. Ry that ttme th.e greatest portfon of creep 
cou 1 d have. b.een expected to have. taken place 5'0 that any changes' fn 
shrinkage taking place at tftat time. may tie. expected to nave. had a major tn.-
fl uence on the total t ime .... dependent stra in . 
In the ltght of the above. dfs'cussionit would thus appe.ar that 
shri.nk.age has. an extremely tmportant. fnfl uence on the total ttme-dependent 
strains to be expected ·in structures of the type under consideration here, 
wEtere tne s .. egme.nts' are old when e.rected. S·pe.c iJfca 11y, tt was on ly the 
analysts that i.ncorporated the shrtnkage. curve. oEitatned experimentally 
from outdoor stored spe.cimans th.at coul d correct ly predict the seas.ona 1 
fluctuations of the total concrete strainsq It is quite obvious that these 
seasonal fluctuations cannot be correctly predicted when the material 
properties used in the analytical procedure are hased either on results 
experi.mentally obtained from laboratory stored specimens or on the recom-
mendations of the C.E.B. It should also fie mentioned th.at the data 
obtai.ned from the outdoor stored spe.cimens i'nherently reflect the effect of 
th-e varyi~ng envi.ronmental factors, e.g. temperature and relative humi.cii.ty, 
to whi.ch the structure was subjected on the ttme-dependent properti.es. of the 
concrete. These effects 'cannot he. reflected by the data obtai.ned from the .. 
1 aboratory stored speci.mens or tfte C. E.8 ~ re.commendattons. The data ob-
tai.ned from the laboratory stored specimens. h.as the advantage over that 
obta ine.d from the recommendations, of the C. E.B .. tn that the ;:nfluence of the 
i.ntrtnsi.c factors on the rheologfcal properti"es: of the concrete are more cor-
rect ly determi.ned. 
For the particular case. where .. the 'structure i.s bui:lt out of s:eg-
ments that are old. at the. tfme of e.re.ettan, as is the case for the 
Kishwauke.e. River Bri.dge, the i:nttia 1 part of s'hrtnkage has no structura 1 
effect b.ecaus.e i.t takes place. prior to erection of the segments.. Thus, as. 
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far as the structural analysis of the Kfshwaukee River Bridge is concerned, 
it is on ly the part of the shri nkage curve beyond a concrete age of about 
100 days that is of interest. If these portions of the shrinkage curves 
for th.e outdoor and laboratory stored specimens are compared (see Figures 
B.8 and B.10), it becomes clear that even though a major portion of the 
shrinkage at 800 days has developed at 100 days for both specimens, the . 
. behavi or· beyond 100 days di ffe.rs greatly for the two specimens. The 
effects of these differences in the shrinkage curves on th.e structural 
behavior is of great importance, as has been illustrated above. It is thus 
suggested that when a shrinkage curve is obtained from outdoor specimens 
for use in an ana lys i s such as that be; ng performed in thi s study, 
measurements of shrinkage strain should be taken at time intervals that 
are short enough to include all the seasonal fluctuations in the shrinkage 
curve. This procedure should be followed for a time period of at least two 
years. This stands in opposition to the generally accepted practice emp~oy­
.e.d tn determini'ng th.e. shri.nkage curve. for 1 aborator.y stored specimens "where 
the initial part of the curve is carefully determined and the later part 
determined on the basis of measurements of shrinkage strain taken at 
successively larger time intervals. The justification for each of the above 
procedures lies in the difference in shape of the shrinkage curves obtained 
from outdoor and laboratory stored specimens. 
For the present analysis each segment in the entire structure was 
assigned the same material properties. Bearing in mind the fact that the 
various double cantilevers were not constructed at the same time of the year 
and that the segments were not cast at the same time, it becomes clear that 
for Analysis 1 the seasonal deperydence of shrinkage is, strictly speaking, 
correctly reflected by the analysis only for the case of the instrumented 
cantilever. Judging by the agreement obtained between the time-dependent 
sttains generated by Analysis 1 and the measured values for the instru= 
mented segments, it"would appear that for the particular structure under 
consideration herein, this effect was not of great importance on the cal-
culated strains for the instrumented segments. Some of the effects of 
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starting the creep and shrinkage tests at the correct time may oe illus-
trated by referring to Sect. 2.2..3.2 where it was pOinted out tnat 
Hernandez and Gamble (28) found th.at the expected creep and shrinkage 
curves resulting from outdoor stored specimens could be satisfactorily 
approximated by using ·50 percent relative humidity for creep and 80 
percent relative humidity for shrinkage i:n conjunction with the C.E.B. 
recommendations. This was found not to be entirely true for th.e creep and 
shrinkage curves obtained from the outdoor specimens reported in th.e 
present study (see Figures 2.9 and 2.10). One important difference between 
the tests reported in Ref. 28 a~d those reported herein lies in th.e fact 
that the. fonner tests were started during the winter while th.e latter ones 
were started during the summer. A suggestion for the possible solution to 
this problem would be to associate a particular. shrinkage curve wi.th the 
segments comprising a particular double cantilever, so that the seasonal 
effects are correctly accounted for in each double cantilever. Itis~ 
however, recomnended th.at this matter be pursued in a further study. 
Because the specimens used for experimentally determining creep 
and shrinkage curves were small when compared with the actual segments 
which comprise the structure, these curves had to be modified for use with. 
Analysis 1 and Analysis 2 in order to account for the influence of size 
on shrtnkage and creep. Th.is effect was accounted for in the present study 
by multiplying the experimentally determined creep and shrinkage curves 
w;,th multiplying factors. These multiplyi.ng factors were determtned by 
making use of the C.E.B~ multiplying factor Ke , which accounts for the 
effect of member size on creep and shri.nkage (see Sect. 2.2.3 and Figures. 
2.5 and 2.8). For creep a ~alue of Ke corresponding to the creep specimens 
and a value corresponding to the actual segments were determined. ,The multi.-
plying factor used for adjusting the creep curves was suhsequently found 
by calculating the ratio of the Ke value. for the segments to the Ke value 
for the creep specimens. The multiplying factor appl ied to the shri.nkage 
curves was determined as for the case of creep, the only difference being 
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that the Ke values that apply to shrinkage were used. Following the 
above procedure multiplying factors of 0.77 and 0.56 were derived for 
creep and shrinkage~respectively. These values were used for both Analysis 
1 and Analysis 2. This procedure obviously only accounts for the in-
fluence of the size of the member on the magnitude of creep and shrinkage, 
but does not reflect the influence on the rates of creep and shrinkage. 
This procedure appears to be satisfactory wnen viewed in the light of the 
results of the comparisons of the total concrete strains generated by 
Analysis 1 and Analysis 2 with the measured strains. 
For the particular case of Analysis 1, experimentally determined 
specific creep curves were available for only one particular age at 
loading, namely 28 days. This means that the method used in this analysis 
for evaluating creep strains reduced to the rate of creep method (see 
Sect. 3.2.4) for the case of Analysis 1. Because the majority of the 
segments were erected at least lOa days after being cast (some of the 
segments were substantially older· than 100 days at the time of erection) it 
would appear reasonable to assume that the multiplying factor through which 
the specific creep curve was modified to introduce the influence of size 
on creep into the calculations should actually be interpreted as a factor 
that modifies the creep curve to include a combination of the effects of 
size as well as age at loading on creep. These remarks apply specifically 
to Analysis 1. As more experimentally determined specific creep curves 
corresponding to different ages at loading become available, the curves 
themselves properly reflect the effects of the age at loading on creep so 
that the multiplying factor, 'described in the previous paragraph, can be 
more correctly interpreted as reflecting the influence of the size of the 
member on creep. Analysis 2, where specific creep curves corresponding to 
three different ages at loading were available, ;s such a case. Thus, to 
summarize, the multiplying factor used to modify the experimentally de-
termined specific creep curves used in the analysis should be interpreted 
as reflecting not only the influence of the size and shape of the member on 
creep but also the influence of the age at loading on creep. This will 
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depend on the number of experimentally dete.rmined specific creep curves 
available for the analysis as well as the differences between the ages 
at which the segments were erected and the ages at loading correspondi~g to 
the available specific creep curves. 
Because of the substantial differences in the material properties 
used in the three analyses it is dif~icult to comment meani.ngfully on the 
rel~tive merits of the procedure proposed in Sect. 3.2.4 for the calculati.on 
of creep strain in a situation where the concrete stress continually varies. 
On the basis of the comparison of the measured strains with the total con .. 
crete strains calculated in Analysis 2, where the proposed procedure was 
used in conjunction wi.th. .three sp'ecific creep curves, it may be satd th.at 
this procedure performed sati'sfactorfly. It is, furthermore, 'of interest to 
note that the rate of creep method used with Analysis 1, as explained 
above, also yielded satisfactory results. In the case of Analysis 3 the 
method of superposition ~asused to calculate creep strains. When con-
sidering the time-dependent strains', it shoulti be kept in mind that the 
reflected the biases present in each of these methods, depending on whether 
the concrete stress was increasing or decreasing (see Sect. 3.2}. 
In conclusion, it would thus appear that the influence of the 
variable environment on creep and shrinkage had a profound effect on the 
long-time behavior of the structure. Indeed, for the structure under con-
sideration here, i.t is imperative. that th.e se.asonal variations of th.e 
shrinkage strain be correctly included inths analysis in order to correctly 
forecast th.e time-dependent strains bf the structure. If the structure is 
considered by the analysis as a filter that modifies the input parameters 
to yield the structural response, it 1.5 clear that the quali.ty of the 
calculated response will directly reflect the quality of the input parameters. 
For the Ki.shwaukee River Bridge the relative importance of shrinkage i.n a 
variable environment was most probably amplified by the'fact that the 
segments were aid when ere,cted so that the creep pote.ntial of th-e concrete 
was somewhat reduced. 
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4.3 Measured and Analytically Obtained Transverse Deflections 
In addition to recording the concrete strains at segments SB1-Nl, 
SB.l-N9 and SB1-N16, measurements of the transverse deflection at each of 
these segments as well as at th~ corresponding segments in the opposite 
cantilever were taken. Ball-shaped reference points for level readings 
were installed on the underside of the top flange so that for each of the 
above-mentioned segments deflections could be measured at the centre of the 
cross-sectio.n and at 66 i'n. (1.676' m) off center'. The pier segment was 
chosen as a fixed reference to which all measurements of deflection were 
referred .. 
The deflected shapes of the instrumented cantilever as generated 
by AnalysiS 1 at various stages of construction are presented in Figure 
4.30. These deflected shapes serve to illustrate the opposing effects of 
the prestressing force and the self-weight of the structure on the deflec-
tion. For the cantilever the ~ffect of the prestressing force is to 
produce an upward deflection while the effect of the self-weight is to pro-
duce a downward deflection. Judging by the deflected shapes presented in 
Figure 4.30, the prestressing force has the dominant effect during the 
initial construction stages, as indicated by the upward deflection of the 
cantil~ver. During the later construction stages the self-weight has the 
dominant effect on the deflected shape, as indicated by the net downward 
deflection of the cantilever for these stages of construction. These trends 
are to be expected when consideration is given to the increased moment due 
to the increased lever arm, and the decreased prestressing force due to a 
decreased number of tendons, during the later construction stages of the 
cantilever. 
When segments were erected metal shims were used to correct align-
ments. This procedure may be expected to induce discontinuities in the 
slope of the cantilever at the interface. of adjacent segments and, as such, 
induce vertical deflections. These components of deflection are of a rJgtd 
body nature and cannot be expected to induce any stresses in th.e structure,. 
Since the magni.tude of these corrections were unknown, they cou·ld not 
be included in the calculation of the deflected shapes given in Figure 4.30. 
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It would, however, be a simple matter to include these deflections in the 
calculated results if their magni.tudes were known so that a direct com-
parison with measured deflections would be possible. No measurements of 
deflection were taken during the perfod of construction of the instrumented 
cantilever due to the ~ig~t construction schedule. Initial deflection 
measurements were started after completfon of this cantilever. 
The changes il') the downward deflection of segment SB1-N16 which 
took place after the time of completion of the final structure as pre-
the origin of the time scale coincides with the time at which the tendons 
which establish continuity of th~ final structure were stressed. The 
measured changes in deflection of segment SBl-N16 since the time of 
completion of the final structure are listed in Table 4.2. It is 
important to note that it is the change in transverse deflection that is 
being considered here and not the total deflection. 
It should be pointed out that once a double cantilever was joined 
to an intermediate structure and the support released, this double canti-
lever was placed on permanent bearings at the prescribed elevation. Thi.s 
operation in general involved a transverse deflection of unknown magnitude. 
If the resulting intermediate structure was statically indeterminate this 
operation may be expected to modify the stresses in the structure to some 
extent. However, since the magni~ude of these displacements were unknown 
it was not possible to account for these effects. In view of the excellent 
agreement that exists between the concrete strains generated by Analysis 1 
and the measured strains' it seems reasonable to assume that the effects of 
these operations were not very important. It should be realized that 
because of the unknown magnitude of the deflections induced in the structure 
by the corrections in alignment during construction of the cantilever, as 
well as by the· seating of the double cantilevers on permanent bearings, the 
calculated deflections cannot be directly compared to the actual deflections 
of the structure. Because no construction activities took place once the 
final structure was completed, the calculated change in transverse deflection 
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which took place during this time period may be compared to the change in 
measured deflection. 
Before the measured and calculated deflections are compared it is 
first necessary to mention the failure of a number of joints between the 
segments of the completed. structure. ' The fail ure of these joints were d is-
covered just after completion of the final structure and was evidently 
,due to t~,e fact that the epoxy in the joi.'ntsbetween the affected segments 
did not properly harden (16). One of the results of this problem with the 
epoxy was that it could not have been counted on to transfer much shear 
force fr.om one segment to the adj acent segment so that the shear was trans-
ferred primari,ly by the shear keys. Because these shear keys were 
reportedly designed to resist shear forces during erection only and not the 
total shear force after completion of the structure, it is not surprising 
that thi 5 weakness of the epoxy manifested itself 'in severe cracking and 
spalling of the concrete tn:the webs of the pier segments of double canti-
lever 581. The joints affected by the defective epoxy included th.ei,nstru-
mented segme~ts. Evidently one corner of the bottom slab of segment SB1-Nl 
dropped 5/8 in. (15.9 mm) relative to the bottom slab of th.e pier segment 
SB1-NO (16). The final structure was subsequently repaired by inserting 
stainless steel pins in the webs of the segments at the affected joints so 
that these pins acted as shear keys (16). Checks of the instrumentation in 
the bridge as carried out by the P.C.A. staff indicated that the Carlson 
strain meters were unaffected by the cracking which resulted from the fail'!"' 
ure of the joints, so that the measurements of concrete strain' as obtained 
from these meters in the affected regions were still valid. It is, how-
ever, not reasonab 1 e to expect', that the trans verse defl ect ions were 
unaffected by the fail ure of the ..i oi nts .' 
For the first 91 days after completion of the final structure, the 
measured values of transverse deflection indicate that the downward 
deflection of segment SB1-N16 increased by 0.78 in. (19.8 mm} during th.is 
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time perfod (see Tab.le 4.2). Th-e results of Ana1ysi,s 1 indi'cate an in-
crease i,n the downward deflection of se,gment SB1-N16 of approxfmately 
0.04 in. (1.0 mm) during th5s time period (see Fi:gure 4.31). Since the 
time period considered above includes the time at which the failure of 
the j oi nts were discovered ~ it seems reasonabl e to assume that the 
discrepancy in the measured and calculated change in the downward deflection 
of ~egment SB1-N16 during this time period is primarily due to the failure 
of the joints. For the following 200 days the values of the measured 
deflection indicate an increase in the downward deflection of segment 
SB1~N16 of 0.07 in. (1.8 mm) which compares rather well with thE increase of 
approximately 0.05 in. (1.3 mm} as. predicted by Analysis 1 for this time 
period (see Figure 4.31 and Table 4.2). 
During the time period defined by 288 and 538 days after completion 
of the final structure the measured values of deflection indicate a net 
i,ncrease in the downward deflection of segment SB1-N16 of 0.53 in. (13.5 mm) 
(see Table 4.2). The results of Analysis 1 indicate an increase in the 
downward deflection of segment SB1-N16 of approxi,mately 0.05 in. (1.3 mm) 
for the same time period (see Figure 4.3l}.' Some preliminarj calculations 
have indicated that this discrepancy between the measured and calculated 
change in deflection cannot be entirely explained in terms of the effects of 
the differential temperature distribution through the depth of the super-
structure of the bridge. It, however, appears as if the measurements of 
deflection were taken under e-xtremely adverse conditions and, asa result, 
cannot be' expected to be as reliable as the measurements of concrete strain. 
Some of the sources to ~e blamed for the far from ideal conditions under 
which measurements of deflection were made appear to have been the poor 
light (measurements were taken inside the box girder) as well as the effects 
on the precise level of vibrations set up in the structure by the movement 
of h-ea vy equ i pment across the bridge wh i 1 e measurements were ta ken. 
Comparison of the magnitude of the changes of deflection of segment 
SB1-N16 as predicted by the three analyses for the time period associated 
with the final structure clearly illustrates that the magnitude of the 
deflections predicted by Analysis 3 is substantially smaller t~an those 
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predicted by the other tw'O analyses (see Figure 4.31). This ob.servation is 
in accordance with the relative magnitudes of the concrete strains predicted 
by the three analyses (see Sect. 4.2.1). 
The curvatures at each of the instrumented segments as predicted by 
all three analyses are presented in Figures 4.32 through 4.34. A curvature 
corresponding to sagging is taken as positive. The small changes' incurva-
ture at the instrumented segments for the time period associated with the 
final structure serve .to illustrate that a large portion of the time-
dependent strain induced only an axial shortening of the final structure. 
The small change in transverse deflection in the final structure as 
predicted by all three analyses is th.e result of these small changes in 
curvature. 
5. CALCULATED FORCES AND STRESSES OF THE 
KISHWAUKEE RIVER BRIDGE 
5.1 Introduction 
The deformations' of a prestressed concrete member due to the time-
dependent material properties of the concr~te and steel will in general 
lead to a loss of prestressi.ng force. These time-dependent strai.ns will 
also tend to induce a time-dependent redistribution of bending moment for 
the specific case of a bridge constructed by the cantilever method. These 
time-dependent changes in prestressing force and bending moment will ,in 
turn, combine to modify the concrete stresses in the structure. It should 
thus be clear that the prestressing force, concrete stresses and bending 
moments may be expected to change with time for the case of a prestressed 
concrete bridge built by the cantilever method. It should be pointed out 
that the time-dependent redistribution of bending moment will take place 
only after the structure becomes s.tatically indeterminate. 
The importance of having a knowledge of how these above-mentioned 
quantities change with time should be obvious. Consequently, the total pre-
stressing force, concrete stresses and bending moments as predicted by 
Analysis 1, Analysis 2 and Analysis 3 (see Section 4.1) are presented and 
discussed in the following sections. As before, th.e results of Analysis 1 
and Analysis 2 may be contrasted \llith each. other in order to il1ustr'ate 
some of the effects of the variable outdoor environment on the time-depend-
A comparison of the results of Analysis 2 
and Analysis 3 may be used to illustrate the relative quality of the 
results which may be expected when the C.E.B. recommendations (11) instead 
of experimentally obtained data from laboratory stored specimens are 
used to predict the time-dependent material properties of the concrete. 
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The majority of the results presented herein apply to the instrumented 
segments, SB1-Nl, SB1-N9 and SB1-N16. 
During the course of the construction process of segmentally 
erected bridges a very strong possibility always exists that construction 
loads may be imposed on the structure. Indeed, for the case of the 
Kishwaukee River B.ridge.the launching girder was positioned in such a manner 
during t~e winter construction shutdown so as to impose loads on the un-
completed structure. Tnese loads thus acted on the uncompleted structure. 
for a time period of approximately 5 months.· In order to illustrate some 
of the effects of the application and subsequent removal of the construc-
tion loads the. structure was analyzed so as to include the application and 
removal of these loads. The material properties of concrete obtained 
experimentally from the outdoor stored specimens were used for tb.e purpos.es 
of this analysis. This p~rticularanalysis was designated Analy~is 4. 
The results predicted by Analysis. 1 and Analysis 4 are compared in 
Sect. 5.5 in order to illustrate some of the effects on the t.ime-depend-
ent behavior of the structure of the construction loads. 
Unless explicitly indicated otherwise, the origins of the time 
sca 1 es for each of the plots that apply to tfd s chapter were taken as the 
day of erection of the particular segment to which the plot being considered 
applies. In order to identify the time periods associated with inter-
mediate structure 9 and the final structure for segments 'SB1-Nl, SB1-N9 
and SB1-N16 reference should be made to Figures 4.3, 4.6 and 4.9, 
respectively. Appendix B also contains information about ages at time of 
erection. 
5.2 Prestressing Force 
As pointed out before, the general effect of the time-dependent 
concrete strain on the prestressing force in a prestressed concrete structure 
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is to reduce the prestressing force. There is a further loss of pre-
stressing force associated wit~ the stress relaxation of the steel which 
takes place in the absence of strain. Since the stress field that pri-
marily resists the loads applied to a prestressed concrete structure is 
provided by the presence of the prestressing force, it is of importance to 
predict the total prestressing force with reasonable accuracy. In what 
foll.ows the total prestressing forces predicted by the three analyses are 
presented and discussed. It should be pointed out that in addition to 
thes e time-dependent losses of pres tre.ss i ng force the immed i ate losses due 
to the effects of friction and anchor-set, as well as the elastic shorten-
ing of the member, were included ~n the analysis process. In this section, 
however, attention is focused primarily on the time-dependent character of 
the prestressing force. 
Table 5.1 summarizes the time-dependent components of the prestress 
losses as predicted by each analysis for the time period from the ti.me 
when th.e tendons which establish continuity of intermediate structure 9 
were stressed, up ~o the last time interval considered. These losses are 
expressed as a percentage of the total prestressing force existing at the 
parti~ular segment being considered just after the tendons that establish-
ed continuity of intermediate structure 9 were stressed. Most of the 
time-dependent losses appear to have taken place during the time period 
descri.bed above. Clearly, the. magnitude of the time-dependent component of 
the loss of prestressing force is very small. It should, however, be 
emphasized that the vaiues presentea In laDle 5.1 ·only represe.nt the 
time-dependent component' of the prestress loss and that the instantaneous 
losses due to elastic shortening and friction losses are excluded. Time-
dependent losses which occurted before continuity was established are also 
excluded. These losses were, of course, i"nc1uded in the analytical process 
and are consequently reflected in thE magnitude of the predicted values of 
total prestressing force. The losses predicted by Analysis 1 are the 
largest while those predicted by Analysis 3 are the smallest at the segments 
considered. Furthermore, the losses predicted by Analysis 1 and Analysis 
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2 do not differ greatly while the losses predicted by Analysis 3 differ 
somewhat more significantly from those predicted by the other two 
analyses. These trends were to be more or less expected since they are 
consistent with the relative magnitudes of the concrete strains predicted 
by the three analyses. 
It is, however, not the loss of prestressing force, per se, that 
is of imP9rtancein design practice but rather the total remaining pre-
stressing force. As illustrated by Figures 5.1 through 5.3 as well as 
Table 5.1, the total remaining prestressing forces predicted by the three 
analyses do not differ significantly .. The final values of prestressing 
force referred to in Table 5.1 are the predicted values at the time up to 
which the analyses were carried. This observation is rather significant, 
especially when viewed in the light of the substantial differences in the 
values of predicted concrete strain, especially for the case of Analysis 3. 
The reason for this apparent insensitivity of the total prestressing force 
to the concrete material properties most probably lies in the rather small 
loss of prestress exhibited by the structure. Even large differences in 
this small loss will reflect as small differences in the total prestressing 
force. 
The shapes of the prestressing force versus time curves closely 
reflect the shapes of the concrete strain versus time curves. These trends' 
are especially apparent in the results of Analysis 1 due to the degree of 
the fluctuations present in·the concrete strain versus time curves generated 
by this particular analysis. The time-dependent strains generated by 
Analysis 1 are characterized by a period during which the strains develop at 
a feduced rate followed by a period during which the rate is substantially 
increased (see Figures 4.3 through 4.11). These trends take place during 
the first 250 days after erection of the instrumented segments. Inspection 
of Figures5. 1 through 5.3 will reveal that the period of reduced strain 
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is accompan ied by a reduced rate of. loss of prestres.s wh51 e the per tod of 
increased rate of strain is accompanied by an increased loss of prestress. 
As for the case of the total concrete strains, the observation that the 
magnitude of these fluctuations are increased for sections further from 
the pier is also appli~abl~ to the results of total prestressing force. The 
shapes of the curves of prestressing force versus time as predicted~ 
by Analysis 2 and Analysis 3 are smooth as are the curves of total concrete 
strain generated by these analyses. The fluctuations present in the 
curves of concrete strain versus time as generated by Analysis 2 (see 
Figures 4.12 through 4.20) are also properly reflected by the total pre-
stressing force curves determined by this analysis. These observations 
serve to emphasize the inability of the analyses that do not make use of 
the concrete material properties obtained from outdoor stored spe~imens to 
predict the time-dependent behavior of the structure correctly. It should 
be kept in mind that, as mentioned before, the total prestressing forces 
predicted by the three an·alyses do not differ significantly, primarily due 
to the fact that the time-dependent loss of prestress is sm~ll. 
The time-dependent behavior of concrete will induce a loss of 
prestress~ng force due to the resulting strain as distinguished from the 
effects of relaxation of the prestressing steel reinforcement, which will 
induce a loss of prestressing force in. the absence of strain. The 
instantaneous elastic strains due to later applications of load, such as 
the erection of segments and the stressing of tendons, will ·also induce a 
change in the total prestressing force. It is thus clear that the time-
dependent strains wi 11 to a 1 arge extent control the amount of prestress 
loss. It is important to realize that the magnitude of these time-depend-
ent strains are in turn dependent on the prestress loss. The prestress 
loss induced. in the first place by the time-dependent concrete. strain wi.ll 
lead to a change of concrete stress. This change in concrete stress will 
in turn affect the rate at which creep of the concrete takes place, thus 
affecting the o"verall rate at which the time-dependent concrete strai,n 
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proceeds. A simi.lar interaction e.xts,ts between tne development of th.e ti,me-
dependent concrete strains and the stress relaxation of the stee.l. Th.ese 
complex interactions are approximately accounted for 'in the analysls by 
discretising the analysis in the time domain and following the relevant 
basic assumptions outlined in Sect. 3.6. 
The prestress losses due to the various time-dependent effects as 
predicted by the three analyses are. summarized for each of th.e i.nstrumented 
segments in Table 5.2. The losses presented in this table represent the 
total losses from erection of each segment due to each. of th.e time-dependent 
effects including the corrections due to elastic recovery of the concrete. 
The effects of the moment redistribution due to each of these time-dependent 
effects on the prestressing force, although accounted for in the analytical 
procedure~ are not included in these values. 
Comparison .of the time-dependent losses predicted by Analysis 2 
with those predicted by Analysis 3 reveals that the sum of the losses due 
to shrinkage and creep are larger .for the case of Analysi~ 2 while the 
losses due to relaxation are larger for the case of Analysis 3. This trend 
appl ies to all three segments considered and is most probably due to the 
fact that the high.er losses due to creep and shrinkage as predicted by 
Analysis 2 led to lower steel stresses which in turn led to lower relaxation 
losses' as compared to the values predicted by Analysis 3. The higher value 
of the concrete modulus of e.lasticity used for Analysis 3 also possibly 
contributed to this trend because it is associated with smaller concrete 
strains for instantaneous elastic effects which will lead to higher steel 
stresses and consequently higher relaxation losses. It is important to 
note that the total prestressing force, and consequently the steel stress, 
predicted by Analysis 2 is consistently lower than those predicted by 
Analysis 3 at all times. This may be verified by inspection of Figures 5.1 
through 5.3. 
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A similar comparison of the prestress losses predicted by Analysis 
1 with those predi'cted by Analysis 2 yields the somewhat surpristng result 
that although the sum of the creep and shrinkage losses predicted by 
Analysis 1 are larger than .those predicted by Analysis 2, the relaxation 
losses predicted by Analysis 1 are also large~. This trend, which applies 
to all three 'of the instrumented s'egments, apparently contradi.cts the trend 
established by the comparison of the results of Analysis 2 with those of 
Analysis 3. The explanation lies in the manner in which the prestress 
losses developed. Inspection of figures 5.1 through 5.3 reveals that 
during the initial period under load the total predicted loss of prestress-
ing force is somewhat less for the case of Analysis 1. This means that 
during this initial time period the steel stresses predicted by Analysis 
were higher and consequently the predicted losses due to relaxation pro-
ceeded at a higher rate than for the case of Analysis 2. Because the 
greatest part of the expected relaxation loss takes place during the 
initial time period under load, it appears that the diminished rate at 
which the predicted prestress losses developed for the case of Analysis 1 . 
was a prime contributor to the trend described above. It is of interest to 
note that since the reduced rate at which the predicted prestress losses 
developed for the case of Analysis 1 may be related to the manner in which 
the rheological properties of the can Grete (specifically shrinkage) are 
affected by the varying outdoor environment to which the structure was 
actually subjected, the trends described above serve to illustrate some of 
the effects of the compl~x interaction of creep, shrinkage and relaxation on 
the time-dependent behavior of th.e structure~ Although the differences in 
the predicted v~lues of relaxation loss referred to above are small, the 
trends established by the comparisons are useful in explaining some of the 
aspects of the time-dependent losses of prestressing force. 
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5.3 Bending Moment 
One of the features that characterizes the b.ehavi:or of se.gmental 
prestressed concrete hrtdges bui,lt by tile cantilever method is the time-
dependent redi'stribution of bendl.ng moment. References (411 and (46) 
point out that for the case of a continuous prestr~ssed concrete bridge cast 
of bending moment because the cr~ep strains in the structure are allowed 
to develop in a stress field that corresponds to the origtnal boundary 
conditions of the structure. In general,thfs statement is true only when 
the restraining effect of the steel reinforcement is ignored. In the 
present study this restraining effect is accounted for by the procedure fol-
lowed to accoun t . for the effects of e 1 as ti c recovery. For the cas.e of 
bridges built by the cantilever method the stress field set up by tbe self-
weigh.t of the structure obeys the boundary conditions that correspond to a 
cantilever. When adjacent cantilevers are joined to form new intermediate 
structures tbe original boundarycondittons are altered so that creep will 
then develop under a stress field that does not correspond to the original 
boundary conditions. The resulting creep deflections must, however, 
satisfy the current boundary conditions. In order to meet this requirement 
in statically indeterminate intermediate structures, bending moments are 
generally induced in the structure. The same reasoning may be applied to the 
explanation of the development of the time-dependent redistribution of 
bending moment due to creep resulting from stresses induced in the structure 
by loads applied to intermediate structures that do not constitute the 
final structure. Examples of such loads are the secondary moments due to 
stressing of continuity tendons of statically indeterminate intermediate 
structures and the change in moment resulting from the release of supports. 
In the above, the creep effects dua to different causes were arti-
ficially separated for purposes of illustration. In the real structure 
these effects take place simultaneously and interact with one another. The 
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e.ffects of shrtnk.age and relaxation will als~o in general induce a ttme-
dependent redi.stributi.on of bending moment. Once again, it should b.e kept 
tn mfnd that creep, shrfn ka.ge. and re.' axat fan i.nteract with one another 
with re.gard to the development of tfte redi.stribution of bending moment. 
Th.e structura 1 mechani"sm whe.reb.y the change in bending mo.ment due 
to tne time-dependent effects, develops may readily b.e illustrated as fol-
lows. Assume that th.e time-dep~ndent'concrete strains of a statically in-
dete.rminate intermediate structure develops independently of the boundary 
conditions. The structure is then rendered statically determinate by 
artifi.cally removing all the interior supports so that the boundary condi..;. 
tions correspond to those of a simply supported beam. Usi.ng these 
boundary conditions and the time-dependent strains described above, the 
defl ected sh.ape of the structure may be. determi ned. In genera l, the 
deflection of this statically determinate structure at the positions of th.e 
various interior supports will not be zero so that point loads must be 
applfedat these positions to restore·the geometric boundarycondition·s. 
The total bending moments induced in the equivalent statically determinate 
structure by these point loads constitute the change in bending moment due 
to the time-dependent effects. 
Inspection of Figures 5.4 through 5.9 will reveal that the effect of . 
the time-dependent properties of concrete and steel is to induce time-
dependent changes in bending moment th.at are posittve everywhere in the 
structure. That is, th.e magnitudes of the negative bending moments decrease 
wtt~ time whjle the magnitudes of the positive bending moments increase 
wtth. time. The bending moments at the i.nterior supports and in the mid-
span regions of the interior spans at the time at which the final structure 
~Jas· completed and at the last~ time i.nterval of these analyses are summarized 
in Tahles 5.3 and 5.4. These tables also present the percentage change in 
predtcted bending moment th.at takes place during the time period defined by 
th.e ttmes at which the bending moments are presented. The percentage change. 
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was based on the yal ue of b.endi.ng moment ex.isting at th.e ti.me at which th.e 
final structure was completed. It should be noted that the total values 
of bending moment include the secondary moments due. to tfte stressi.ng of the 
conti nutty tendons of statically indeterminate. intermediate structures. 
The results of all three· analyses indicate that the percentage 
changes in bend i ng moment i·n the support regi·ons are sma 11 when compared to 
~he percentage changes that take place in the mid-span regions. The results 
of Analysis 1 indicate an 11 percent decrease in moment at pier 1 and a 42 
percent increase in the mid-span moment of span ·2. It i~ of interest to 
note that for ~ach analysis the bending moments at the different piers tend 
to more or less the same value with the passage of time. A similar trend 
may be observed for the mid-span moments of the interior spans. Percentage-
wise, the largest change in support moment takes place at pier 1 and the 
largest change in positive moment occurs in span 2. Tne trend is con-
sistently established by the results of all three analyses .. .Tables 5.3 and 
5.4 as well as Figures 5.7 through 5.9 clearly show that at the time of 
completion of the final structure the negative bending moment at pier 1 is 
larger than those at the remaining piers and that the positive mid-span 
moment of span 2 is less than those of the other interior spans. 
Seen in the light of the tendency of the time-dependent redistribu-
tion of bending moment to equalize the negative. bending moments at the 
piers and to equalize the positive mid-span moments of the interior spans, 
as well as the tendency to induce changes of moment that are positive 
everywhere in the structure, it may be expected that the greatest change in 
bending moment would take place in the regions identified above for the 
time period under consideration. It should be realized that prior to the 
time at which the final structure \lIas completed the bending moments in th.e 
component structures constituting intermediate structure 9 were subjected to 
redistribution. 
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It s,hould be noted tttat up to tne ti.me that th_e continutty of i.nter-
mediate structure 9 \'\fas established, all ,three analyses predi.ct the same 
value of bending moment at ea'ch of the tflree instrumented segments and no 
redistri.bution of moment was predicte,d during th.is time period (see 
Figures 5.4 through 5.6). Th,ese results are due to the fact that during 
this time period the instrumented segments formed part of the double canti-
lever SB1, a structure that is statically determinate. Furth.er inspection 
of Figures 5.4 through 5.6 will also reveal that for the time period 
during which the instrumented segments formed part of intermediate stru~ture 
9 the rate of change of bending moment was somewhat less than that 
associated with the time period during which the segments formed part of 
the final structure. This observation~is generally true. for the results 
generated by all three analyses. Because thi s trend ,i s somewhat contrary 
to what may be expected when the shapes of the specific creep and shrtnkage 
curves as well as the rate at which relaxation proceeds are considered, 
the explanation for this trend should in part be sought in the change of 
boundary conditions of the structure associated with the construction pro-
cedure. The manner in which the time-dependent bending moment varies along 
the structure is also of importance in this regard. 
At a particular point in time the time-dependent change in bending 
mqment must vary linearly along each span in order to satisfy the conditi,ons, 
of static equilibrium. Thus for the side-spans the' time-dependent change 
in moment varies l~nearly from a non-zero positive value at the interior 
support to zero at the outer support. For the interior spans the time-de-
pendent change in moment'varies linearly from a positive value at one 
support to another positive value at the other support.' It should thus be 
. cl ear that s1 nce the" change in moment does not appro~ch z'ero anywnere along 
"an interior span as for the case of a side-span, the change in moments at 
sections along'an interior span should be larger than those for sections 
along a side-span, especially as ~he section considered approaches the outer 
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support wnere no change in mome.nt takes place. This is substanti.ated by 
i.nspection of the bending moment diagrams presented in Figures 5.7 
through 5.9. For intermediate structure 9 the instrumented segments formed 
part of a side-span while for tfle ffnal' structure they were contained in an 
interior span so that during the'tfme period associated wtth intermedi.ate 
structure 9 the time-dependent changes of bencii'ng moment at the instrumented 
$egments ~ere smaller than those that took. place during' the time peri.od 
associated with the final structure. This argument is supported by the 
.observat i on that the above-menti'oned trend becomes more pronounced as the 
segment considered is lbcated closer to pier 1 (see Figures 5.4 through 
5.6). Specifically for the case of segment SB1-Nl, which is located very 
close to pier 1, a negligible amount of moment redistribution was predicted 
for the time period associated witn intermediate structure'9 (see Figure 
5.4). From a designer's point of vi.ew i·t is of interest ·to note that the 
greatest time-dependent change in shear for.ce most probably takes place in 
the side-spans due to the fact· that the greatest variation of tbe time-
dependent change in moment with distance appears to take place within 
th.ese spa ns .. 
The time-dependent change of bending moment predicted by Analysis 
1 was conSistently larger than the changes predicted by the other two 
analyses for the time period associated with the final structure. Compar-
i.ng the total negative bending moments at pier 1 at the time up to which the 
analyses were carried, Analysis 2 and Analysis 3 yielded values that were 
3.5 and 2.2 percent larger than the v~lue predicted by Analysis 1, 
res.pectively. A similar comparison of the mid-span momen~ of span 2 shows 
that Analysis 2 and Analysis 3 yielded values that were 9.8 and 9.5 percent 
smaller than the values predicted by Analysis 1, respectively. Bearing in 
mind the large difference in the values of total concrete strain predicted 
by Ana 1 ys i. s 3 as compared to the resu 1 ts of the other two ana 1ys es, the 
differences in the bending moments at the supports predicted by the three 
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ana lyses are very small. I.t is., hDweyer s i:mportant to note tn.at for tn.e. 
case of th.e positive mid-span moments the differences in th.e values 
predi.cted by Analysts 1 as compared to tne. values predicted by Analysis 2 
and Analysis 3 are not negligible. For purposes of design it is the 
growth of positi.ve moment that is of prime importance when accounti'ng for 
the effects of the time-dependent moment redistribution so that i.t would 
appear that the effects of the outdoor envi'ronment on the ti'me-dependent 
material properties of concrete are of some importance as far as the time-
dependent increase of positive mome.nt is co.ncerned. 
Inspection of Tables 5.3 ~nd 5.4 reveals that for the ti.me period 
associated with the final structure tne percentage change in bending moment 
predicted by Analysis 3 was greater than the change predicted by Analysis 2 
for the support ~s well as the mid-span regions. This trend is also 
present in the instrumented segments as illustrated by Figures 5.4 through 
5.6. In fact, for segments SB1-Nl and SB1-N9 the total negative bending 
moments at the time up to which the analyses were carried as predicted by 
Analysis 2 are larger than th.ose predicted by Analysis 3. The positive 
bending moment at segment SB1-N16 as predi.cted by Analysis 2 i.s less th.an 
the value predicted by Analysis 3. These observations are surprising, 
especially when viewe~ in the light of the substantially greater time-
depende~t concrete strains predicted by Analysis 2 as compared to the 
magnitude of the strains predicted by Analysis 3. Bearing in mind the 
structural mechanism whereby the change in bending moment due to the time-
dependent effects develop, it is clear t~at the magnitude of this change 
. . . 
1.n bending moment is dependent not only on the time-dependent deformations 
but also on the modulus of e~ast;city of the concrete. For given time-
dependent deformations a higher value of the modulus of elastictty of the 
concrete will lead to greater time-dependent changes in b.ending moment. As 
previ.ously indicated, the value of the modulus of elasticity of the concrete 
used with Analy.sis 3 was substantially greater than the value used with 
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Analysts 2. It would, ·th.erefore, appear tfiat as' far as th.e. ti.me-de.pe.ndent 
redi.stributton of bend fng moment 1S concerned, th.e effects of the. gre.ater 
ttme-dependent concrete. stratns pre.dtcted hy Ana lys 1 S 2 was' offset by the 
effects of the lower value used for the modulus of elasticity of concrete, 
as compared to the cas.e of Analysis 3. 
It should be poi.nted out that tn.e e)(planation given above belies the 
extremely complicated nature of the .various interactions that influence 
the development of the time-dependent change in oending moment. The changes 
in 'bending moment induce changes i.n concrete and· steel stress whi.ch, in 
turn, influence the rate at which. the time-dependent strains develop. 
Bearing iri mind that it was these time-dependent strains which originally 
induced the change in bendi.ng moment .it should be clear that these i.nter-
actions are not simple and do not readily lend themselves to a simple 
explanation of observed behavior. 
Th.e time-dependent redi'stribution of bending moment is of importance 
i.n the des; gn of' prestressed concreteoridges' constructed in segments by 
th.e cantilever method. Specifically, there1atively large increase of the 
posi.tive moments in the mid-span regions ;s ;important. In the quarter-
span regions the sense of the bending mome~tmay even change (see Figures 
5.7 through 5.9). It is necessary to account for these effects. in the design 
of t~e type of structure under consideration herein by providing either 
tensi.oned arnon-tensioned reinforcement to resist.the increase of pos.itive 
bending moment, otherwise, unwanted cracking may develop in the affected 
regions. Such cracks have, in fact, 'been found to develop in structures 
simi 1 ar to the one under con s i dera t ion h.erei n, where no provis i on was made 
for the substantial time-dependent increase i'n positive bending moment CAll. 
5.4 Concrete Stress 
The effect of the time-dependent material properties of the concrete 
and steel is to induce a loss in prestressing force as well as a redistribu-
ti.on of bending moment i.n the structure. Generally, these effects le.ad 
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directly to a time-depende.nt change in concrete s·tress in the s.tructure.ln 
th.i.s section the concrete stresses predicted liy the three analyses are 
presented and di.scussed. Unless: explicitly stated otherwise, all stresses 
referred to herein are compresstve concrete stresses. 
The stress histories for the extreme top and bottom fi.bers of each 
of the ins trumen ted segments as pred i cted oy each of the th.ree anal ys es 
are presen ted in Fi. gures 5. 10 through 5. 15. Th.e concrete stresses at each. 
of the instrumented segments at the time at which the final structure was 
completed and at the time up to whi'ch the.analyses were carried are presented 
in Table 5.5. The percentage change of these stresses, based on the value 
of stress at the time of completi.on of the. final structure, that took place 
during th.etime period associated with the final structure is also 
summarized. 
The general trends indicated by the figures and table referred to 
above are that the stresses in the top fibers increase with time while the 
. stresses i.n the bottom fibers de.creas.e· w·i.tft. ti.me. Ttle oniy exception to 
tnese trends is to be found in the stress h.istory of segment SB1-Nl for the 
time period corresponding to intermediate structure 9, during which the top 
fiber stress decreases with ti.me and no significant change in the bottom 
fiber stress takes place. 
In order to eiplain these observed trends it is necessary to 
indicate how the time-dependent changes in prestressing force and bending 
moment each affect the stress in the extreme fibers of a particular segment. 
Because the effect of ·the ttl11e-dependent redistribution of bendi)1·g 
moment is to induce a cha'nge in moment that is positive everywhere in the 
structure (see Sect. 5.3), the effect of the time-dependent change in bend-
ing moment will be to increas~ the compressive stresses in the top fibers 
and to decrease the compressive stresses i.n the bottom fihers. Furth.e.rmore, 
a given change -in bending moment at a particular section will tend to induce 
a change in stress of greater magnitude tn' the bottom fiber than i.n th.e top 
fi.ber. The reason for th i s 1 ies. i.n the fact that the hottom fiber of a 11 the 
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sect; ons in the bridge bei.ng ana lyzedis located at a. greater d i.stance from 
the centroid of tfle secti.on than the top fiber. Accordi.ng to beam theory, 
th.e magnitude of the stress at any- fiber due to an applied moment is 
linearly related to the distance of the fiber to the centroid of the section. 
Within the realm of ordi.nary beam theory the total change of stress 
due to a loss of prestressing force may 5e consfdered as tile superposition 
with the change in axial thrust. This stress is uniformly distributed 
through. the depth of the section and corresponds to the stress resulting from 
a force of magnitude equal to the change in prestressing force applied at 
the centroid of the section. The second effect accounts for the location of 
the tendons relative to the centroid of the. section. Tflis stress i.s li.near ... 
ly distributed through. the depth of the section and corresponds to th.e 
stress resulting from a moment appl ted at the centroid of th.e secti.on. Tne 
magnitude of this moment is equal to the product of the change in pre-
stressing force and the eccentricity of the tendons measured from tne 
centroid of the section. When the.se two stress distrfbutions are super-
imposed it should be clear that for the extreme fiber on one side of the 
section centroid they will be additive whi.le. for the extreme fiber on the 
opposite side of the centroid they will oppose e.ach other so tflat Ute sense. 
of ths resulting stress will depend on the relative magnitudes of the stresses 
set up by the thrust and moment effects. 
Since the three instrumented segments were not similarly reinforced, 
it is necess.ary to consider the effects of the loss of prestressing force 
on the extreme fiber stresses separately for each .segment. For the 
case of segment SB1-Nl thE majori.ty of th.e tendons were located i.n the 
top flange so th.at a loss of prestressing force would be. accompani.ed b.y a 
decrease in the top fiber stres.s and a much smaller decrease in bottom 
fiber stress. The change in bottom fiber stress could possibly ~ave been 
an i.ncrease in stress dependi.ng on the relative magnitudes of the. stresses 
due to the thrust and moment -.. effects, as expl a ined above. For the case. of 
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segment SB1-N16 the majority of tfle tendons were located in the bottom 
flange so that the effects of the loss of prestressing force at this seg-
ment may be expected to be opposite to those. associated wi,th segment 
SB1-Nl. Thus, at segment SB1-Ni6 the, loss of prestressing force may be 
expected to induce a de~rease in the bottom fiber stress. Depending on 
the relative magnitudes of the stresses' due to the thrust and moment 
effects, the associated change of the top fiber stress will be a smaller 
decrease in stress th.an for the case of the bottom fiber, or may even be 
an increase in stress. At segment SB1~N9 the tendons are divided between 
the ~op and bottom. flanges in such a manner that an equal loss of prestress-
ing force in each tendon will lead to a more or less equal decrease in 
stress in the top and bottom fibers. It is, however, not reasonable to ex-
pect that the magnitude of the loss of prestressing force in each tendon 
will be the same so that th.e decrease in stress at the extreme fibers due to 
loss of prestress are most probably not equal~ Tne difference in the 
, change of extreme fiber stresses is most probably smaller for the case of 
segment SB1-N9 th.an for th.e case of either segment SB1-Nl or segment SB1-N16 
so that segment SB1-N9 represents an intermediate case relative to the 
other two segments. 
The combined effects of the time-dependent change in bending moment 
and loss of prestressing force on the extreme fiber concrete stresses may 
best be illustrated by consideration of the appropriate stress histories of 
segment SB1-Nl (see Figures 5.10 and 5.11). For this particular segment the 
stresses due to the loss in prestressing force tend to oppose those due to 
the change in bending mom'ent. For the time period associated with inter-
mediate structure 9, segment SB1-Nl was located close to the outer support 
of a side-span so that no sig'nificant time-dependent change in bending 
moment may be expected to have taken place at this segment during th,is time 
period (see also Sect. 5.3). It would thus appear that for th.is time 
peri.od the concrete stre.ss at segment SB1-Nl was primarily influenced by the 
prestress loss.' This means that the. top fiber concrete stresses may be 
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expected to have decreased whil e the. bottom fi.ber stresses may he. expected. 
not to nave changed substantially dUffngtfiis time period. Inspecti.on of 
Ftgures 5.10 and 5.11 will reveal that th.e. predicted extreme fi.ber stresses 
indeed follow these trends for the t imeperi od underconsiderati-on. 
For the time period associated vvi'th the final structure, segment 
SB l-Nl formed part of an interior span so tflat the time-dependent change 
i.n bend in~ moment during this time period was no longer neg11gio 1 e here 
(see Sect. 5.3). Thus, for thfs time. period the loss of prestressing force 
as well as the time-dependent change in bending moment simultaneously in-
fluence the stress at the extreme fibers of the section under consideration. 
Furthermore, as pointed out before,. the influence of these effects will 
oppose each other. Figures 5.10 and 5.11 clearly indicate that for this. 
time period the effects on the extreme. flDer stresses associated with the 
ti.me-dependent change in bending moment was dominant; i.e., the top fiber 
stress increased with time whtl e the bottom finer stress decre.ased with time. 
This observation is further substantiated by the fact that the magnitude of 
the stress change in th.e extreme bottom fiber is greater than that of the 
stress change in the extreme top fiber' (for segment SB1-Nl the extreme 
bottom fi.ber is located ft\irther from the centroidal axis than the e.xtreme 
top fi ber) . 
For segments SB1-N9 and SB1-N16 the percentage increase in top 
fiber stress as well as the percentage decrease in bottom fiber stress for 
the time period associated with the final structure are botn substantially 
larger than for the case 'of segment SB1-Nl (see Table 5.5). For segment 
SB1-N9 this trend was most probably due to the fact that the effects of the 
loss of prestressing force on the concrete stress were, to a greater ex-
tent than 1.n the case of segment SB1-Nl, of secondary importance relative to 
tne effects of the time-dependent change in bending moment. In the case of 
~egment SB1-N16 the effects of the loss of prestressing force on the concrete 
stress added to the effects of the time-dependent change in bending moment. 
It thus seems reasonable to conclude that the effects of the time-
dependent change of bending moment were of prime importance as far as the 
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magni.tude of the concrete stress was concerned, while the effects of the loss 
of prestressing force were, relatively speaking, of secondary importance. 
Comparing tile magnitudes of the stresses predicted by each of the 
analyses at the time up to which they were ,carried, it appears as if 
Analysis 1 predicted the largest top fiber stresses and the smallest 
bottom fiber stresses. Th,e only exception to this observation is the case 
of the top fiber stresses of segment SB1-Nl where Analysis 3 predicted the 
largest stresses (see Figures 5.10 through 5.15 and Table 5.5). This 
trend is most probably due to the fact that the loss of prestressing force 
as well as the time-dependent change in bending moment as predicted by 
Analysis 1, were larger than the values predicted by the other two analyses. 
Comparing the final stresses predicted by Analysis 2 and Analysis 
3 with the values predicted by Analysis 1, the largest percentage difference 
in the top fiber stresses appear to be at segment SB1-N16 where Analysis 
2 and Analysis 3 both predict values that are 10 percent smaller than the 
value predicted by Analysis 1. A similar comparison of the predicted 
bottom fiber stresses indicates that the largest percentage difference for 
the case of Analysis 2 is at segment SB1-N9 and for the case of Analysis 3 
is at segment SB1-N16 where the oredicted values are 15 and 17 percent 
I . , 
larger than the values predicted by Analysis 1, respectively. These com-
parisons only apply to the instrumented segments. It is furthermore of 
interest to note that at section SB1-Nl, where the concrete stresses in both 
the extreme top and bottom fibers were larger than at the other instrumented 
se,gments, the final top and bottom fiber stresses predicted by Analysis 2 
and Analysis 3 were less than 5.5 percent different from the values 
predicted by Analysis 1. 
Finally, the close a~reement of the concrete stresse~ predicted by 
Analysi,s 2 and Analysis 3 is of interest from the point of view of design, 
especially wheh viewed in the light of the s~bstantial differences in the 
concrete strains predicted by these two analyses. It thus appears that for 
the specific case of the K;,shwaukee River Bridge the concrete stresses may 
be satisfactorily determined by maki,ng use of the recommendati,ons. of the C.EB. 
construction loads were applied to the structure the presence of these 
loads decreased the top fiber stre.ss,e.s. wfifl e it increased the b.ottom fiber 
stresses at segment SBl-Nl (see Figure 5.18}. In the ltgftt of this 
behavior of the concrete stresses it appears reasonable to assume that the 
res i dua 1 decrease in the top fi.her concrete stra in was primari 1y due to th.e 
diminished creep associated wi.th. tn.e deer-eased top ftber concrete stress 
d.uring th~s time period. Similarly, the residual increase tn the bottom 
fiber concrete strain appears to have been primarily due to the increased 
creep associated with the increased bottom fiber concrete stress during this 
time period. 
For times greater than the time at which the construction loads 
were removed the development of the concrete strains at both extreme 
fibers of segment SBl~Nl seem to have been essentially unaffected by the 
previous presence of the construction loads (see Figure 5.17}. for this time 
period the only effect on the time~dependent strains appears to ha~e heen 
the residual strains developed 'during the time period during which the 
construction loads' were applied to the structure. These observations are 
substantiated by the fact that for times greater than the time of removal 
of th.e construction loads the concrete strain versus ti.me curves predicted 
by Analysis 1 and Analysis 4 for segment SBl-Nl are more or less parallel for 
both the top and bottom fiber strains '[see Figure 5.17}. 
It should be kept in mind that both Analysis 1 and Analysis 4 made 
use of the rate of creep method to predict the creep of concrete under a 
variable'state of stress because specific creep curves corresponding to 
only one age at loading were available for the outdoor stored speci.mens. 
It should thus be pointed out that the insensitivity of the behavior of the 
time-dependent strains to the previous presence of the construction loads 
for times beyond the time at removal of these loads should be seen partly 
in the 1 i ght of the property of th.e ra teo of creep method to i.gnore. the 
previous stress history as discussed in Sect. 3.2.2. 
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magnitude of the concrete stress was concerned, while the effects of the loss 
of prestressing force were, re.latively speakfngs of s.econdary importance. 
Comparing the magnitudes of the stresses predicted by each of the 
analyses at the time up to which th.ey were .carried, it appears as if 
Analysis 1 predicted the largest top fiber stresses and the smallest 
bottom fiber stresses. The only exception to this observation is the case 
of the top fiber stresses of segment SB1-Nl where Analysis 3 predicted the 
largest stresses (see Figures 5.10 through 5.15 and Table 5.5). This 
trend is most probably due to the fact that the loss of prestressing force 
as well as the time-dependent change in bending moment as predicted by 
Ana lys is 1. were 1 arger than the va lues pred i cted by the other two ana lyses. 
Comparing the final stresses predicted by Analysis 2 and Analysis 
3 with the values predicted by Analysis 1, the largest percentage difference 
in th.e top fiber stresses appear to be at segment SBl-Nl6 wnere Analysis 
2 and Analysis 3 both predict values that are 10 percent smaller than the 
-vcn-ae--pr-etJi ctedby--Ana-lys-i-s---l-~---A-s-imtl-a-r-compa-ri-so n-of--the·· ·pred icted -
bottom fiber stresses indicates that the largest percentage difference for 
the case of Analysis 2 is at segment SB1-N9 and for the case of Analysis 3 
is at segment SB1-N16 where the predicted values are 15 and 17 percen~ 
larger than the values predicted by Analysis 1, respectively. These com-
parisons only apply to the instrumented segments. It is furthermore of 
interest to note that at section SB1-Nl, where the concrete stresses in both 
the extreme top and bottom fibers were larger than at the other instrumented 
se.gments, the final top and bottom fiber stresses predicted by Analysis 2 
and Analysis 3 were less than 5.5 percent different from the values 
predicted by Analysis 1. 
Finally, the close agreement of the concrete stresses predicted by 
Analysis 2 and Analysis 3 is of interest from the point of view of design, 
especially whe~ viewed in the light of the sObstantia1 differences in the 
. concrete strains predicted by these two analyses. It tnus appe.ars that for 
the specific case of the Kishwaukee River Bridge the concrete stresses may 
be satisfactorily determined by making use of the recol11Tlendattons of the C.ER 
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(ll) to establish t~e material properties of the concrete for use with the 
time-dependent analysis of the structure. 
5.5 Influence of Construction Loads 
One of the unique features of the. launcfi.i.ng girder used for th-e 
erection of the segments compris'ing the Kishwaukee River Bridge. was that it 
did not normally impose sign i:ffcant loads on the structure. However, just 
after the completion of intermediate structure 9 the launching girder was 
placed in such a position so that 'it imposed major loads on the structure. 
The magnitude and position of these loads are indicated by Figure 5.16. 
The girder remained in this posi:tion unt.il just prior to the time at which 
the closu~a segment of span 1 was cast. It thus appears that intermediate 
structure 9 was subjected to these construction loads for a peridd of 
approximat~ly 5 months. 
It is of some interest ·to study the influence of these constructi.on 
loads. on the time-dependent behavior of the structure. In order to 
achieve this aim the structu~e was analyzed taking into account the loads 
illustrated by Figure 5.16. For purposes of analysis these loads were 
applied at the time at which the tendons which establish continuity of 
intermediate structure 9 were stressed. Th.e ,loads were removed at the time 
of casting of the closure se,gment of span 1. The material properties ob-
tained experimentally from the outdoor stored specimens were assigned to 
The results of this analysis, designated as Analysts 4, may 
therefore be directly compared to the results of Analysis 1 in order to 
ill ustra te some of the effects of the. presence of the construct; on loads on 
the time-dependent behavior of the structure. 
The percentage differences in the results predicted by Analysis 1 
and Analysis 4 at the time up to which the analyses were carried are pre-
sented for each of the ins trumented segments in Tab 1 e 5.6. These percent,ages 
are based on the final values predicted by Analysis 1. Inspectfon of this 
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taole wtll reveal that the. differences tn the. predicted values, and con-
sequently the effects of the construction loads on the time-dependent be-
havi.or of th.e structure, are of ne.glfgiole importance for practi.cal purposes. 
Of the quantities consi.dered in Taole. 5.6 it appears as if th.e concrete 
stra i ns are affected to· the grea te.st extent by th.e presence of the cons truc-
tion loads, the maximum.difference in. predicted final concrete strain being 
less. than 3.3 percent at the section~ considered. The concrete strains in 
the e.xtreme top fibers are. decreased whtle the strains in the bottom fibers 
are increased by the effects of the construction loads. For the final con-
crete stresses at the extreme fibers this trend is reversed, i.e. the top 
fiber stresses are increased while the bottom fiber stresses are decreased 
by the presence of the constructton loads. The total prestressing force is 
increased at segments SB1~Nl and SB1-N9, whi'le ttis decreased at segment 
SB1-N16 by the application and removal of the construction ·loads. For the 
case of Analysis 4 as compared with Analysis 1, the magnitude of the bending 
moments at the instrumented segments is greater in the negative. moment region 
whi.le it is less in the positive moment region. It would thus appear that 
the time-dependent moment redistribution was slightly inhibited by the 
application of the construction loads. 
The development of the concrete strains at the extreme fibers of 
segment SB1-Nl as predicted by Analysis 1 and Analysis 4 is illustrated in 
Figure 5.17. For the time period associated with' the application of the 
construction loads it appears as if the greatest part of the decrease in top 
fiber strain and increase in the bottom fiber strain as predicted by 
Analysis 4 was a result of the elastic response of the concrete to the in-
crease in negative moment at this section caused by the application of ~he 
construction loads. However, when the construction loads are removed from 
the structure a residual decrease in the top fiber strains and a residual 
incr~ase in bottom fiber strains are predicted by Analysis 4 relative to the 
results predicted by Analysis 1. For the time period during which the 
construction loads were applied to the structure. the presence of these 
loads de.creased ttle top fiber stre.ss,€.s wfiil e it 'increased ttLe hottom fiber 
stresses at segment SB1-Nl (see Figure 5.181 .. In the light of this 
behavior of the concrete stresses it appears reasonable to assume that the 
residual decrease i'n the top fi.ber concrete stra'in was prtmarily due to the 
diminished creep associated with:, the de.cr,easedtop ftber concrete stress 
d,uring thl;s time period. Similarly, the residual increas'e 'in the bottom 
fiber concrete stra in appears to have been primari ly due to the i'ncreased 
creep associated with the i'ncreased bottom fiber concrete stress during this 
time period. 
For times greater than the time at which the construction loads 
were removed the development of the concrete strains at hoth extreme 
fibers of segment SB1!""Nl seem to have been essentially unaffected by the 
previouspresenc~ of the construction loads (see Figure 5.17). for this time 
period the only effect on the time.-dependent strains appears to have. b.ee,n 
the residual strains developed 'during the time period during which the 
construction loads were applied to the structure. These observations are 
substantiated by the fact that for times greater than the time of removal 
of the construction loads the concrete strain versus time curves predicted 
r by Analysis 1 an~ Analysis 4 for segment SB1-Nl are more or less parallel for 
both the top and bottom fiber strains -(see. Figure 5.17). 
It should be kept in mind that both Analysis 1 and Analysis 4 made 
use of the rate of creep method to predict the creep of concrete under a 
variable'state of stress because specific creep curves corresponding to 
only one age at loading were available for the outdoor stored specimens. 
It should thus be pointed out that the insensitivity of the behavior of the 
time-dependent strains to the previous presence of the construction loads 
for times beyond the time at removal of th.ese loads should be seen partly 
in the 1i gat of the property of th.e ra te, of creep method to i.gnore, the 
previous stress h.istory as discussed in Sect. 3.2.2. 
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Th.e concrete stresses and b.endipg moments at segment SB1-Nl as 
predi.cted by both Analysis 1 and Analysis 4 are presented in Figures 5.18 
and 5.19. These figures' clearly demonstrate that the time-dependent com-
ponent of th.e concrete stresses at both. th.e top and bottom fibers, as we.ll 
as the time-dependent cqmponent of the bendi'ng moment are essentially 
unaffected by.the application and removal of the construction loads. Con-
side~ing th.e extreme fiber concrete stresses and the bending moment, the 
only significant difference in the results predicted by Analysis 1 and 
Analysis 4 appears to occur during the time period during which the con-
s tructi on loads were app 1 i ed to the structure. The decrease i'n top fi.ber 
stress and the increase in bottom'fiber stress at segment SB1-N13 due to 
the application of the construction loads, are consistent with the increase 
in negative moment here, due to th.ese. loads. Once the constructi.on loads 
are removed, the results predicted by Analysis 1 and Analys.is 4 are the 
same for all practical purposes. 
It is of some interest to inVestigate some of the effects of the 
application of the construction loads on the vertical deflection of the 
structure. The downward transverse deflections of the free cantilever tip 
(segment S81-S17) of intermediate structure 9 as predicted by Analysis 1 
and Analysis 4 at the times of applicatton and removal of the construction 
loads are presented in Table 5.7. This cantilever eventually formed part of 
span 1 of the final structure. It should be pointed out that these 
deflections cannot be directly compared to the actual deformations of the 
structure due to the unknovm magnitude of the corrections in vertical a1.ign-
rnent that were made during the construction process. The differences in 
the deflections at the time of application of the construction loads and 
at the time of removal of th~se loads may, however, be expected to he com-
parable to the change in actual deflection that took place during thi~ time 
period. 
Considering the change in downward deflection of the free cantilever 
tip of intermediate structure 9 for the time period during which the con-
struction loads were applied to the structure, Analysi~ 1 predicted a 
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cflange in downward deflection of 1 .. 60.9. tn. (40.9 mmI while Analysts 4 
predicted a change in defle.ction of 2.Q(15 in. (50.9 mml. It may thus b.e 
concluded that the effect of the application of tfle construction loads on 
tfle downward deflection of tfLe free cantileve.r tip for the time period 
described above is to increase tfii:s defle.ction 5y 0.396 in .. (10.0 mnl. A 
similar comparison of the deflectfons of segment SB1-N16 as predicted by 
~nalysis ~ and Analysis 4 reveals tfiat for th.e time period during which the 
construction loads were applied to the structure the upward defle.etion of 
th is segmen twas increased by O. 073 i. n. (1.9 mml by the presence of these 
loads. It i.s of intere.st to note that for the tfme period associated with 
the final structure th.e previous application and removal of the construction 
loads appea r to have decreased the downward change i.n defl ect i on of seg-
ment SB1-N16 that takes place. during this time period ·by 0.07 percent. 
In conclusion,. it would th.us appear, that as far as the time-
dependent components of the concrete stresses, prestressing force and bend-
ing moments·are concerned, the·effects of the presence of the construction 
loads are negligible for practical purposes. The concrete strains and, 
consequently, the transverse defl eeti ons seem to be affected to a. greater 
extent than the quantities mentioned above.· It furthermore appears as if 
most of this effect on the deformations takes place during the time period 
during which the construction loads are applied t~ the structure and that 
once these loads are removed the ti.me-dependent behavior of the deformations 
seems to be essentially unchanged. Th.e elasti.c effects associated with th.e. 
appl ication of the construction loads are not small and should be accounte.d 
for in the design process. 
6. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS fOR FURTHER STUDY 
The conclusions and recommendattons for furthe.r study presented 
in t~e. following section are. based on the results of the various analyses 
of the Kishwaukee River·Bridge. as well as th.e results' of the comparison of 
measured deformations of the actual structure wfth computed deformations. 
The differences in the analyses of the. Kfsfiwaukee River Bridge lie in the 
material properties assigned to the concrete. Concrete material properties 
experimentally obtained from outdoor stored and indoor stored specimens, 
as well as those prescribed by the C.E.B. recommendations, were used in the 
different analyses. Th.e conclusions drawn herein apply, strictly speaking, 
only to the Kishwaukee River Bridge so that generalizations to include other 
structures of a similar type should be made with the utmost care. 
Based on the comparison of measured deformations of the Ki shwaukee 
River Bridge with the analytically obtained deformations, the following con-
clusions and recomnendations for furth.er study may be made: 
1. The analytical procedure used for the time-dependent analysis 
of the structure performed satisfactorily. This is particularly 
apparent when consideration is given to the excellent agreement 
of the measured and computed concrete strains for the case 
where the concrete material properties obtained experimentally 
from outdoor stored specimens were used in the analytical pro-
cedure. 
2. The procedure introduced during the course of this study for 
the estimation of the creep of concrete subjected to a 
varying state of stress appears to have performed satis-
factorily. In this regard it is important to note that the 
rate of creep metnod yielded satisfactory results.. The proposed 
pr6cedure for estimating the creep of concrete reduces to the 
rate of creep method where specific creep curves corresponding 
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to only one particular age at loading are availabJe, as was 
the case for the analys'fs tfiat util ized ttle c o'n crete. materi.al 
properties obtai.ned experimentally from outdoor stored specimens. 
3. Compared wfth. tfle measured strains., the analysis· tftat made use 
of concrete material properties obtained experimentally from 
outdoor stored specimens' yi~elded tile best results. In this 
regard the analysis that made use of the concrete material 
properties as prescrU:ied by the .C.E.B. recomnendations yielded 
resul ts tnat w~.re poor, with the predi·cted stra ins bei ng 
smaller than the measured values. The magnitude of the strains 
predicted by the analysis that made use of the material 
properties obtained from the laboratory stored specimens com-
pared well with th.e measured values at the time up to which the 
analyses were carried. 
4. For the particular structure under consideration herein the 
development of the total time-dependent strains was governed to 
a large extent by the manner in which the shrinkage of concrete 
developed and this was partly due to the fact that the segments 
were relatively old when erected. Because the shrinkage curve 
obtained from the outdoor specimens was the only one which re-
flected the seasonal fluctuations that characterize the shrinkage 
of concrete subjected to a variable outdoor environment, the 
analysis which made use of the material properties obtained from 
outdoor stored specimens was the only one which correctly 
predicted the development of the total time-dependent concrete 
strains. This particular conclusion serves to emphasize the 
necessity of using material' properties obtained from outdoor 
stored specimens in order to correctly predict the behavior of 
the time-dependent concrete strains for structures of the type 
under consideration here.i.n. These material propertie.s may be 
expected to reflect the effects of the variable outdoor 
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enVl ronment to wh.tch the. structure is subj ected on th,e rheo-
1 ogi,ca 1 properties: of th_e concrete. 
5. For th.e ana 1ysts whi ch- emp 1 oyed the concrete· materi"a 1 propert i es 
obtained from outdoor stored specimens the, seasonal dependence 
of shrinkag~ was, strictly speaking, correctly included only for 
the instrumented double c~ntilev~r because the same shrinkage 
curve was used for a 11 the s.egmen ts'. This effect, however, did 
not appear to significantly influence the behavior of the seg~ 
ments stud i'ed. It 1S strong ly recommended that th i' s ma tter be 
made the topic of a further study which would involve the use 
of different shri.nkage, curves each of which would be 
associated with. a different cantflever so that the seasonal 
effects are correctly accounted for. It should be mentioned that 
it appears as i.f the se.ason during wfl i cn the concrete is cast 
has an influence on th.e subsequent development of shrinkage. 
Thus, a study such as the one mentioned above would i.nvolve a 
substantial experimental effort because shrinkage curves would 
have to be determined separately to correctly account for the 
se~sons during which t~e segments for the different double 
cantilevers are cast. Measures should be taken to insure that 
the season~l fluctuations of shrinkage are carefully recorded, 
especially at later ages, when determining the shrinkage curves 
for outdoor stored specimens. 
6. The procedure used in this study to modify the experimentally 
obtained cree~ and shrinkage curves to include the effects of 
the size and shape of the member on creep and shri.nkage per-
formed satisfacto~ily. There is, however, a great need for 
further study in this r,egard especially as far as experimental 
work is concerned. It is strong 1 y recommended th.a t a study of 
this nature should i.nclude the effects of size. and sftape, on the 
creep and shrinkage of members stored outdoors. 
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7. An extensive comparison of calculated and measured de.flecttons 
was not possible as a result of the e.ffects of tne fatlure. of 
- - - -
certain joints between adjacent segments on the completed 
structure and tfie questionahle reliability of the measured 
val ues due to the extrems.ly adverse conditons under which they 
were taken. The sense of the time-dependent ch.anges of 
deflection at the instrumented segment& were the same for both 
the measured and calculated values. The magnitudes of the time~ 
dependent changes in transverse deflection of the completed 
structure are extremely small while the relative magnitudes of 
the.time-dependent change in deflecti·on as predicted by the 
three analyses are consistent with the relative magnitudes of the 
predicted concrete strains. In order to predict the actual 
deflections of the structure correctly, it is necessary to 
account for de.fl ecti"ons induced in tfte structure by certa in con-
5truction activities such as alignment corrections and the seat-
ing of the double cantilevers on permanent bear~ngs. It 
appears as if a major portion of the time-dependent strain in-
duced an axial shortening of the completed structure. 
Based on a consideration of the prestressing force, bending moments 
and concrete stresses predicted by the analyses of the Ki.shwaukee River 
Bridge the following conel usions may be drawn:· 
8. The magnitude of the total time-dependent loss of prestressing 
force is small and th.e development of this loss of prestressing 
force with time closely reflects the manner in wh.ich the total 
time-dependent concrete strains develop. The total loss of 
·prestress due to relaxation is slightly less than that due to 
creep, while the loss due to sbrinkage is substantially less 
than the losse.s due to eitrrercreepor relaxati.on. The relative.ly 
small time-dependent loss of prestressing force is in part due 
to the reduced time.-dependent concrete stra in wh i.ch. goes. h.and-
in-hand with the relatively great age at which th.e s.egments were 
erected. 
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9. The time-dependent redistribution of bending moment tends to 
reduce-the magnitude. ofth.e. negative. bendtng moments and to In-
crease tfle magnitude of th.e positive hendi.ng mome.nts in the 
structure. The tendency is for tne negative bendtng moments 
at the interior supports to approach the same value. A 
similar tende.ncy is exhi·oi.ted 6y the positive mid-span bending 
moments of the inte,ri.or spans. The percentage change of the 
negative bending moments at the interior supports are relatively 
sma 11 when compared w.ith th.e 1 ar'ge percen tage change of the 
positive mid-span bending moments of the interior spans. This 
1 arge change in posftive 5e.ndi.'ng moment is important and must 
be accounted for fn the design of the type of structure under 
cons iderati'on herein. The rate at wh i ch the time-de.pendent 
change of bending moment proceeds at a particular section of 
the structure de.pe.nds on the construction sequence. 
10. The effect of 'the time-dependent behavior of the concrete and 
steel on the extreme. ffber concrete stresses in th.e completed 
structure is to increase the top fiber compressive stresses and 
to decrease the bottom fiber compressive stresses with time. 
The rnagni~ude of ttle decrease in bottom fiber stress i,s 
greater than the magnitude of the increase in top fiber stress. 
Both the loss of prestressing force and the time-dependent 
change of bending moment ,induce changes of concrete stress. 
Of _ the two c~ntributory effects, the time-dependent change. in 
bending moment seems to be the more important. t~hen the, i.nter-
mediate structure being considered is statically determinate 
no time-dependent change of bendi.ng moment takes place and con-
sequently the time.-dependent di..ange of concrete s tress for th. is 
ca~e is governed by the loss of prestressing force. A similar 
situation arises in a statically indeterminate intermediate, 
structure when the segment considered is located close to an 
outer support. 
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11. Generally the m.agnttude.s, of the. tota', prestressi~ng force, 
bending moments and concrete. stresses. as predicted by the. 
analyses tnat make use. of the. concrete material properties ob-
tained experi"mentally from laBoratory stored specimens and 
those prescribed by th.e C.E..B. recommendations do not di.ffer 
si.gnifi.cantly. Thi's' conclusion is of significance when 
viewed in the light of' the great difference that exists in the 
magnitude of the concrete strai'ns predicted by these two 
analyses. The predicted deformations of the structure thus seem 
to be much more sensitive to the material properties assigned 
to the concrete than .the predicted prestressing force, bending 
moments and concrete stresses. Since approximate procedures 
for determining th.e rheological properties of concrete are 
usually used in th.e design of these structures and since the 
time-dependent behavior of these structures is primarily a 
problem of serviceability, it is suggested that the time.-
dependent deformati ons ·of. the structure be emphas i zed as a 
design criterion when considering the serviceability requi.re-
ments of the structure. 
12. The final magnitudes of the prestressing force, bending moments 
and concrete stresses as predicted by the analysis that makes use 
of the concr~te material properties obtained experimentally from 
the outdoor stored spec imens d i ffe.r somewhat from the va 1 ues 
predicted by the other two analyses. 
Based on the analysis that includes the effects of the construction 
loads appl ied to the structure, the. fol i oWi.ng conci us ions may be drawn: 
13. The time-dependent deformations of the structure are influenced 
to a much. greater extent th.an the' stresses and forces by the 
presence of th.e construction loads. Thi.s influence i.s, how-
ever, very small and appears to tak.e place during the ti.me 
of application of th.e loads .. Once the loads are removed, the 
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time-dependent component of thebe~avior of the structure. 
remains ess.entially unaffe.cted. The. effects. of th.e con-
struct ion loads on th.e time-de.pendent behavi or of the pre.-
stressing force, hending moments and concrete stresses are, 
for practical purposes, negligible. Most of the effects of the 
construction loads on the structure are elastic in nature. 
These elastic effects are not small and should be accounted for 
in the design process. 
The following general conclusions and recommendations may be made: 
14. Generalizations in the type of bridge under consideration here-
in are very difficult because of the dependence of the time-
dependent response of these structures on the construction 
history. A parametric study is, nonetheless, recommended. It 
is suggested that a simpler structure be considered for such a 
study. 
15. The continuati"on of obtaining field data in terms of both 
measurements of the deformations of actual structures as well 
as obtainin9 material properties of concrete from outdoor stored 
specimens is strongly recommended. 
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Table 4.1: - Comparison of the Time-Dependent Change of Concrete 
























1 .02 0.67 
0.98 0.64 
Note: The time period considered above corresponds to the time period 
defined by the time at which continuity of intermediate structure 9 
was established up to the time up to which the analyses were 
carried. 
All changes of strain are expressed as fractions of the changes 
predicted by Analysis 1. 
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Note; All changes in deflection are taken relative to the 
deflection at day O. 
DaY 0 corresponds to the time at which the final 
structure was' completed. 
The failure of the joints between the segments was 
discovered just prior to day 13. 
1 in. = 25.4 mm. 
Table 5.1: 
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Total Prestressing Force and Prestress Loss as 
Predicted by Anilysis 1, Analysis 2 and Analysis 3 
Segment Analysis Prestress 
Loss 
Final Prestress Force as 
a Fraction of the Value 
Calculated by Analysis 1 
(% ) 
SB1-Nl 8.7 (11,068 kips)* 
2 7 . 1 1 .01 
3 5.6 1 .04 
SB1-N9 8.6 (6,020 kips)* 
. 2 7.9 1 .01 
3 6. 1 1 .03 
SB1-N16 1 9.6 (5,628 kips)* 
2 9.4 1 .00 
3 7.4 1 .03 
Note: The prestress losses refer to the time-dependent component of 
prestress loss that occurred during the time period defined by 
the time at which the continuity tendons for intermediate 
structure 9 were stressed up to the time up to which the analyses 
were carried. These losses are expressed as percentages of the 
values that existed just after the continuity tendons for 
intermediate structure 9 were stressed. 
The final values of prestressing force refer to the values 
existing at the time up to which the analyses were carried. 
* Final Force from Analysis 1. 
1 kip = 4.448 kN. 
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Table 5.2: Total Prestress Losses Due to Shrinkage, 
Creep and Relaxation 




(kips) (k ips) 
S81 ... Nl 183 587 403 
2 241 440 398 
3 143 303 418 
S8.1 '<'!'N9 1 100 292 223 
2 137 226 219 
3 80 157 226 
5B l-N16 80 374 208 
2 123 308 203 
3 73 213 214 







Table 5.3: Redistribution of Support Moments for the Time 













Bending Moment (k-ft) 
Time at 
Completion 













































Note: The analysis was continued for 600 days after the final 
structure' was completed. 





Table 5.4: Redistribution of Mid-Span Moments for the 
Interior Spans for the Time Period Corresponding 

















































Note: The analysis was continued for 600 days after the final 
structure was completed. 
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Table 5.5: Change of Concrete Stress for the Time Period 
Corresponding to the Final Structure 
Segment Analysis Concrete Stress 
(ks i), . 






























0 .. 80. 




Note: All the stresses are compressive. 
Time up to 
which Analysis 













































The analysis was continued for 600 days after the final structure 
was completed~ 
1 ksi = 6.895 N/mm2. 
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Table 5.6: Percentage Difference in the Final Results Predicted 

































- 1. 14 
- 0.01 
Note: The final results refer to the predicted results at the time 
up to which the analyses were carried. 
A~egat1ve sign indicates a decrease in the particular quantity 
as predicted by Analysis 4 relative to the result predicted 
by Analysis 1. . 
All p~rcentages are based on the final values predicted by 
Ana 1ysi s 1 0' 
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Table 5.7: Effect on Free Cantilever Tip Deflection Due to 
Application and Removal of Construction Loads 
Time 
Just prior to application 
of construction loads 
Just after application of 
construction loads 
Just prior to removal of 
construction loads 
---- -- -----J-u-sf-alrE:W~- remov-a-,---
construction loads 
Deflection Predicted 
by Analysis 1 




Note: Downward deflections are taken positive. 
1 i n"_ = 25. 4 mm. 
Deflection Predicted 
by Analysis 4 
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(f) Elastic and Creep Strains Due To Sub-History ~f2(t) 
t 
(g) Total Elastic and Creep Strains 
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DERIVATION OF EXPRESSIONS USED IN THE ANALYTICAL PROCEDURE 
A.l Creep Expressions According to the C.E.B. Recommendations 
A.l." Expressions for C.E.B. Factors, Kt and Kd 
When the time-dependent behavior nf the structure was determined 
on the basis of creep and shrinkage properties as determined by the C.E.B. 
reconmendations (11), the creep strains were estimated by making use of the 
method of superposition. For this particular case the computations were 
simplified by deriving mathematical expressions for ,the C.E.B. creep 
factors Kt and Kd, where Kt descri bes the time-dependence of creep and Kd 
reflects the effects of the concrete age at loading on creep. These 
multiplying factors are given by the C.E.B. in graphical form. 




= time in days, since the concrete was initially 
loaded.and 
a and B = coefficients to be determined by fitting expression 
A.'.l to the curves given by the C.E.B. recommendations 
Consideration of Fig. 2.6 reveals that Kt is also a function of 
theoretical thickness, d
m
. A different set of values for a and B was 
derived for each Kt curve, given by the C.E.B., i.e. for values of 
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d = 5, 10, 20, 40 and 80 cm. The values of a and S as derived by a curve 
m 
fitting procedure for the above values of dm are listed in Table A.l. 
The values of a and S were determined as follows: First of all, 
rewrite Eq. A.l.l as follows~ 
In· [- In (1 - Kt )] = S ln t + In a (A.l.2) 
For a particula~ value of d
m
, the appropriate curve for Kt as given 
by the C.E.B. recommendations may be used to plot values of ln [- ln (1 - Kt )] 
versus ln t. If these values plot as a straight line then the functional 
form assumed by Eq. A.l.l for Kt , is correct because Eq. A.l.2 represents 
the equation of a straight line in a ln [- In (1 - Kt )] versus ln t system 
of axes. Figure A.l reveals that the above assumption was correct because 
the 1n [- In (1 - Kt )] versus ln t values almost lie on a straight line. 
This plot applies to values of Kt for dm = 5 cm. 
The least squares fitting procedure (24) was then used to fit a 
straight line through these points. The intercept of this line on the 
1n [- ln (1 - Kt )] axis yields 1n a, from which a is readily determined. 
The slope of this line yields s. 
Kd was assumed to be described by the following hyperbolic expres-
sian: 
. 1 (A.l.3) 
where: L = conc~ete age at loading, in days and 
A, B, and n = coefficients to be determined by fitting expression 
A. 1.3 to the curves given by the C.E.B. recommenda-
tions for Kd" 
- Curves of Kd for normal portland cement and high early strength 
cement are given (see Fig. 2.3). A set of values of A, Band n had to be 
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derived for each curve. The same basic procedure was followed to fit 
Eq. A.l.3 to the curves given by the C.E.B. recommendations for Kd, as for 
the case of Kt : 






The non-linear expression given by Eq. A.l.4 can be linearized by 
assuming a value for n. Using the least squares procedure a straight line 
was fitted to values of l/Kd and ,[n,as determined by using the curves 
given by the C.E.B. recommendations. The intercept on the l/Kd axis and 
the slope directly yield the values of B and A, respectively. Following 
this procedure a set of values for A and B may be determined for 'a particular 
value ofn. Each of these fitted curves were then compared to the Kd values 
. given by the C.E.B. 'recommendations, by finding the sum of the squares of 
the errors at a number of specific values of t. The values of A, Band n 
correspondi~g to the fitted curve that yielded the smallest value of the 
sum of the squares of the errors, as found above, were used. 
The following expressions were used for Kd= 
Normal portland cement 
1 (A.l.5) 
0.402 + 0.152 '[0.4 
High early strength cement 
. 1 . 
Kd = 0.309 + 0.284 '[0.4 (A.l.6) 
These expressions are compared to the values of Kd given by the 
C.E~B. recommendations in Fig. A.2. 
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A.l.2 Calculation of the Change in Creep Strain During a Time Interval 
In what follows an expression is derived for the calculation of 
the change in creep strain Over a time interval. Thls expression applies 
specifically to the cas·e where the creep properties of the concrete are 
based on theC. E. B. recommenda t ions. . As explained before, the method of 
superposition was used to predict the creep response of concrete when the 
C.E.B. creep properties were used. 
According to the C.E.B. recommendations the creep strain may be 
expressed as follows: 
(A.l.7) 
where: fc = constant sustained concrete stress, 
where: 
Eb28 = secant modulus of elasticity of the concrete 
at 28 days and 
Kc,Kb,Ke,Kd,Kt = multiplying factors that reflect the effect 
of intrinsic and environmental factors on the 
magnitude of creep (see Sect. 2.2.3.1). 
This expression may be rewritten as follows: 
(A.l.8) 
~ = KcKdKe ' 
Kd (T) . = 1 
A + B T n 
Kt (t-T) = [1 - e -a(t-T)SJ and 
T = . age at which the concrete was initially loaded . 
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Applying the method of superposition in conjunction with Eq. A.l.8, 
the creep strain at time t is given by 
m 
E ( t) = _s {m ~ 1 ~ f . Kd ( t,.) [ 1 _ e -a ( tm - t i ) S]~ 
cr m Eb28 ;:1 c, ') 
(A.1.9) 
where: ~fci = change in concrete stress at time ti4 
Notice that s/Eb28 is written outside the summation due to the fact 
that this quotient is independent of time. 
Similarly, the creep strain at time tm+l is given by 
E (t +. 1) = -E S {I . ~f . Kd ( t .) [ 1 - e -a ( tm+ 1 - t i ) S ] '\ 
cr m b28 i =1 c,. ' ') (A.l.10) 
The change of creep strain during the m-th time interval is given 
by 
(A.1.11) 
Substitution of expressions A.l.9 and A.1.10 into the above 
expression yields: 
(A.1.12) 
The above expression clearly illustrates that the calculation of 
creep strains at a given time requires a record of the previous stress 
history. 
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A.2 Elastic Recovery 
As pointed out in Sect. 3.4, the elastic and creep recoveries 
associated with the change in prestress1ng frirce during the lifetime of a 
prestressed concrete member must be accounted for, otherwise the total pre-
stress loss will be overestimated. Esseritially, the elastic recovery of the 
concrete represents the effect of the restraint offered by the prestressing 
steel to concrete deformation. Therefore, the approach followed in deriving 
an expression for the estimation of elastic recovery of the concrete was 
based on a process of reestablishing compatibility of the strains of the 
concrete and steel, at the level of the steel, when a strain was imposed 
on the concrete cross·section. The other requirement that must always be 
satisfied is that of equilibrium. 
In what follows, a procedure is presented for the calculation of 
the effects of elastic recovery of the concrete when a linearly varying 
strain distribution is imposed on the concrete cross-section. No restriction 
is placed on the number of different tendons or the positions of the 
individual tendons over the depth of the cross-section. It is important to 
note that for all the derivations that follow, stresses and strains are 
taken negative for compression and positive for tension. 
Firstly, stiffness matrices associated with the axial strain 
(i.e. strain at the centroid of the section) and the curvature of the 
section are derived for both the concrete and steel. 
For the steel: 
(A.2.l) 
The stiffness matrix for the steel i's given by 





. 1 1 
'2 IA.e~ 
1 1 
modulus of elasticity of the steel, 
(A.2.2) 
Ai = cross-~ectional area of tendon i, 





axis of the section, taken positive when the tendon is 
below the centroidal axis, and negative when above, 
strain associated with the steel, at the centroid of the 
section (see Fig. A.3), 
curvature associated with the steel strain (see Fig. A.3), 
resultant of th~ forces in all the tendons, applied at the 
centroid of the section (see Fig. A.3) and 
._--- .. _-- .. -
resultant of the moments of the forces in all the tendons, 
about the centroid of the section (see Fig. A.3). 
It is understood that the indicated summations in Eq. A.2.2 include 
all the tendons in the section. 
For the concrete: 
= (A.2.3) 





where: Ec = modulus of elasticity of the concrete, 
Ac = cross-sectional area of the concrete section, 
Ic = moment of inertia of the concrete section about the 
centroidal axis, 
EC = concrete, ax i a 1 strain (see Fi g. A. 4) , 
~c -. curvature of concrete section (see Fig. A. 4) , 
Pc = resultant force acti.ng on the concrete section, applied 
at the centroid (see Fig. A.4) and 
Mc = resultant moment acting on the concrete section, about the 
centroid (see Fig. A.4). 
The elements of each column of the above stiffness matrices were 
evaluated by setting the degree of freedom corresponding to the particular 
co 1 urnn to un; ty, whi 1 e the other is set to .zero. The forces. requi red for 
. equilibrium correspond to the elements of the particular column of the 
stiffness matrix. This process is illustrated for steel and concrete in 
Figs. A.3 and A.4, respectively. 
Consider the case where a linearly varying strain is imposed on the 
concrete section~ The strain distribution is defined ,by the strains at the 
extreme top and bottom fibers of the section, ~Et and ~Eb' respectively (see 
Fig~ A.S). This strain clearly violates the compatibility assumption, i.e. 
that the change of strain in the steel is equal to the change of strain in 
the concrete at the same level. In order to restore compatibility, forces 
must be applied to the s~eel as well as the concrete. The resultant of the 
steel forces, Ps ' is applied at the centroid of the section. The resultant 
of the moments of the steel ~orces about the centroid is designated by Ms' 
The resultant concrete force, Pc' is applied at the centroid, while the 
resultant moment about the centroid, acting on the concrete, is designated 
by Me (see Fig~ A.5). 
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Horizontal and moment equilibrium yields: 
o 
+ = (A.2.5) 
Compatibility of strains yield: 
(A.2.6) 
See Fi~. A.5 for the definition of the strains involved in Eq. 
A.2.6. These above expressions may be manipulated in order to express 
the compatibility requirements in terms of strains at the level of the 
centroid of the section and curvatures: 
{A.2.7} 
. ~s - ~c = b~ 
where: €s' €c and bE are defined in Fig. A.5, and ~s' ~c and b~ are the 
curvatures as defined by 
Esb - Est 
~s = d 
~c = 
.. Etb . ~ . Ect 
d 
b~ 
bEb - bEt 
= d 
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Substitution of Eqs. A.2.1 and A.2.3 into A.2.5 yields 




Equations A.2.7 are used to eliminate EC and ~c from the above 
expression. By performing this substitution and after rearrangement the 
following expression is obtained:, 
where: I is a 2 x 2 identity matrix. 
Upon subst i tut i on of the app'ropri ate arrays and subsequent simp 1 i-
fication 





' n L A.e. 2) 
1 + 1 1 
, Ie 
where: n = Es/Ec = modular ratio. 
= (A.2.B) 
Equation A.2.B can be solved to yield ES and ~s. Once these 
quantities are known, they can be used to find the ch~nge in steel force 
(prestressing force) associated with the imposed concrete strain, as well 
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as the corrections that must be applied to the imposed concrete strain to 
yield the final concrete strain. 
The change in steel force in the i-th tendon is given by: 
(A.2.9) 
The corrections that must be applied to the imposed concrete 
strains at the top and bottom fibers of the section are given by: 
(A.2.l0) 
where: Yt and Yb are the distances of the centroid to the extreme top 
and bottom fibers, respectively. 
The total corrected concrete strains at the extreme top and bottom 
fibers of the section, are given by: 
I 
= ~Et + Ect Ect 
(A.2.ll) 
I 
= ~E..... + E_1.. E .... 1.. 
loU U I".U 
The ch~nges in concrete stress, associated with the change in 
steel force are obtained as follows: 
P r~cYt 







Ac T cbot 
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The values to be used for Pc and Mc in Eq. A.2.12 are obtained from 
Eqso A.2.l and A.2.5: 
= = 
A.3 Calculation of Changes in Concrete Stress and Strain and 
Prestressing Force 
As previously pointed out, the effects of creep, shrinkage and 
relaxation were assumed to be independent during a particular time interval. 
Thus, the effects of each of these phenomena could be determined separately 
during a time interval and then superimposed at the end of that time 
interval. 
Each of these time-dependent effects as well as externally applied 
loads lead to a change in prestressing force, which goes hand in hand with 
an elastic change in concrete stress and strain. In what follows an out-
line is given of how the expressions given in Sect. A.2 were applied to 
account for the above-mentioned effects. 
The change in free shrinkage strain that takes place at a parti-
cular section during a time interval may be readily determined. This strain 
is assumed to be uniformly distributed across the cross-section. By 
applying this strain distribution to the cross-section, Eq. A.2.8 may be 
used to find ES and ~s. Sub~equently, Eq. A.2.9 yields the change in pre-
stressing force in each tendon and Eqs. A.2. 12 yield the associated change 
in concrete stress, due to the change in shrinkage strain. The final cor-
rected change in shrinkage strain for the time interval is obtained by 
using Eqs. A.2~]l in conjunction with Eqs. A.2.l0. 
The unrestrained change in creep strain during a time interval is 
determined at the extreme top and bottom fibers of the concrete section 
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using the procedure outlined in Sect. 3.2.4 or the method of superposition, 
depending on whether or not experimentally determined creep properties are 
being used. This change in creep strain is linearly distributed through 
the depth of the cross-section because linear creep theory is assumed to be 
applicable. The exact procedure outlined for the case of shrinkage is 
applied to the strain distribution determined above in order to find the 
change in. prestress~ng force in each tendon as well as the change in concrete 
stress due to the change in creep strain for the time interval. This pro-
cedure simultaneously yields the final corrected change in creep strain that 
takes place during the time interval. 
The procedure outlined in Sect. 3.3 is used to determine the change 
in prestressing force due to relaxation in each tendon during a particular 
time interval. Once these changes in prestressing force are known, beam 
theory may be used to calculate the associated changes in concrete stress 
and strain. The procedure outlined for the case of shrinkage is .applied 
to this strain distribution to find the changes in prestressing force and 
concrete stress due to the elastic recovery of concrete. The corrected 
concrete strains thus obtained represent the final corrected change in 
concrete strain due to relaxation for the time interval. By addi~g the 
changes in prestressing force and concrete stress due to relaxation to the 
change 'in these quantities due to elastic recovery of concrete, as calculated 
above, the final corrected· changes in prestressing force and concrete stress 
due to relaxation for the time interval are determined. 
When loads are imposed on the structure, such as the effect of the 
self weight of a newly erected segment or the stressing of new tendons, the 
resulting concrete stresses and strains may be calculated at each section 
by making use of beam theory. The change in prestressing force and the 
associated change in concrete stress due to elastic recovery of the concrete 
are calculated by applying the procedure as outlined for the case of 
shrinkage to the above concrete strain distribution. The change in pre-
stressi~g force, and corrected total ch~nge in ·strain thus obtained, repre-
sent the final values of these quantities due to application of the load. 
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The final corrected change in concrete stress is found by adding the 
change in concrete stress due to application of the load, to the change 
in concrete stress due to elastic recovery_ For the particular case in 
which a new tendon is being stressed, it should be noted that this par-
ticular tendon is excluded from the calculations which account for the 
effects of elastic recovery_ 
For the case of applied loads~ the concrete stresses and strains 
predicted by the above procedure, used in conjunction with the net section 
properties, will be the same as those predicted by using the transformed 
section properties. The general proof of this statement is rather tedious 
and consequently not presented here. Finally, it should be pointed out 
that the net concrete section properties should, in the strict sense, 
be used in the analytical procedure .. In tn.i.s study, th.e gross ·s.ect"ion 
properties were used. 
A.4 Initial Prestressing Force 
For post-tensioned systems, the initial prestressing force will 
. generally vary along the length. of a tendon due. to instantaneous losses. in 
force arising from friction and anchor-set. For such systems the following 














steel stress at a distance x from the jacking end, 
steel stress at the jacking end, 
base of Napierian logarithms, 
wobble friction coefficient per unit length, 
curvature friction coefficient, 
total ·angular change of the tendon profile measured 
from the jacking end to the point at a distance x from 
this end and 
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x = distance from the jacking end to the point on the 
tendon being considered. 
It is understood that the steel stresses in Eq. A.4.l apply to the 
time immediately followi,ng the stressing operation but prior to anchoring. 
Methods for finding the prestress losses associated with anchor-
set may be found in Refs. 18, 29 and 40. The iterative approach given by 
Leonhardt (40) accounts for the effects of the actual tendon profile, and 
furthermore makes provision for the possibility that the reverse coeffi-
cient of ,friction may be unequal to the coefficient of friction associated 
with stressi~g ~f the tendon. In general the reverse coefficient of 
friction is larger than the coefficient associated with stressing of the 
tendon. When the above approach is applied to straight tendons, closed-
form expressions may be derived for the total initial prestressing force. 
In what follows, expressions are developed for the calculation of 
the initial prestressing force in straight tendons. These expressions 
account for the instantaneous loss of prestressing force associated with 
friction and anchor~set. 
Considering Fig. A.6, it may be seen that the effect of anchor-set 
is to reduce the steel stress from fs(x) to f~(x). The distance over 
which anchor-set affects the prestressing force extends over a distance b 
from the live anchor. This distance will be referred to as the slip 
length. Considering an element dx of the tendon situated a distance x 
from the jacking end, the change in its length d~ due to anchor set may 
be written 
(A.4.2) 
, The total change in length that takes place in the tendon over the 
slip length b must be equal to the amtiunt that the tendons slip at the 
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anchor ~ due to anchor set. The total slip may be obtained by integration 
of Eq. A.4.2: 
(A.4.3) 
Thus, the area ABC is linearly related to the slip that takes. 
place at the anchor. 
Applying Eq. A.4.l to the case of straight tendons (i.e. a = 0), 
fs(x) and.f;(x) may be expressed ~s (see Fig. A.6): 
= f e";kx 
so 
f* () = f e - k (b - x) = f - 2 kb kx 
s x sb so e e 
(A.4.4) 
(A.4.5) 
Substitution into Eq. A.4.3 and performing the indicated integra-
tion yi'elds: 
f so ... _kb ... 2 /:,. = - Ll - e . J kEs 
Eq. A.4.6 is now' solved for the slip length b: 
[1 ~fksEos ] b = - t In I 




Once the slip length, b, is known, the initial steel stress can be 
_. ___ ... _ ... _ .. __ G.Q.lGJJ19_t~g J~y_ us i tlg~~ __ .A . 4 . ~_._QYj~r __ t~~_jll~..rY~_L_Q_~.lL~P~D d E g • A. 4. 4 
over the rest of the tendon. These expressions may be written in terms of 
prestressing force simply by replacing the steel stresses by appropriate 
values of steel force. It must be confirmed that the slip length, b , is 
less than or equal to the tendon length. 
In the case of segmentally constructed post-tensioned bridges, 
some of the prestressing tendons may be very short. In these short tendons 
it. is possible that the slip length may extend over the entire length of 
the tendon. Consideration of Fig. A.7 will reveal that knowledge of 
fs(L), the steel stress at the dead-end anchor, will enable one to estimate 
the steel stress everywhere in the tendon. 
Referring to Fig. A.7: 
f*(x) = f (L) e-k(L-x) 
s s (A.4.8) 
where: L = total length of the tendon. 
Eq. A.4.4 for fs(x) is, of course, still valid. Bearing in mind 
that the slip that takes place at the anchor is related to liEs (Area ABCD), 
1 t- (Area ABCD) 
s 
(A.4.9) 
Substituting Eqs. A.4.4 and A.4.8 into the above expression, 
performi.ng the integration and solv,ing for fs(L), the following expres-
sion is obtained: 
(A.4.10) 
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Once fs(L.) is known, the initial steel stress in the tendon may be 
calculated from . A.4.8. 
For tendons stressed from both ends, the procedures outlined above 
may be followed to determine the initial prestressing force. If the slip 
length is less than or equal to half the tendon length, the first set of 
equations is used independently at both ends of the tendon. If the slip 
length exceeds half the tendon length, the second set of equations may be 
used, with L set equal to half the length of the tendon. For this parti-
cular case only one half of the tendon need be considered because the 
variation of prestressing force will be symmetrical about the middle of 
the tendon. 
A.5 Effects of Static Indeterminancy 
For statically indeterminate structures, .the equations of equili-
stresses that arise in the structure due to the application of load. 
Thus, the material properties need to be included in the solution of such 
a problem. Furthermore, the time-dependent deformations of statically 
indeterminate prestressed concrete structures may be expected to lead to 
time-dependent changes in stress distribution. Specifically, for stati-
cally indeterminate prestressed concrete beams this means that a time-
dependent redistribution of bending moment may be expected to take place 
due to the combined effects of shrinkage, creep and relaxation. 
In this study, the effects of static indeterminancy were treated 
by a flexibility approach. In order to outline the approach followed, 
consider the beam continuous over n supports, as illustrated in Fig. 
A.8a. Firstly, the structure is made statically determinate by removing 
all the inte~ior supports, as' shown in Fig. A.8b. In general, the 
imposed load ~ystemor time-dependent strains, whichever is being con-
sidered, will impose non-zero deflections in the equivalent statically 
determinate beam at the locations of the interior supports. 
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From this point on the object is to find a set of point loads that 
will satisfy the original boundary conditions, when they are applied to 
the equivalent statically determinate structure at the positions of the 
supports. These point loads correspond to the unknown interior reactions. 
This objective is accomplished by calculating the deflections of the 
equivalent statically determinate structure at the positions of the 
. interior supports due to a unit point load applied, in turn, at the loca-
tions of each interior support. Figure A.8c defines these deflections 
for the unit point load applied at support j. By making use of the 
principle of superposition and the fact that the vertical deflection at 
each support is zero, the following expressions may be written: 
+ - = 0 
+ - - - + R 8 (n-1) 3(n-l) + ~3 = 0 
+ R 8 + ~ (n-l) (n-l)(n-1) (n-1) = 0 
(A.5.l) 
where: ~i = deflection of the equivalent statically determinate struc-
ture at the location of support i due to the effects of 
applied loads or time-dependent effects, whichever is being 
considered, 
8 .. = deflection of the equivalent statically determinate lJ 
structure at the location of support i due to a unit 
point load applied at the location of support j and 
Ri = vertical reaction at support i~ 
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The positive directions of the above quantities are defined in 
Fig. A.8. Equations A.5.l represent (n-2)- simultaneous equations in (n-2) 
unknowns. This system of equations may be cast in matrix form as follows: 
- ~2 
~32 o - 3(n-1) 
= 
0(n-l)(n-1) - ~(n-l) 
This expression may be represented ,in a more compact notation as: 
[F] {R} = - {~} (A.5.3) 
This system of equations may readily be solved to yield' {R}, the 
unknown reactions at the interior supports. Once these reactions are 
known, they may be applied to the equivalent statically determinate 
structure as point loads and the resulting moments, stresses, strains and 
deflections calculated .. It should be noted that for the case of a tendon 
being stressed, the moments thus calculated are the so-called secondary, or 
parasitic, moments due to pr~stressing. The total of the moments, 
stresses, strains and deflections due to the applied actions or deforma-
tions is obtained by superimposing the results obtained above on the 
results obtained by applying the actual action or deformations to the 
equivalent statically determinate structure. 
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In the light of the above derivation, it should be clear that the 
elements of a particular column of the flexibility matrix [F] may be 
generated by finding the deflection of the equivalent statically 
determinate structure at the locations of each of the interior supports, 
due to the application of a unit point load at the location of the 
support to which this particular column of the flexibility matrix applies 
(see Eqs •. A.S.2 and A.S.3 and Fig. A.Be). 
Finally, the numerical integration procedure as outlined by 
Godden (23) was used for the calculation of deflections in this study. 
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Table A.l: Coefficients for the Expression for the 































Fig. A. 1 
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0- C. E. 8. Recommendations 
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(a) Degrees· of Freedom and Associated Forces 
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(b) First Column of Stiffness "Matrix ( 41 5= I and ~s= 0) 
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. (e) Second Column of Stiffness Motrix (ES= 0 and CPs = I) 
Ftg. A.3 Derivation of the Stiffness Matrix Corresponding to 
the Prestressing Steel Reinforcement at a·Section 
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THE KISHWAUKEE RIVER BRIDGE AND EXPERIMENTALL '( 
DETERMINED CONCRETE MATERIAL PROPERTIES 
The Ki shwau kee River Brl..dge is located in Winnebago County, about 
four' mi 1 es south of Rockford, fll1nots. Tfte structure spans over ttie 
heavily wooded Kishwaukee River Valley and, consequently, one of the. 
primary considerations for selecting a particular construction procedure 
was the preservation of the environment. In order to achieve this aim 
the segmental cant i 1 ever cons-truct Ion procedure \Alas a natural choice. 
because this method eliminates tfie use of heavy construction false.-work 
and temporary supports. 
The contents of this Appendix are devoted to a description of the 
structure itsel f as well .as a presentation of the experimentally de.termined 
materia 1 properties of the concrete used in the. bridge. These material 
properties were determined by tests conducted at the laboratories of th.e 
Portland Cement Association (P.C.A.). All the information presented in 
this Appendix was supplied by either the P.C.A. or the Illinois Department 
of Transportation (30,52). 
It is important to note that the origih of the time scale which is 
used to define the points in time at which each construction acti.vi.ty took 
place has arbitrarily been chosen as the day prior to which the first ~eg­
ment was cast. Thus, the. day on which the first segment was cast is 
designated as day one. 
B.l The Kishwaukee River Bridge 
B.l.1 General Description 
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The Kishwaukee River Bridge. comprises. two identical para 11 e.1 
bridges, ea,ch bridge havi..ng three .250 ft (.76 .. 2 ml interior spans and two 
170 ft (51.8 m) side spans for an overall lengtfL of 1090 ft (332.2 m). 
The final structure 1's continuous' over .al1 fiVe spans. An elevatton of th.e 
structure as well as the designatfon ass.fgned· to each segment is shown 1.n 
Figure B.la. Each double cantilever is- made up of 34 precast segments, 
while the side-span ends each comprise 6 segments. Adjacent double canti.-
. . 
levers are joined to each other by means of a cast in-situ closure s.egment 
(see Figure B.lb). 
Typi ca lly each segment has a constant depth of 11 ft 4 in (3.454 m } , 
a top width of 41 ft (12.50 m}, and a length. of7 ft (2.134 ml. The. ove.r-
all dimensions of such a segment is given in~igure B.2. Note that, in a 
double cantilever, the bottom flange thickness varies continually from 8 in. 
to 18 i.n. (0.203 m to 0.457 m) over the first si'x segmen ts on each. s i.de of 
the pier (see Figure B.lb}. Th.e section properties of ~ach particular 
segment to be found in a double cantilever or side-span end are listed in 
Tables B.1 and B.2, respecti.vely. The pie.r segments were each. provided wtth 
a diaphragm, the effect of which was. ignored in the analytica~ procedure. 
The instrumented segments are designated SB1-Nl, SB1-N9 and SB1-N16. 
B.l.2 Erection Sequence 
The bridge was erected by the segmental cantilever constructi.on pro-
cedure. Following this. procedure, a double cantilever was progressively 
constructed by adding segments to each side of the pier. Once the e.recti.on 
. of a particular double cantilever was completed, it was joined to an 
adjacent double canti.lever by providi.ng a cast in-situ closure segment. 
Conti.nuity between the two structures was finally establ ished by stressi.ng 
the so-called continuity prestressing tendons. 
In order to restrict to a minimum th.e unbalanced mome.'1t that vdll 
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occur at the pier duri ng tne constr.uctton of a doub 1 e cantil ever, segments 
were added alternately to cant·n evers on appos ;·te s. ides of' the pi:er. 
Vertical prestressi.ng and sui.tably placed flat jacks were provi.ded at the 
pier to resist the unbalancedmoment.Oncetne double cantilever was 
joined to the rest of the structure and the continuity tendons stressed, 
the moment resi.sting part of the s'upport was destroyed by rel easing the 
vert~cal prestressing tendons at th~ pier and placing the double cantilever 
on the bearings. From that time. onward, th_e support functions as a simple 
support. This operation i.s te.rmed re.' ease of the support. 
Segments were erected bymakfng use of a steel launchtng girder. 
After th e s egmen t to. be erected was in pos it ion 3 epoxy was app 1 i. ed to 
mating surfaces and the segment subsequently post-tensioned to the canti-
lever. Duri.ng this erection procedure metal shims were used to. correct 
alignments. as needed. Th.is operatfon i.s of importance when interpreting 
the measured vert i ca 1 defl ect ion of the brtdge. In order to insure that 
adjacent segments match properly, the segments WEre precast using the short-
line method of match~casting. 
The casting and erection ti'mes of each segment are given. in. Tables 
B.3 and B.4, respectively. Each of the precast segments was assumed to 
have been cured for 2 days, while the tn-situ closure segments were cured 
for 7 days. It shaul d be noted that for the purposes of analys 1.s th.e actua 1 
erection se.quence was used for the instrumented double cantilever, S8'. 
In order to save some computational time, the erection sequences used for 
modified by erecting mor~ segments at fewer time steps than was the case for 
the actual structure. This step is justified by the relatively great age at 
whi.ch these segments were erected. It sh.ould also be mentioned th.at th.e. 
modifications to the actual erection sequence were minimal. The. actual 
casting seque.nce of all th.e segments was used by the analysis. 
The sequence in whi.ch the double canti.levers and s.ide-span e.nds were 
joined to each other is given in Figure B.3. This figure also gives the 
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times at which each. of the tn .. s.ituclosure. segments VIas cast as well as th.e 
times at wh.i.ch the di ffe.rent sets. of continuity tendons were. stressed to 
their fina 1 val ue. It sfLould De menti:oned that prior to being stresse.d to 
tni.s fi.nal value., the conti.nuity tendons were stressed to 40 percent of 
the final value one day after th.e closure. segment was cast. 
For the purposes of the analysis it was assumed that the interior 
~upports ~ere rel.eased at th.e times at which the continuity tendons were 
stressed. In the actual structure this aperati'on usually took place two 
days after these tendons we.re stress·ed. It was, h.owever, felt that the dis-
cr~pancy .introduced into the calculation of creep strain would be negligible 
due to the relatively great age of most of the segments by the time this 
operation was performed. For this very reason it was assumed that the con-
tinuity tendons were directly stressed to their final value at th.e times 
given in Figure B.3. 
It should be noted that both side-span ends were erected on false-
work. 
B.1.3 Prestressing Details 
During the construction of each double cantilever, tendons were 
provided primarily to resist the negative moments induced by the self-
weight of the structure. These tendons were located in the top flange of 
the beam. Two tendons we.re provi.ded in the bottom flange to facil itate 
the erection of segments. The tendons th.at established continuity of two 
adjacent cantilevers were primarily located in the bottom flange of the 
beam i.n order to provide some. measure of positive moment resistance. The 
locations of the tendons in the top and bottom flanges are indi~ated by 
Figure B.2. 
All prestressing tendons used in the Kishwaukee River Bridge were. 
l~ in. (31.8 mm) diameter Dywidag-Tftreadbar. Each of thes.e tendons were 
stressed to 145 kips (645 kN) and anc~ored at 136 kips (605 kN}. All 
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tendon profi.les were straight. Tfie variation of th.e numller of tendons. along 
the bri.dge 1S summarize.d in FfgureB.4q 
For tfle construction. of a do,u51e. cantilever the times' at which the 
tendons were stressed were dictated b.y th.e erection sequence of the se.gments. 
The stressing times of ~h.e contfnuity tendons are summarized in Fi.gure. B. 3. 
For th.e purpose.s of analysis a wob.51e. coeffi.cient of 0.,,0007/ft 
(O.0023/m) and an anch.or-set of O~Ol fn. (O.25mm}. was as:s·umed. 
B.2 Material Properties of th.e Concrete. 
At the time that each of th.:e instrumented segments were cast, 
ttl; rty-five 6 x 12 in. (150 x 30.O mm) concrete cyl inders, per segment, were 
prepared in the precasting plant. Th.e.se. cyl inders were steam cured for 
severa 1 flours and then shipped to the P. c. t\. 1 aborator i es in Skoki e, 
Il1i.noi.s, for testing. Some of the cyli:nders were cured in the laboratori.es 
under constant envi.ronmental conditions at 73°F C.230C} and SO percent 
relati.ve humidity, while oth.ers were subjecte.d to the outdoor environment. 
It was felt tnat tne exposed spectmens ~vould be subjected to about the same 
environmental conditions as the bridge itself. In what follows, a brief 
description of the concrete material properties as determined by tests on 
these specimens is gi~en. A more extensive report will be published in the 
near future. 
The variation of the concrete compressive strength and the modulus 
of elasticity was determined by conducting tests which conform to the 
ASTM Specification C-39 (56). These properties of the concrete ·at different 
ages. are summarized in Table B.S. 
Shrinkage measurements on both t~e indoor and outdoor specimens 
were started. 7 days after casti.ng. There were tnree sets of 1 aboratory 
stored creep specimens, each set being loaded at a different .age. The ages 
at loading were 28, 90 and 180 days. All the outdoor creep specimens 
were loaded at an age of 28 days. All creep tests were conducted in 
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campl iance with.. the ASTM Speciffcatton C-51Z C551, each_ s,pectmen betng 
subjected to a constant stress: of 200n ps~t (13.8 N/mm21. Th.e e.xperi.mental-
ly obtained specific creep curves for the different .agesat loading as 
well as the. s.hrinkage curves for all three of the instrumented segme.nts 
are given in Figures B.5 thro.ugft·B.8 for the laboratory stored specimens, 
and in F'igures B.9and B.10 for the outdoor specimens. 
F<?r the purposes of the analyti'cal procedure followed in this 
study, the material properties were assumed to be the same for e.ach seg-
ment.· Thus, the values of compressive strength and modulus of el.asticity 
used in the analysis were obtained by taking the average of the appropriate 
quanti. ties at each age. Th.e specific creep and shrinkage. curves used by 
the analysis procedure were not ohtained by averaging appropri.ate curves, 
but rather by selecting curves corre.sponding to particular segments. The 
speci fi c creep curves as well as the shri nkage curves used 'in the ana lys i.s 
are listed in Table B.6. 
For the particular case where tEle re.commendations of the. C.E..B. 
(11) were used to ge·nerate. the materi.al properties of the concrete, the 
average 28-day compressive strengths for the outdoor specimens were used 
i.n;:the analysis. The creep and shrinkage multiplying factor reflecting the 
dependence of these phenomena on the composition of the concrete, Kb, 
deserves some special attention here (see Sect. 2.2.3.1). Durtng the course 
of the casting of the prefabricated segments the mix proportions of the 
concrete were changed several times. Tne water-cement ratio and the cement 
content used in three different mixes are listed in Table B.7. Each. of 
these combinations yielded adi.fferent value for Kb" These values of Kb 
were th.en averaged and tne result used in the analysis. 
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Table B.l: Section Properties of Segments in the 
Double Cantilevers 
Segment Length Cross- Moment Distance Distance Weight 
5ecti"ona 1 of Inertia of Top of Bottom 
Area Fiber to Fiber to 
Centroida1 Centroidal 
Axis Axis 
(in.) (in. 2) (in.4) (in.) (i n. ) (k/ft) 
50 and NO 42.000 13,692 42,115,000 62.762 76.988 14.263 
Sl and Nl 84.625 13,465 41,297,000 61.758 77.992 14.026 
52 and N2 84.625 13,022 39,537,000 59.650 80.100 13.565 
53 and N3 84.625 12,595 37,607,000 57.408 82.342 13. 120 
54 and N4 84.625 . 12, 183 35,502,000 55.031 84.719 12.691 
55 and N5 84.625 11,787 33,216,000 52.521 87.229 12.278 
S6 through 516 84.625 11,595 32,005,000 51.216 88.534 12.078 
N6 through N16 
S17 and N17 28.625 11,595 32,005,000 51.216 88.534 12.078 
Closure Segment 150.750 14,845 45,510,000 67. 15O 72.600 15.464 
Note: 1 in. =25.4 mm 
1 k/ft =14.594 kN/m 
Segment 
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Table B.2: Section Properties of Segments in the 
Side"!"Span Ends 
. Length Cross- Moment Distance 
Sectional of Inertia of Top 





SO and NO 
Sl through S4 
Nl through N4 
S5 and N5 




Note: in. = 25.4 mm 
k/ft = 14.594 kN/m 
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Table B.3: Casting Times of the 5egments 
Days after 6 August 1977 
Double Cantilever 
S8l . SB2 SB3 SB4 
446 298 244 189 
445 294 243 187 
444 293 242 185 
441 292 241 181 
440 290 238 179 
439 290 237 173 
438 287 236 164 
437 287 235 161 
434 285 230 154 
433 284 229 152 
432 283 228 147 
432 280 227 138 
370 279 224 133 
369 278 223 130 
368 277 222 122 
367 276 221 119 
364 272 220 116 
322 7 19 22 
311 1 11 14 
339 248 193 76 
341 249 195 82 
342 250 196 85 
343 251 199 88 
346 252 201 90 
347 255 202 91 
348 256 203 94 
349 256 206 95 
350 258 207 96 
353 259 208 97 
355 262 209 98 
355 263 210 101 
356 264 213 10.2 
357 265 214 103 
360 266 ' 215 104 
361 269 216 105 























































Table B.4: Erection Times of the·Segments 
Days ~fter 6 August 1977 
Double Cantilevers 
SBl SB2 SB3 SB4 
458 437 412 362 
458 437 412 361 
455 437 411 361 
455 435 411 360 
455 434 411 360 
454 434 410 357 
·454 434 410 357 
454 433 409 356 
453 433 409 356 
453 432 406 355 
453 432 406 354 
453 432 406 354 
452 431 402 353 
452 431 402 353 
452 431 399 349 
451 430 398 348 
449 428 397 347 
448 427 392 340 
448 427 396 341 
11110 II?Q ~a7 346 
-r-r .... -r'-v '-'-'I 
451 430 398 348 
451 430 399 349 
452 431 ')00 ,,;;;;;;; 350 
452 431 402 353 
452 432 402 353 
453 432 406 354 
453 432 406 354 
453 432 409 355 
454 433 409 356 
454 433 410 356 
454 434 410 357 
454 434 410 360 
455 434 411 360 
455 435 411 361 
458 437 412 361 

























Table B.5: Compressive Strength and Modulus of 







































































Table B.6: Specific Creep and Shrinkage Curves 
Used in the Analyses 
'Specific Creep Shrinkage 
Age at Loading (Days) 
28 90 180 
SB1-Nl SB1-N9 SB1-Nl 
SB1-Nl 
Table B.7: Cement Content and Water-Cement Ratios 
for Different Concrete Mixes 
Cement 
Content 











Note: 1 lb/yd3 = 0.593 kg/m3 
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.( b) Intermediate Structure 7 
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(c) Intermediate Structure 8 
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(d ) Intermediate Structure 9 
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(e ) Final Structure 
Ti me At Which Time At Which 
Closure Segment Continuity Tendons 
Substructure I s Cast Are Stressed 
Fig. B.3 
6 382 387 
7 419 424 
8 44/ 446 
9 462 467 
10 629 634 
Note: Times Are In Days Since 6 Aug. 1977 
Sequence in which Double Cantilevers were Joined 
to Form Final Structure 
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The symbols used throughout this study are defined as they first 









= aging parameters, for use with the Dirichlet series 












coefficient used in the expression for Kd, as given 
in Appendix A, Sect. A.l.l 
cross-sectional area of the concrete section 
cross-sectional area of tendon i 
distance over which anchor-set affects the prestressing 
force~ measured from the jacking end 
coefficient used in the expression for Kd, as given 
in Appendix A, Sect, A.l.l 
relaxation constant, depending on the type of 
prestressi.ng strand 
specific creep at time t, for concrete loaded at 
age ti 
specific creep at time t., for concrete initially 
1 
loaded at age Lr 
specific creep at time t, for concrete initially 
loaded at age L 
.: . 
theoretical thickness of member, as defined by the 
C.E.B. recommendations 






f., f(t.) , , 
f ctop 
~ / ..... \ 






::: eccentricity of tendon i measured from the centroidal 
axis of the section, taken positive when the te~don is 











secant modulus of elasticity of the concrete at an 
age of 28 days 
modulus of elasticity of the concrete at time t 
effective modulus of the concrete at ti~e, t, as 
defined in Sect. 3.2.1 
modulus, of elasticity of the steel 
constant sustained concrete stress 
concrete stress as a function of time 
concrete stress at time ti 
concrete stress in extreme top fiber of 
cross-section 
concrete stress in extreme bottom fiber of 
cross-section 
cylinder compressive strength of concrete as a function 
of time since casting 
- steel stress at time t 
= initial steel stress 
= steel stress at the jacking end, just prior to 
anchoring of the tendon 
::: steel stress at a distance x from the jacking end, 
just prior to anchoring of the tendon 
= yield stress of steel, measured at an offset strain 
of 0.001 
= ,flex'i bfti:tYi, matrix, 'as deft ned' in Appendtx A, 
Sect. ADS 
moment of inertia of the concrete section about the 
centroidal axis 











factor expressing the dependence of creep and shrinkage 
on the compos i. t i on of the concrete mix, defi ned in 
Sect. 2.2.3.1 
factor expressing the dependence of creep on relative 
humidity, defined in Sect. 2.2.3.1 
factor expressing. the dependence of creep on the 
concrete age at the time of loading, defined in 
Sect. 2.2.3.1 
factor expressing the depende~ce of creep and shrinkage 
on the member size and shape, defined in Sect. 2.2.3.1 
and Sect. 2.2.3.2 
factor including the restraining effect of th.e longi-
tudinal reinforcement on shrinkage, defined in 
Sect. 2.2.3.2 
= factor expressing. the time dependence of creep and 
shrinkage, defined in Sect. 2.2.3.1 
:: stiffness matrix for the concrete cross-section, 
associated with the axial strain and curvature of 
the section. 
= stiffness matrix for the prestressing steel, associated 
with the axial strain and curvature of the section 
:: natural or Napierian logarithm 
= logarithm to the base 10 
= tendon length 
= resultant moment of the concrete force about the section 
centroid necessary to restore compatibility of steel 
and conc~ete strains when a strain is imposed on the 
cross-section 
= resultant moment of the steel forces about the section 
centroid necessary to restore compatibility of steel 










Es/Ec' modular ratio; also used as a coefficient in 
the expression for Kd, as given in Appendix A, 
Sect. A.l.l 
percentage longitudinal steel 
resultant concrete force necessary to restore compati-
bility of steel and concrete strains when a strain is 
imposed on the cross-section 
:: resultant steel force necessary to restore compati-
bility of steel and concrete strains when a strain is 
imposed on the cross-section 
:: change in force in the f-th tendon due to the effects 
of elastic recovery 
:: ratio of specific creep recovery to specific creep 
:: vertical reaction at support i of an intermediate 
structure 
:: column vector containing the reactions at the interior 





T :: temperature 
x 
B 
:: distance from the jacking end to the point on the 
tendon being considered 
:: distance of the section centroid to the extreme 
bottom fiber of the section 
:: distance of the section centroid to the extreme 
top fiber of the section 
:: 
:: 
coefficient used in the expression for Kt ,. as given 
in Appendix A, Sect. A.l.l; elsewhere it represents 
the tota 1 angul ar change of the tendon profi'l e between 
the jacking end and any point x along the span, 
in radians 
coefficient used in the expression for Kt , as given 
in Appendix A, Sect~ A. 1. 1 




= deflection of the equivalent statically determinate 
structure, as defined in Appendix A, Sect. A.5, at the 
location of support i due to a unit point load applied 
at the location of support j 
= anchor set 
= deflection of the equivalent statically determinate 
structure, as defined in Appendix A, Sect. A.5, at the 
location of support i due to the effects of applied 
loads or time-dependent effects 
= number of days at which hardening of the concrete took 




column vector containing the L1i's which apply to the 
interior supports of a statically indeterminate 
intermediate structure 
change in concrete stress at time ti 
change in steel stress due to causes other than 
relaxation 
= imposed axial strain on concrete cross-section, 
defined in Appendix A, Sect. A.2 
= imposed strain in extreme bottom fiber of concrete 
cross-section, defined in Appendix A, Sect. A.2 
= change of creep strain during the m-th time interval 
= imposed strain in extreme top fiber of concrete 
cross-section, defined in Appendix A, Sect. A.2 
= imposed curvature of concrete cross-section, defined 
in Appendix A, Sect. A.2 
= instantaneous elastic strain 
= basic shrinkage strain as a function of relative 
humidity, defined in Sect. 2.2.3.2; also used as 
axi a 1 stra i. n of the concrete sect i on as defi ned in 
Appendix A, Sect. A.2 
= concrete strains involved in the calculation of the 









= total creep strain at time t 
= strain associated with the steel, at the centroid of 
the section, defined in Appendix A, Sect. A.2 
= hypothetical steel strains involved in the calcula-
tion of th.e effects of elastic recovery, defined in 
. Appendix A, Sect. A.2 
= shrinkage strain at time t 
= concrete strain in the extreme bottom fiber corrected 
for the effects of elastic recovery 
= concrete strain in the extreme top fiber corrected 
for the effects of elastic recovery 
= retardation times, for use with the Dirichlet series 
representation of specific creep 
= curvature friction coefficient 
= creep coefficient independent of time and concrete age 
at loading,' defined in Appendix A, Sect. A.l.2 
= concrete age at loading 
= concrete age at loading corresponding to the i-th 
sPecific creep curve 
= temperature shift function, for use with the 
Dirichlet series representation of specific creep 
= curvature of concrete section as defined in Appendix A, 
Sect. A.2 
= curvature associated with the steel strain as defined 
in Appendix A, Sect. A.2 
= creep coefficient, expressed as the product of five 
partial factors 
